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CHA PTEH:!, LlTEHATURE HE\"IE\\" 

2.1.1 13nckling l'dooes 

Experiment" condune-d on thin-w,lIIPd tub""" haw rpsilIted in thr\"t' primary bucklin" 

modp~ . TIl" mode,. Jrp: 

" Pror,Te&,iw buckling 

:). Dvnamic pla,tic bucklin;!; 

Tlw l!llld~ in whicb a tubl' bllrkl,'!< is an "niw aJ:('a lIf [(".'arcb and nppend, on It llUTnlwr 

of factor, ~ll.b 3.;; cro,o-,Ktional geometry, tubp I('ngth, mat('ri al propertie~ and luading_ 

(b i (ei 

Fi~m" 2.1. (a) l'lwlognlph or" H j Um-" ,\j,)Illini11:I' (111", Lmdcr Eulcr ],11cklin~, [1:\] (b) 
Photograph of ,\ squ"rc ~llum illllllll I uhc 11llnCr progressi n, b m,:, lill;': _ I :J I (c) I 'h(l t()~rH ) 'h 
of cvlmdrie,,-: ,,-hn'JlLlu:r. j,ull" lllxkr dYlJamic plast,i(' hurklini\_ [)·11 

2.1. 1.1 Eu),'r R''''klin :,; 

Eule.-_ or glohal huckl ing is rh~rHctpr i 7.f'd hy thp form"j,i 'Hl of ~ SilLglp pl ~sji(' hilLgr ill tlw 

t,uhe As Ilw t,uhr c'HltinllP8 t,o ('ollap"~ , the tubp foln8 owr on itN'lf Cloba: bucklill~ 

of ~l sqUitrP ~lllmilllUTll tube 18 ,hOWll in the photl>grap'l of Fig_ 2_1 1.3 'I'll'" forn'

(.leBeclioll cu[\-" of Lllb~ which Im,:kl"s ,,;lohallv will h~,-c ~ form ~imllar to that. ,11OWIl 

ill Fig. 2.2" [1:\]_ Sinn' llw di,sljMlcn "n"r)'s is LlH' Mea 11lln"r thi~ Cm,",', ,hi, bl)cklin)', 

mode i, hi~hl," llllllc,inlbl.'. 
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3. 

4. 
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wave 

Firstly, two 

is subject to 

the 

can occur at 

move 

all a move 

HH'dHJlt; with sustained 

Until recently, the ""U.LV".!', re-

ductile materials. 

stress 

in another study [20J on the influence of stress waves found cylindrical shells 

ment of the cylindrical 

of dynamic plastic Uo,-"",,>JoUlli'> to be highly to loading 

equivalent circular 

wave on the stress state square IS 
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the variation 

hardening 

Although not 
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-1 

·2 ·1 

1.2 

absorbing nr,vto,n't 

context 

nOlr"",,,,n tube '~"'I-.V" 

occur 
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and 

2.4b respectively. In this 

11 

UHHHHU.H honeycomb. 

3000 
Sq"""", faIJt(B) ___________ _ 

--------------
Sq"""'._(B) 

O~~r-~--'--'--~ 
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hardelllllg ratio, i. 
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et 
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lower 
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where L and 

UHA.vn .. HV'''' was found to 

quasi-static loading. Abramowicz 

revert to global versa. 

[13, 30] studied square 

modes for cross 

must 

as h 

that Jensen et al. [13, 

a 

This study 

strain 

however that 

slenderness (Lib) was found to 

(blh). same 

20 

experimentally 

stress 

conducted a 

IS 

1) 

tis 

to 

It 

clear ly show 

to 

of 

particularly 
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conducted by Teramota and 

[36] IS 
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as yield 

literature. 

(D/t) be-

tween 10 the 
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11 CH,A.rTER'2 UTVnATURE Hn' lVW 

the annr"kd t llb,," ,lcfonrlPd DXlS.'-JrllllClri(,"j\i. Sted cl!b(·" Ull ,be odler ha]1d deformed 

ill ;m axie:nw",·tTic ltl(),I~ in tb,,;] a.'-lHx·in,d ,t.at.e alld ill diillllOnd mode "'hell an nf'alrd 

8,., ,h()wTI ill Fi g_ 2.61> 

... 
. .... -.', 

1.1 I") (e) 

figl:r<~ '2,(i: (a) Plo\. of j;m'" ,kJ;)llllf<t.iOJI ('111'\'" for a dr",!lm sie,'l tlll)('. po:;, f<nd pre 
annealillg. [37] (b) COrap"" mod~s for Cl ('iT('1)];'r st..~,1 :.\1l>e. I""" ;lIld pre ':[wlIlle[t to 
righc: annealing, [:W (c) F'ragJtlPIltatioIl mod" of" bTit.tk IllPtal :"be, [JIl] 

The diClll~e ill micr06trud-llre from the alllleal:r.,f'; proc"ss ifltl\1~n('''s nor~ t.hiUL j",1. th" 

bllCLiIlg- Shi1l=>C. f he force-rlbplacemer.t cun-e; am! t jwTd{)j'~ t I", "JL~J),-\' absorpt.ioll ill 

the tllbe.; is highly mo.lifi.~1 as ~ho"'ll in Fi g_ 2/;" F-,lrl.iWT t.o this. brEi.]" lIlCUJ, Hmy 

be "'Jbjecl- ,0 fract ure alld ::>etallillg Ull,ln son", lomliIW ('ondit,ious, I'i:\. 2,6.-; g-ives rill 

"xample o[ a p(·taled t ,-tbe made from a britt I" '''~t,i!l_ TILi" t ~a.r ;TlK i" o[ lll<Tea"lllg CO!l(,ern 

I[ tI", I ub,· is aln'b(iy ,hllldgf, l or h as a" h rn l imp('rk{'i. iOTi s 

2.1.3.2 GE"Omet r ic Tm perfpd iollS 

Exmuilml.inn o[ :h" furce- di,pl>\cellwnc di'lgmm for a t.\lIl<' '-'llder axi"l C(l))1jH''','SWU ('-I\"

Fi~ _ 2.21,; el"a.d'. ,huws that the force requi red to creat" the h,t 101,., ,,; nr,H'IL hig-hn 

,hau [or ",Ii",cqll"r.~ lubes in mos: case~ . If this for C!' is too br ~" in a practical prnt(x,l.ioll 

'.I~tnjl. t.he dr~'ck limit of the protected ~t.runlll"'· Illay IH' ~omprolJ\if..,L Furt.]",r cO :bis , 

Ibe60' brge peab also imply I 'JJ'~e de('eleraTione KIL,('b lJ\;j\' "nt,~]' '''''Hie liulll." Id""llv, 

I he d(~;eleULtion i~ ,\ (Constant bn [t i,," of t. in". t ImfwILOl.,t. t.1t" st.l oh, 

In order to ",-ert'OIIl(.' I,hel'e large peak forCf'~, -::Il<' tuhes h"w ~ ll ilHi-.Jnxi impcrkdiull, 

o[[ell cn.;kd It tri~R"r, b uilt in:o the s-;;ructl:re_ Th",,~ t.rigg"I" " no ))1O'<t. "ft~n illdeuLll.ion" 

~roo\'''s, Or circl:hr cm-od~ placed ir. t.he sh"ll waiL lTl,hJ('"d imperfectioll" r.oi only 

ha,-" ch" dT(x';l of lc,,,,,ring the init ial peak force, hut, also iTlttll"""iTlg tl", l>uck:\Il~ Illode, 

Firstlv, I.h" [orllw:ion of the the hst lobe ter.rls to 1'0110'" Ow shal'~ of iuit.ial illdentatiuns 

[41-,1;0,:. C ,rcillar ""W'.Its a.:.lu,v for th~ "dj n~t)):Cllt of t,h,' ('Iff-eli w diJtwTl"i'JTl" o[ U", tllb" 

[:li, ·;1. ·n. 44] , fhe im-"s,i"at iOlk of these rt'S€aTCht'[~ bnlf' eh"'\'n t.lmt. t.ILe "ppropriat" 

iHdu6ion of impcrfe(1:ions can :ead to ::>r"gr~S':'iw huckliIW wb..,-e Euler lJllCkling ,,·t)uld 

u<:l;Ur in ~he lloll-:riggere<1 tube, 
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('HAl'TFR"2 UTEHATcrLl~ HLV1UY ''"-''----

Olle tlLel,hod o[ iulrudll(;inp; tJ, gr(, 'nf'tri, imperi'C'Ctioll illl.()" 1."1,,, is l.u qua,i-~1Jl.ti"n[h' prp. 

bucll~ IIH' I <1l,e, LlILgsmh ,'I ,,{ 1·!2]IWl'formed a 6pri€, ()f ',,;p,'rinlCnt., un prr-bl1('kl,'d 

t<1 I){'" 1u l.his s:ll(,h- t,hp flu t"",r in,.-,,,,tigatpr] square l,nlH's o[ l<'n g1.h ~(I Inrn \,'ith wall 

l,hicku"s~"s ()f 1.1' 2.,1 llJltl .\~ pX]>f'C'tffi, Ihe )J€ak In,,,l """ i()<1nd t.o IH' "".-ju(,pd b\ 

illcludiIl)', ,pre-hndl" wit,b t,ll(' flll1pJitlldp (lftfl€ pr€·],uckl,' COul,ji\lling rhi" rf'dl1('tiorL . 

. -

" . • I • <. 

, , 

. .... . 
• .t. • 

1"1 

.' 
'I'~·· , " .... to< 

.'-, 

• 

.. 

.,,- : .-" . ..,-

O. '0"""",,,,,,,,,,, 
_D,...'''' .. ~ , 

Ie) 

1'1 

I d) 

Fi)',lll'" 2.7 (aj Plu: (,f p~ak buckillg l(md iI.' a [,llld i(lll of d~'Lt dppth for \-ar:ous c)'jlldri· 
<:,,1 pmaLpl ilHlI'nt,pr~ and for heItlispherical iIld{'Jl1 "r~. (b) Photugr~ph3 (If bucklillg '''0']'' 
~hap," rp;,ulting fn,m hemispherical illd"IlI,,,,i,,,,, "f w;rin11~ dppth~, (e) PI()1. o[ peak 
hu(;kling k,ad ~~ function of h()1t- elim [",:,'r f", (;i rG11if)r eutuu: trigg€r" (d) Phnl.o)',mph s 
uf hwkling mod€ shape6 r€"H,liiu)', frorn circU.ar e11t<)u: triggel'3, I·il] 

Similrcr t.o )Jl'(~[mcklitlg, til<' 11"" Llf opposing indf'null){)us!'em n,d,,,,p thp 1'I'~k IOafl and 

itl L)Jro\'e bllclliJl!', [)('hl)\']( ,ur. '\I'Jr~h~ll a.nd ).; urick 11 and -"larsha II 14..~ illw~tig"ted such 

imperfe-cl.i()llS llll,],or qn"si-~t,8ti,' kX'(ling. In )Iarslw..ll ,mel :.; lll'i"k 111 (',ppo~ing parallel 

mdenl,at.iou, creat"d u,mg C'ylindri,'aJ indelllers, The t.nlws e"fHlliflf'd in tfw stud,\' were 

50.8 ItItJL wid" ,md 3(10 mm with ~ thickue& o[ 1.2 min, l'h" lCylindriwl indplltel', bad 

,li.ww:,'I'S mJL!':ini\ fwnl 2 nlln· GO mm, I'll<' imknt.nliUIL d('pth r"Jli\~d fl'um :3 lJUll· 12 

tJLILl. 1'1", ""thors found tba; that di~tJLel.er of II", i",I"Jl:e, did nu1 8ign:fiC'a.ll(Y influence 

th" nlt,itJLH'.e lmckling Imul Tbe ultitJmt" IJllckin)', load did dperp8;;p \\'i:h incre~sing 

incj"IlI>ltiuTl d"pth fl" shown in Fig. 2,7~, F\ml"'r In ~his rPlhw~ion in budding lo~d is 

tb€ elIe-ct ()Il luh" "'''''. Thp fizp of tbe fird lol~ Wil., [o,mel tu inCl"f'flS(' "ith infTP~sing 

inciental.ioIl ,],opt h. This tr~lHl C'~n be "'f'n in Fig. 2,71>, Di,h,xj md.",t", :iOll~ erPtl (Prj using 

a heItlisplH,tic,d ill,j"nter "'I'rp also inwstigated in Ihis SI,lHI\-. The r"d<1et,ion in buekling 
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2.1.4 Foam and l1011cycomb Filled Sect ion s 
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figure 2.') : (al F lot of typi"'ll ;llumicium loam material projWrt,i"s. 1501 (b) P lOT of 
t,vpieal illl.enJ.('lioll dI€('I, o[ ahllliuiulll f02.m flEed h:~, [5f 

('Ompre;sion .. illumi 1: iu m foams :oa'~' " <I;"t; n't, 1'1 Clt eau of near:y collsbIJ, stress r>!, up 1,,0 

th" point 01 ('ompad;o:l T h;s pl ilt~au "tJ(,~S ;JL<.H'!N'" with in;re!Nxl foam den8i l.v w,11(;h 

1S a: so S.OOWll 1:1 F;g 2. [1" Further to this , t,h" pbtean slress iW'l'<'eJ.ses Wil.h inu'e",-~in::,; 

impil,'t w loc;ty. T h;s p: ilteau "H'" h·p;c~l : y ,,(,,-urS '.IP to strain \,,,In,,8 o[ TI) - 1'0%. 

,\ IUJOu~h t,he dnmiuinm lOam i" d"" iml>le as;l s;mdwic,] core material il' plare structures. 

it, nLIl ;llso be used as pari. 01 "' mel ;lUi" tube "trudue t o improw pnerg:y a b,orpt.iml. Thi, 

C",l: l>e w::comp;i~hed l>r filli;]::,; a circular or squc.r~ tubp with th~ foam mar~r;,li Fmther 

to this, b ituil3.1 ~1~IlJent~ mar abo b" uS<'d w,lirh haw outer ""d inn"r profiles with foam 

fillPT in betw~"n. Th" purP')S<' 01 this i, to providp an i:1tprfV:t ;(w "ff"et w:oereb,. tl", I"nl", 
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cru" h fore", ",ml hPllC" ~lwrgy ~ bsorpti(w of th" f()('.m til :",,1 CO iUfTlll ;s ,igniti(;ant:v hi";,,,r 

t,uoue:hllut t,w 'trnk" t,han pit her the tuk or fo"m aloll\', 
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square and circular steel tubes with aluminium foam filler. The foam densities varied 

between Pf = 0.47 - 0.7 g/ cm3 . Interaction effects between the foam and steel wall 

increased energy absorption in square tubes by up to 60 % provided progressive buckling 

occurred. High foam densities tended to initiate global modes, primarily in circular 

tubes. Seitzberger et al. [54] studied monotubal and bitubal steel tubes with various 

cross sections with aluminium foam filler. The authors found that interaction effects 

between the foam core and tube wall improved mass efficiency substantially. Specifically, 

the authors found that more than a third of mean force level was attributed to interaction 

effects. The total energy absorbing capacity of foam filled elements was found to not 

be increased so dramatically however. The inclusion of aluminium foam reduces the 

total crush distance and hence the stroke efficiency (ratio of crush distance to element 

length). The specific energy(the ratio of energy absorbed to absorber mass) was found 

to increase by up to 60 % over the tube structure alone. The crushing mode was found 

to vary considerably between foam filled and not foam filled sections. Figs. 2.lOa-c [54] 

gives examples of square tubes with and without foam filler. The reduction in stroke 

efficiency when including foam is clear from this figure. The experimentally obtained 

force-displacement curves corresponding to empty, foam fillied, and bitubual tubes are 

shown in Fig. 2.lOd. In Fig. 2.lOd, curves denoted by SE refer to empty columns, SM 

refers to monotubal foam filled tubes and SB refers to bitubal foam filled tubes. Larger 

crush forces are observed with foam filled tubes however the stroke of the absorber is 

reduced due to an increased distance between the lobes. Higher foam densities tended 

to result in increased global bending, as opposed to progressive folding with an optimal 

foam density of 0.3 - 0.6 g/cm3 . Bitubal (Fig. 2.10c) foam filled elements also appeared 

to provide increased specific energy over monotubal foam filled elements provided global 

bending is avoided. 

Sanstosa and Wierzbicki [55] experimentally and numerically investigated the effect of 

including aluminium foam or honeycomb in prismatic columns on bending performance. 

The authors found bending resistance to be significantly increased by including the 

lightweight filler, particularly if the filler is properly bonded to the column wall. Further 

to this, bending resistance is improved using the lightweight filler as opposed to using 

a thicker tube walL Hanssen et al. [56] experimentally and analytically investigated the 

bending performance of aluminium foam filled extrusions. They found that the foam 

filler increased the peak load and this peak load was limited by the tensile failure strain 

of the foam core. After failure in the core, the bending moment in the beam decreased 

but this decrease was independent of the aluminium foam density. Bending performance 

was also investigated by Shahbeyk et ai. [57]. The authors also found improved energy 

absorption by including the foam filler and determined the foam to be more mass efficient 

than increasing the tube thickness. 
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where 170 is the effective plastic flow stress, t is the tube wall thickness, b is the column 

width, 17h is the crushing strength of the honeycomb and 17f is the crush strength of the 

aluminium foam. The value of 17h is given as 

(2.7) 

where, in terms of Eq. (2.7), 170 is the plastic flow stress of honeycombs cell wall, Ph is 

the mass density of the honeycomb while Ps is the mass density of the solid material. The 

value of 17f is 

(2.8) 

Langseth et al. [59] and Hanssen et al. [49-52,60] have conducted extensive numerical 

and experimental studies on aluminium extrusions filled with aluminium foam. Hanssen 

et al. [49] experimentally studied the static crushing of such tubes and developed simple 

formulae and design rules to describe the interaction effects between the tube and the 

foam. The formula for the mean crush force Fm developed in [49] as presented by Hanssen 

et al. [52] is 

(2.9) 

where bm = b - t, bi = b - 2t, and Cavg is the interaction constant which is taken as 

5.0 in Hanssen et al. [49]. The remaining variables are the same as those in Eq. (2.6). 

This additive formula is composed of three parts. The first term is the mean force 

from the tube only, the second term is for the foam only, and the final term models 

the interaction effect. The effects of dynamic loading on circular foam filled tubes with 

triggers is investigated by Hanssen et al. [50] where a design formula similar to Eq. (2.9) 

is proposed. Static and dynamic loading of square foam filled tubes with triggers was 

investigated experimentally by Hanssen et al. [51] with the primary purpose of developing 

design formulae under dynamic conditions. The authors found the crush force to to very 

insensitive to velocity. The aluminium foam is rate insensitive and thus increases in force 

levels are attributed to inertia effects in the tube walls. This is reflected in the resulting 

design formula under dynamic loading differing from Eq. (2.9) only in the first term to 

amplify the contribution of the tube wall in the total mean crush force. 

A desirable characteristic of aluminium foam is that it maintains it's absorption capabil

ities when loaded in various directions. The foam must be considered to be anisotropic 

however, due to the manufacturing process [61]. Despite the anisotropic behaviour, tube 

structures that have aluminium foam filler should clearly maintain energy absorbing prop

erties when the loading is oblique. Borvik et al. [61] investigated circular foam filled tubes 
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under oblique quasi-static loading angles of 0,4,15 and 30 degrees. The authors found 

the influence of load angle to be significant. Specifically, large reductions in peak force 

and energy absorption were observed with increasing load angle with a more pronounced 

effect for foam filled tubes. Interestingly, the specific energy was found to be increased 

in the foam filled extrusions under axial loading but was lower than the empty sections 

under oblique loading. LS-DYNA simulations were carried out and showed good agree

ment with the experiments. Reyes et al. [62] conducted a similar study using square 

aluminium tubes with aluminium foam filler. The general observations were that under 

oblique loading, it is preferable to use an empty tube with a thicker wall than to have a 

thinner wall and use a foam filler, given approximately equal mass. This app~ies to most 

performance measures except for peak force which is lower when using a foam filler over 

a thicker tube. Also of note, Reyes et al. [63] studied the oblique loading of non-foam 

filled square aluminium columns. As expected the authors found a significant drop in 

performance even with a small loading angle. 

In the studies by Borvik et al. [61] and Reyes et al. [62] acknowledge that the apparent 

inefficiencies could be overcome through optimization of parameters such as tube geom

etry and foam density could improve results. A mass optimization study was carried out 

by Hanssen et al. [52] to investigate if mass improvements can be expected using a foam 

filler. The authors used established design formulae to present a graphical optimization 

method based on cross-sections of the design space. The design variables were the foam 

plateau stress, column wall strength, column width, column thickness, and tube length. 

The study determined that mass savings could be obtained when using a foam filler 

subject to several prescribed constrains on the design variables and structural response. 

These results are highly dependent on the foam quality (the plateau stress as a function 

of density) which are likely to increase as the manufacturing process improves. 

A recent study was conducted by \Vang et al. [64] where top hat sections were filled 

and partially filled with aluminium foam. The authors found that using partially filled 

tubes showed the best performance in terms of peak load, specific energy and structural 

stability. Other recent work is by Shahbeyk et al. [65] in which a complete numerical 

study of foam filled columns under dynamic axial loading is given with an emphasis on 

the extension of the Desphande and Fleck [66] constitutive model for aluminium foam. 
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Karagiozova et al. [8]. An expression for the dissipated energy during the initial com

pression phase was developed for circular shells. Figs. 2.12a,b give the attached mass 

velocity characteristics for a circular tube [8]. The velocity at the proximal end of the 

tube as a function of time is given by 

A 0"0 
V = Vo --t 

G 
(2.10) 

where G is the attached mass, A is the cross sectional tube area, 0"0 = O"y + E1JIot (O"y 

and Eh are the yield stress and hardening modulus respectively), and Vo = IIG. The 

time t = t* is the time where the initial compression phase ends. This occurs at the 

intersection of the proximal end velocity curve due to plastic hinge rotation (VI) with 

the proximal end velocity. The expression for VI is determined analytically but is not 

reported here. The energy at the end of the compression phase is therefore 

(2.11) 

A relatively accurate crush distance formuala is then given by the authors as 

To 31/ 4 

- Tc) 2('Trh)2/3 Rl/20"y [1 + (VoI4RD)1/q] 
(2.12) 

Fig. 2.12c shows the analytically predicted crush distance using the classical models and 

using Eq. (2.12). The results show significant improvement when compared to numerical 

results using ABAQUS/Explicit. This result is significant for this thesis as it indicates 

that under blast loading, compression energy during the initial phase of buckling may be 

significant when analytically modelling the panels. 

2.1.6 Analytical Models 

Although numerical and experimental methods can provide good understanding of the 

crushing mechanism of circular and square tubes, theoretical studies can improve upon 

this understanding. Further to this, the development of closed form solutions can provide 

useful tools for the efficient calculation of such parameters as mean crush force and crush 

distance. This can also be invaluable if analytical optimization of the structure is required. 

This section discusses some of the analytical models and results regarding square and 

circular tubes conducted by researchers. Attention is primarily given to square tubes 

as this relates to the proposed study, however the axisymmetry of circular tubes makes 

theoretical analysis easier. 

In the most general sense, there are two distinct types of plastically deforming structures. 

These were first identified by Calladine and English [67] and later expanded by Tam and 
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" 
'''' " " • "" 

• ~!1ii 0."' ''' 
I" '" 

F;~llr" 2.13: (a) P:ot of .oad-ddknioJL ("lLn',', f"" Ib, two tV]l'" I\f !-\"ll('ric 3t,rnei,.,n'S. 
(1)) ,\ o)j,'-diI'H'JL,i0JL,d sprill!-\- lw"~ lllodd for a piur of p,,~b~JLt pbt(· . .; ' lJLdpr illlp,,('t 
10llJlin:;. [m' 

A" celn 1)<' ",'.'n. IYIW ] ,1111etUl'b hard.'n and e.xhibil a tlal~'opp<,(] ;oad·d,'Ard.if'ln rurw. 

Slld: ,trll,Ulrh indud.' ItlUb,'c'l',,'ly lc,,\(j,'d ]"\\llb or radi"Uy ]ocul<'f l rin:;.,. Typp II 

,1 met Ht<'3 on t.hr' ot.11<'r r.,md, haw an ini t,wl peak [o!:o»'{'] by 3trU('llli\11 'Dftcning a, t he 

d"fipct,ion inerpR s('~. Axial buckling columns "JLd tllbp~ exhibit ,ncL I",LwiollL GRO et 
al. [BY, 70] thf'OrNically Rnd nnl:wri('~lly inwstig~te .,neh ,tJll<:t'lJP~ 

2.1.6.1 :\1 .. an Static Cr1ls1, Load 

Th,'n' has l:x~(' n " t<.'H".JIlHbl ... nHr.lb('r of 3t.,dies wnduci ,'d on "nalyt i<eallv ('har&1 "ri3ing 

til<' crLi.,hiug r:w<:f.ani,ms and enC'rgy ab3<)rptj()n, A.s til<' d..[orr.mlion:n th ... folding of 

."I.,,,n' t.,b".' is " cm:!pl"x pro,,,' ,.,,, r,'",-,,),rdH'rs haw 'u t(,!llpt,,rt t,(' .",h'" th(' III b(' cnl.,bug 

pl'Obl(,!ll by !llodellin:; a ",-'ri,'.' of h"3ic d(,I:l('nt .3. Ouc(' t,h(' ab:;orpt,ion projl('rties of til<' 

dellH'llt an' id"lLtiti"d, thc' Cnl3h:ng b.-.JmviolJ[ ()f an ('lL(in' till", ('"n I", approxllIlak,i by 

"nmhining 1.h('s<' d,'r.leuts. Wicrzbicki and .-\bramowicz ]1 ri] int rodllC.'t,(j t h ... bask el"'llH.' nt 

3l1Own ill Fig. 2,14a [1 7] wbch models one qwu·v.'r of a "qu","" tub", Thi3 IS known as 

a :yp" 1 ('(llihp'(' d('m(,:lt and lllod('ls ,yr.mwtric mUap.", ("'Cl lOn 2,1 1.2) .. -\ type II i3 

3r.O\\'n in Fig. 2.14b [17] II'bch lllodd3 '';{i('f13ional collapsc modes. Tr.t' r:lix,'Cl mod,." 

,j,.,,··ih,-'d in 3<'Ction 21.1.2 ,-."n b,' mo,-]('ll"l by 'bing ,'or.lbin<ltions of typ" 1 and In'" 

II .-'I"llH'nt3 10 cr('ai,,' n COr.1p:,'k lob,', Tt""" ('kllWnt3 wUlain fix(,d horiLoUl~1 plU3lic 

hiu:;"3 hlld incliw'(j pla,t.ic hing'",. Cbirly, as thc der.wUl ,].-{orr.b plastic dd'orr:ml ion 

io (.'()nfim'd 1,0 tb."e hin:;"3. This i3 nol waliq:e however as til(' tmv('lling hing(', wi!: 

propagalt' pihstie ddormabms. A more r{'aEst:c and kill~matically adl!lis,ibl.' ~lel!lPnt 
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CIL-'l.FlEH 2, LlTEHATUU~ HEVlE\\, 
------==-"=-'"-'-==~= 

is shown III F,g. 2,1-1,' -1(i" \Vil,h I,hi, El~uwnt., pla,ti,' d~iorlIlation occoms in th~ shad~d 

l'<'gions. Th" nallral-'~widal r~giono ar~ connpd~d I,v ,1 I,moidal sh~J_ 

, 
" t~--, , 

(~ 'i 

(. ( 

\ 
, , , , 

~- j. " 

\-y 
(0) ( cl 

figur~ 2_14: Schematic of the hasic folding d,'m"nto I:,."j in tlwordi"al anal}'oio o[ I,h~ 
cfll~hing of squar~ tuo~:;. (al Typ~ i ,'lcm~m., [1 t (b) 'Iyp~ II "l,'m"llt, [17] (c) implOwd 
lyl-'~ I ,'l"m"nt with pla,tir ddomation wn"S, [Hi] 

rlH' l-'r~viouoly d~scrib~d ioldin~ d~mcnl" allow for analytkal stl:dks on thp m~r)';y at

sorbing prol-'~ni"o of 1,110"" llll<kr a_ .. "ial (TllSDlllg whill' nla-julainin", kineum!.,,' ('oust mint"_ 

from this, d~sign formlll~ "an o~ oomin"d which approximat~ IhE tn;p jwhaviom o[ 

Y),llfl.rr tul".", Of partkuhr inl,'rest io lh" m,'Il,n ('fushiIl~ fOH'P F:", riH' internal ('11-

ergy absorption in each ~km~m. ran o~ "akulal,'d, inckdin\\ I hat of the towidal "lwL 

element and e<l\:ated to th~ "xl<'rnal work Lo ootain an ~xpr~s:;ion [or lh~ m~an crush 

force_ \\'ierzhicki and AhrallloViicl [16: devdop"d a formula [or a LlIo~ collapsin)', in a 

"ymlIletric mode by combining iot:[ type I elements [Lnd is given by 

F' (")' Afo = ;36;2 Ii (2.1:3) 

wh"re 

I, 
r _ h' ',2.14.1 rll = 4"0 

fllld "0 i, t,he vi,·ld sUc,*, of the mat.erial, It is th~ tuhe wall thkknEs,,_ and C j" the 

lub~ width, Abramowie~ and .Jon~s :17' d~\TlolH'd iurtlH'r [orm1l1a~ [or lIlix~d mode 

[Lnd "-Xl~n,;ional {'ojja,Jc~, For aoymlIle!.rie mix('d mod~ A, two l"~,-,,rs ar~ llH~1 whkh >lf~ 

"ompooc-d o[ six lyl-'<' I and two lvp" Il d"m~n!.s, E'llmling ~xtnnal work to int~mal 

""ork giv~s 

p' (el': (C\: i\/O = :33_0,) h - 2,44 Ii) 2 
{2 15', . . 

Similarly, [or asymm,,).fi<- mix~d m()d~ IL s~\'pn Ivp~ I al1(l on~ hpE 1I ~lelIH'n!." ar~ llsed 
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resulting in 

pB (C) ~ (C) ~ 1f ~ = 35.34 - + 1.354 - +-
Mo h h 4 

(2.16) 

And finally for extensional collapse mode 

pE C ~ 
~ = 81f (-) + 21f 
Mo h 

(2.17) 

The limitation of these formulae is that they assume that elements completely flatten 

during crushing which is clearly an idealization. Abramowicz and Jones [17] extended 

the previously described model by including the effective crushing distance. The authors 

expressed the effective crushing for symmetric crushing (88 ) as 

88 = 0.73 
2H 

(2.18) 

where 2H is the height of the folding element. Similarly for both mixed mode and 

extensional modes the effective crush distance is 

(2.19) 

Improved design formulae for the mean crush crush force which are denoted as Pm can 

be obtained by assuming Pm8 = Fm2H for each of the modes using Eqs. (2.13)-(2.17). 

This implies the external work is the same, however the internal dissipation occurs over 

a distance 8 < 2H which implies a larger mean crush force. This leads to an updated 

expression for the mean crushing load under symmetric collapse mode as 

F8 (C) ~ 
~ = 52.22 h (2.20) 

Similarly expressions for the mean crush load under asmmyetric mode A and B are given 

respectively as 

FA (C)~ (C)~ ~ = 42.92 h + 3.17 h + 2.04 (2.21) 

and 

FB (C)~ (C)~ ~ = 45.90 h + 1.75 h + 1.02 (2.22) 
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and finally, under extensional mode the mean crush load is given as 

pE (C) ~ 
~ = 32.64 - + 8.16 
Mo h 

(2.23) 

2.1.6.2 Mean Dynamic Crush Load 

Of primary interest in the present study is the how the mean static crushing load scales 

under dynamic loading. Strain rate sensitive material will show an increase in plastic 

flow stress at higher strain rates. This implies that the mean crushing load will increase 

under dynamic loading. 

The most commonly used strain rate model was suggested by Cowper and Symonds and 

IS gIven as 

(2.24) 

where O"d is the dynamic yield stress at the plastic strain rate E, O"s is the static yield 

stress and D and q are material parameters. Commonly used values for D and q are 

40.4 S-1 and 5 respectively [14]. This model is discussed further in section 3.5. Under the 

assumption that the cross sectional area of the tube remains constant under progressive 

buckling, the dynamic crush load p:!yn to the static load Pr~ is simply 

(2.25) 

In order to use this scaling factor, the mean strain rate E must be expressed in terms of 

the impact parameters, specifically the dimensions of the square tube and impact velocity. 

Abramowicz and Jones [17] determined that for symmetric buckling 

. Va 
c = 0.33 C (2.26) 

-where Vo is the initial impact velocity. Therefore, for progressive symmetric buckling 

r;:n = 5222 (~) t [1+ (~);] (2.27) 

Abramowicz and Jones [17] also found similar expressions for the mean strain rate under 

asymmetric mixed modes A and B. It is then straight forward to modify Eqs. 2.21 and 

2.22 to incude strain rate effects. 
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2.1.7 Optimization 

The proposed structure in this thesis is controlled by several design variables which af

fects the performance under blast loads. For this reason it is ideal for optimization of 

the design parameters. Structural optimization is well researched field however nearly all 

studies investigate the elastic response of structures under static loading. Most optimiza

tion methods require several finite element simulations which limits the practical use of 

structural optimization for non-linear responses such as those to blast loads. Recently 

however, researchers have conducted structural optimization of tube structures in order 

to improve their crashworthiness properties. 

Yamazaki and Han [71] maximized the energy absorption of circular tubes under dynamic 

loading. The authors optimised the wall thickness and shell radius while keeping the mass 

of the tube fixed at 0.53 kg. The objective function was taken as the energy absorbed by 

the tube before bottoming out when impacting a rigid wall at 10 m/s. Constraints were 

placed on the design variables as well as on the mean crushing force. 

In the study, the authors deal with the efficiency problems inherent to impact problems 

by using the Response Surface Methodology (RSM). In traditional optimization, the 

objective function, in this case energy absorption, must be evaluated by conducting a 

finite element analysis. Therefore simply evaluating this function may take several hours. 

Using the RSM, the objective function (and possibly constraints based on structural 

response) is approximated using some analytical function, normally a polynomial. The 

surface is created using selected number of finite element analysis. Once this approximate 

surface is created, the optimization algorithm can seek the optimum solution based on 

this surface. Once the optimum solution is found based on the surface, the accuracy of 

the solution at this point is compared to the finite element solution. If the accuracy is 

not within a predefined tolerance, the response surface is reconstructed and the process 

begins again. Forsberg and Nilsson [72] and Jansson et al. [73] provide overviews of 

the use of response surfaces in crashworthiness applications. Redhe et al. [74] compare 

the performance of response surface based optimization and stochastic optimization in 

crashworthiness applications. 

In Yamazaki and Han [71], the response surface is constructed in an efficient way using the 

Design-of-Experiment technique. This is a technique based on statistical theory where 

the response of the structure can be determined extremely accurately without conducting 

a full factorial design. A factorial design is one where all combinations of design variables 

are examined and the resulting response is determined. For example, if the optimization 

study has four design variables which each have three examined values then it takes 

34 = 81 finite element analysis to get the complete response behaviour. Yamazaki and 

Han [71] use the Design-of-Experiment to construct orthogonal polynomials representing 
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t:le structural r!"sponse. Examples of t:le respons!" surfaces in be study are given in Fig. 

2.10. The :r.athematical prngra:r.ming tec:miqu!" is then used to find be opti:r.al ~l ut ion. 

In t:w nu:r.!"rkal !"xa:r.pl!" giwn. t:m'!" design cycles were nee<led wib tf_!" optimal solution 

at the ailo\\'able maximu:r.li:r.it of tIll" nll"an force w:lile buckling is progr!"ssive v.ith be 

most n'l:r.ber of a..,isy:r.nwtri(· fnkls cre"t~d_ 

Hr",mj 
, I/Inlm) 

i' ) (b: 

Figur!" 2.15; (a) Hespous!" surface [or Cw first desigu c,-cl,' of Ii", opt'mizatiou stud,- o[ 
Yamazaki aud Ha':l [Ti]. (b) Hespouse surface [or ti", s(xxmd dpsigu desigu c.-de of Ih" 
optimiza:ioll Si "dv o[ Y"rllrJ.Zaki n.Ild ILm [Tl] . 

~ 

, 

~ P-' , 

.: -..,., -
i') (b: 

F i fl,l)re 2_16: (a) -bp~n'd hlbe byout flml desill;n ,",ri" b],,, l)Sf'<l in tho "1",1''' opt i miz"tion 
bv Chi"ml",<si !lTId ,\ v!lli,' 7_~- _ (b) Cr"o" Iwh!lviour for one of 7 he opt.in";,,, solutions. 7-5-

Chiandussi i.md AvaUe [75] used shape oj)ti,eizatioll to m'L,imiLe the j)erformi\Jjce of 

trr.peroo tul!lliar strlldur~~ . Shalw oj)ti:-r:izrr.tioll is a l!"ss g~ucral [urm of oplimi~atjon 

wher!" j)arameters defin;ng the owrall shaj)!" of th!" strne-ture are the desigll variables. 

In this study the shaj)e p,).famelers r!"fer to th!" laj)f"[ Icugth aud tLe diameter of the 

lllUTOW elld o[ :he tub!". This:s pictnrf"<i by the sch"matic ill Fi:;. 2.iGa_ Ti", objective 

function in the study is a load uuifor,eit,- pammet!"r which is llot ddilled ill tile paper. 
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This parameter is minimized using a program called OPTISTAT which is implemented 

by the authors. This study also utilizes response surfaces to increase efficiency. 

Two local minimums are found corresponding to two distinct tapered tube designs de

noted solution A and solution B. Both solutions are examined with respect to small per

turbations in wall thickness and Young's modulus. Solution A was found to less sensitive 

to perturbations in these parameters however the value of the objective function is larger 

for this design. This is indicative of the difficulty with structural optimization is that 

small changes in the optimum structure can result in a large reduction in performance. 

Hanssen et al. [52] conducted an optimization study on square aluminium columns with 

aluminium foam filler. This study was briefly discussed in section 2.1.4. This study 

differs significantly from the previously mentioned studies as the objective functions and 

constraints are analytically derived expressions as opposed to polynomials which are fit 

to numerical results. A simplified geometric approach is then taken to determine the 

optimum structure subject to a number of constraints. 
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2.2 Blast Loading of Plates and Sandwich Panels 

A review of the relevant literature on blast loading is presented here. In general, the work 

published on blast and dynamic loading is extensive and mostly beyond the scope of this 

thesis. For this reason, the literature review primarily focuses on blast loading of sacrificial 

cladding, including foam and honeycomb based sandwich panels. Some attention is also 

given to research on sandwich type structures under quasi-static compression which may 

in the future, be solutions to the problems posed in this thesis. Special attention is given 

to aluminium foam cladding as it is considered in this thesis as a direct alternative to 

using thin-walled tubes. 

2.2.1 Blast Loading 

An explosion is a rapid release of stored energy characterised by a bright flash and an 

audible blast [76]. Energy is released in the form of heat, light, sound and a shock 

wave in the surrounding air. The shock wave consists of a region of highly compressed 

air moving at high velocities travelling outward from the point of detonation. As the 

shock wave it travelling at very high velocities, it induces impulsive or dynamic pressure 

loading on the structures in which it encounters. It should be noted that the Steel 

Construction Institute [77] defines impulsive loads as those in which the duration of 

loading is significantly shorter that the natural period of the structure experiencing the 

load. This implies that the structure cannot show any significant response during the 

loading application. This is in contrast to quasi-static loading in which the period of 

loading is much longer than the natural period of the structure. The load duration regime 

in between impulsive and quasi-static loading is referred to as dynamic. Impulsive blast 

loading of interest in the present work. 

Sources of blast loading can vary significantly and include the intentional detonation of 

plastic explosives or the accidental bursting of pressure vessels containing detonable gases. 

Regardless of the source of the blast loading, the effect on the structures in encounters is 

generally characterised as a pressure pulse which a large peak pressure and short pulse 

duration. Such a pressure pulse is described in Fig. 2.17 [77J. Of note in the figure is the 

region of over-pressure defined by a large peak pressure that decays over time followed 

by a region of under-pressure where the pressure acts in a direction away from the face 

of the structure. The pressures in this region are typically small and are often omitted 

in the analysis of structures under blast loading. 

As the pressure loading is impulsive the exact peak pressures and time duration are 

considered to be of little consequence provided the total impulse is correctly observed [77]. 

Assuming the pressure is distributed uniformly over the structure, the impulse is simply 
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Figure 2,17, A (Y;Jiml pr~~l1re-time hisrory Oil a ~Injdllrt' ulld('r bla.4 loadillf', -,7-

tlw 'IN,. UJld('f t h Pffssurp-time ~urw, Th~ modelling of (he pre,"ure pube is dio(;u~ed 

in mOfe detrli: in S€~tiOll ~ _ 4_ 

2.2.2 Ulast Loading of Sandwich Structun~s 

2.2.2.1 .l.lmninimn FOil'" Clildrling 

The u~e of alumillil1!1l foam ",eould a;);)Car 10 he an ideal ~1,TllnnfC fOf absofbing enngy 

ullder hla'i 1o;"ls. ,\lumillinm foam lls.xl a~ 1L" COfC malpTi,,J ~'Ind"'ichpd bptv.:p('n "Iu

millilllll ("Ovef oh""I' wa~ c""mined hl' H~lll"SPll d al. [7SJ_ Thp usp of almninium forun 

'L~" prot",'li,"e (·Iaddill)'. i, ;linnT"d in Fig_ 2_1~'1 :7SJ Without th€ protE'<:'tiw dadd:ng 

c"lf"n",ly iaf[';C ;'fes>;nfP" flTP [';PllPTiltP<! by thp blr"'t I<'hi('r. 'up pxperiPllcpd dired,y by 

i.lw"lnJ('t\lf'" \\"ith the ll~e of form) cifldding. :1:,' prp~~urp €xppripnc€d by th protec

(,i\'(, ,Ifnc-i,\lf(' i, di~p('f""d OWf~) :(lllger d\lTH.tion wit!: "~lll"]n iW~k pn'''lw·. Thi~ is 

illnolmled ill Fi~. 2.11"lh [7IlJ. 

In dw ~tu(ly by lIall~ sell d al. _7SJ, full ,('ak bhq I,,,,:, ''''''''' pcr[ouJl(x-1 \lSillg hctW'-~'" 

1.0 - 2,~ kg eof PE4. Tlw paneb nw al.ia('hed to Ib, hob of :afg(; pcndni1m) ami thc 

rowtioll of dlf boL i~ used leo ddermLlle Ille LmplLb" ;raJlsfcr 10 I.b, ;)Cmlulmu Tlw 

~)uH.or~ feoUlld (hat experLlllell l lLh-, tile foam pallels aCi.uallv ill(,H,,,,cd I.h" cllefgy and 

impube trall~fer to the ,wlldul,Ull. All aual,YtJ(,aI ,;oIUlioll i, derived ",hidl ,]:eo"" Ihal 

thf ~tn'~ I,'wl pX1WTien~pd by the pW(I.'<.(ed ~tructure i, equal teo Il:e ~)laWall slw,"' of 

th(' forml. Thp total implLbe trau~ferred wille main ~lru(,l,ure is Ihe ,<UIlC how,'ver wilh 
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0) ) 
0," - '. .. ................. , = 

''I 

Figmc 2,]K (a) Sch"10<Hi(' of the putelltial uS<' of" foom ,,,,se,\ di"ldiIl~. (b) Plo' of Ih!' 
illEu,ml'e of a foalIl c1addin!!; on Ihe prc'SOm" dislrii.JllI,ioll 1,0 I,h!' prot.,,<·I,!'d struc11r"_178j 

"'1d 'O','itl,Out tl"" cJ~dding:. Thi~ im;Jlies ,h,,1 onl,Y local ;JrolC<.:tjorJ of I,he slw('ture is 

"tta:n~bl"" hmwv~r it is cO:1tro:bJl~ b,Y sel"""ling foa10 ,1Ii,h the desired ;Jlal.eft1l slrcs." 

rh" il1(T"'LS,,1 impuls!' trm15f~r 'O' .. itll illciusim' of thp fo~.m »~ll~l is 81:lributed to dllmges 

irJ Ihe sha;,,, of l.lw mV"1 pht,,_ A" tlw fo",n lS "blp t.o dpform i:1:;t~:ltly. ,he sh~)>e of 

the Cov!'r ;Jlal," ,1I,t"illS "dollbk "un'atur" tllpr~;,:--' fonn:ng ~ »a,·a.holoid ty»P 5urfaC'P, 

rhis i~ d'"oln,I,,,d ill Fig._ 2.:~ Tlw fmthor" of Hm15"'" et (Ii. 78- T~fpr to a study 

b,v LiarJg d "I. j7~1 dml fOllnd dml bl"st wa·wo illtpra~t:ng with " p~mholoid slw.»pd 

surface fConll.NI ill [I. br!!;!'r mnph'i",lI,:on of :)r"1'Sl1r" tl"'n if tlw w"w illtAffKI<'f1 W:tll " 

surfa(,e of sill!!;le cunat Ure Or a ph WH- "urf",·,,_ liw "" ;",rmwILuli obs!',-vall()l1S of 1 fallS"'ll 

et ai, :n,: (;(JILl'nne,] with I,h" '" larg,," dishiILg m I,h" {'{)\"'" pht" «,sllil,,,1 ill i""({'~",d 

"n('rg,I' tr~lIsf"r ,0 the ;x'mlulnm, 

A simibr ~tudy w~s rpC'f':ltl,I' wHwrw .. I:cn b,v :'I1a aLHI Ye [gOI, IIL ,his ;Ja;Jer, the au

tl",rs rxmni1l<; ~ ,Iouhlp_bypr ~Iuminium foam dflddi:1g sc~)£\mtcd J,Y ~wd (;(J>"('r plaws, 

Tlw st\ldy i:; n:la::.iinli ~nd nll1ncrica.1 ~i)ld wmpan'd the ;x'rfol'lllam(' of fou:- dd,'l'l'w 

cladd'ngs_ SiJ[)il~r t,!) HlP ~tUr1.1 Jy H'J:l"~P:l et al. n-. the flnthors dcriH'd their solutioLl 

llSH'): a ri)::d-;,..rf~rllv 1-' h~t i~<od{i lIg m~ trrhl mo(kl which '~r"a, I ,Y ,impli[j, 's lh~ <l.lLal)" i~ 

wlnl!' proV:rli118 a('{'llrate re'l1it., Whp;l ,omp".r",-l to fi.nit'" plpmem simnlmiom,. p~nicu

lar,,, for low ,knSlI,,, foam, S:n!';k ,,,,d dual l~yE'rrd rI~d'h1l8;; ar<> amli!,7Z,j w:th a low 

mLd hi):h 'kllHly fomns_ Tlw >,w ,kns:tv fomn hn.o; ~ d"ll~irv of '2IXI kg/m J ~"d " ;l:~t,p,m 

~tress of 1.-:; MP~ while dle high dellsity foolll has fI d"ILSit,l of :100 kg/m" [l.ILd a ;Jlal."all 

strt·" of ;].(1 :'lIP", Ul1dcr qllfl.~i·s,~tir Iwdi:lg, wilh idmlticall()w-uerJsiw fOfl1Jl. a dual 

by",r ,bd ,:ling will aJsOl'J twiC!' ~s mud1 e:lCrg,l flS a single ia,l('l'"d foom. :'IIixiILg high 

"'HI low 'iensit:; fOIl.ms i:1Crp.;\sed thp enprgy ~Jsorptio:1 ",Y [I. fnrtller 42 0/0, IT:lder ,,;ast 

Imding, til<" du,,1 :~yerpd !,<mm il1frPflSC:S the lnaximum a]owablc llll;Jn;s.' by 7G O/C, lTs:Ll;; 

lli~h d"'1Sity foam 0:1 tIl<" rpar :~ypr (HL i:1 Fig, ~.20) i:1crp.<lSes dl(' (,apacity ofdle ;J[l.nels 

hy "f11rtl"'r '27 ~7" llow",v~r tIl<" str""~ tnl.11~mitt<,d to thp prot".-;,ed suuctnr~ is dOllblfld, 

USl11g higlwr dpn~ity foams 0:1 ,he from lay"r (FL) g~ve lIO signilil'am inr,r"a,e ill capa(ci"Y 
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0:;)) 
, , , , , " , , , 
" , , , , , " , , , ", , , , , , , , " , , " , , , , , , , 

(c) 101 lei 

Fi:o',lln' 2 19- Ubsl, wave .Iil.eul{'lion Wil,h rigid punpls [,nd dpt'orm[l,b:,' t'OflJll ,'or,' pa!lph 
(a) I";;""r ngid sllTfa,'" (u) ('''n-"lli~id slULlc€ (c) (oyer pl8t~ un fo,;m (d) pbtp ;;11{1 
f(\;;Jll deforJlls il!ld (e) filLRI stWI''' of ,'(\IlljlOlWIlI. 

, 

Fi:?;ure 2,20; Schematir of a double ;a?~r~d foam ,.;addilLg as PTOpos(~.l hy \la and Y" _i\O:, 

A r"c"nl. ,wd,'- on b1&,1. lo~diIl:?; of aluminium foam pa.n~b II-as rondu~tPd Ilj- N~nmt-

1\ass"r d ,,/. :lil], [his 61.I.ldy ditfer~ .i:?;niiic~ntl,v from t llP afor~m~!lt,ion~d ~t-udies ilL that 

the pan(';s an' clamp-ed circula.r &lll,]'\-irh plates and hen~~ do not hav~ a rig'd b8.<'" pl~lt<' 

rlw "Hlhors modeled sllch panels usin:?; the d,\'n~mi(' finite ~lpnlPnt ]l~l"kagp LS-I)YNA 

wilh the pre'SllU' distriLHl.ioIl del,e.rmined by the Con\\'~p f,md:on. Thp blast loadill !;' i~ 

~s.'\lIlled to be :?;enerated from 2 g of T:-l'T. It was (,(lllc:\ld~d /1",1. d\l~ to hi:,,;!, vd()('il,ics 

~t the pfUlel (;entre (V > 100 m,'/~) that a ~Ln-<:k frolLt dev('I()p>; illdll('ill~ IllllCli lou:?;('r 

displacements in the front plat~ thalL ill th~ back pbt(,_ Thi" is illll"l.ml,,,d jy..- I,h" fmil," 
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CIL\I'TLH.2 Ll'l'L1L\TLllE H.E\'lL\\ 

..... ~,,-"'''' ~-.. ,~,.'''''' 
,~_"., ,~,"W, 

""_~~""-'''''-. M_""_'~ .... ,'" ,...", 

1= 20Cbsec 

Fi~l:rc 2,21. Ddol1!L(' I ,1m;,,, o[ fO'Ull WIl' ~,\ulwich p,m,,6 lUHlt'r !JIa,st loadill~ at variu\l, 
l.iIllP i1l4all"~', [Rl[ 

Wh~n m'ing hJB.m ,'I?,:ding?s fI. hh,t Bttpllual.or, tiw d~,i"n~l lIL1)~1 h" ('ar~hj I hal, I.h~ 

~X"('1 oppo"'l~ h~hB.viom do", ltol O«'l11"_ Li >ll1{j .\I~llg :i<2: d~I.~I1ILill"" I,hat \dWIL a 

hh~1 10>1(: is iILI.~I"iw, I jl~ 1 mll'Illi I.I.~,' pr~~'"r" "all ael, nally h" "ILhaILn,d alld ,'x,", ~~ I i.ll<' 

illCid~lll )wak pr~~,,,r,,, Th~ anl.hor, q, lll,i,": mwh' I,kal! y, I.h,· paVUll<'i ,'r, ,,-ili, h '.'('(crmill" 

",iwllwr alklll1H.I,ioll or cllhall"'IL)('lll. o[ 1.11(; IJla,,1 OC"lU', Wi"'ll 'lsillg "fo".lll ,Ltdrling 

a~'llILq, "rigid ~nllllori. 'lh~y [OlHJ(' I.hal. 1.1", ,kIL"f:."".I,ioll ~I eli!! E I "m, I Il<' p\ll~c' dnra;:ioll 

.,-J LILillICll' H' 1 h" ma .. xiILll1m pn>'''11"(; w il'('h i~ >lppli(x I to 1.1I<' rigid s IUfa"c Fig, 2.22a ~h ows 

l.1w illJl'Wll(,~ of '.- . OIL I Iw (:illl~r"iolll",~ I r:lI,"lIL il.l ~(' ~I r"," to l.il" prol,," I "" ,I rud.lln', Til<' 

10>L<lillg ""rT"'l"!l"lill~ 1,0 i.lw "ah illlhi, fignr" h a pn,~'''l'i' l)(1l~e of lll;LXilllllP.l prp%ut., 

to phl",,,l sln'~, ml.io I' 

,,-hen' .,-,..,# i~ giv"ll ", 

1 

In Eq. (2.2~~ T i3 pube d'lrfl-tion, L is fofl.'" leng:;:h. E is ;:he el?stic moC,l:hlf ilnd p is tiLe 

denfity oj the celhl1Br mfl.terial, 

C]""dv, [or br)';n d~ll"ifica'ioll ~tmill' thp tUlll~m;tt,~, pn'~,,,rc appro",;}w> tiw plawall 

"trc" of th" [O~lIL. Fig, 2,22)' ,jww, tlI<' iIlil'WlH'" of ill<' pili,,, illt<'lbi,,' on the trrul:>

mithxl ~trc>s for \~lious Pllb" durations, Th" d"lkitie~tion scrain i3 fixed at (ii::\,Y% in all 

"l11"\"~. Tiw straight lilW dCIlOt<'d as R 1, COH"3pone" to th,' tifl.n>ition point lwtween 
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• 
I I , ~- " 

J , -. I' I • • -. 
• • • • • , -. 1/ f • • - . 
I • • , 

lit • , -" 
0 • • 't ' //-1 I .. • • .. .. ~ , ' '.' ... . , .. " .' CO , • .. 

, 
1.1 101 

Figure 2.22: (a) Dependen~e of Lhe dimen,ionle% t.f1lllsmit.t,ed ,t,re"s OJL d"JLsi!icatinn 
,a~iJL 01 wit.h {! ;\ ~md T,/ = l. (b) D"l",ndellcc of tlL" diTn"Jk'lOJLI"" inm,mi1t."d sa""s 
on tll(' 1'H'''"Hll' intfJL"it.y [01' 1',11-", dumt.ion~ a : cd = 0.5, b: To = 0.75, c : To = 1 0, d: 
Co = 1 2.l. '" To = 1.5. [~2[ 

~UeJLu"tioJL "nd ('llllimn;Trl('!lt o[tl,l' hi,,"t pr""'llrf'. From Fig, 2 2:~ it· i, cif'!.rth!'.t ,~~ th~ 

pul", durati,,,, illn~'N,", til(' n",,,imUllL input pr~"~u[(' thllt w;ll result in th" tr~nsll\ittrd 

l)l'''~"nre L",iJL~ Ix,lo", ill(' pI n.t ",.1l ,. n", of t he lILil' "ri ill d""""""",. 

Other stlldies on iLnminillm fO>illl cbrlding for pWi."c:ion iJLdll(k H>tdford d "I, [R3] 
where dl1.J.Ilped sl1.J.ldwidl beams are inves\.iga1.ed nnder shock lo>uEng, Th" "hock l"mEng 

i8 8imub:ed by impilCting the beams with a metallic foam striker which is shown to 

1"8€mllle uJLderw;.ter bllJ.St~ 84]. The study ,.nalytically ~nd experimentidl;' investigated 

lILo]lohthic 'oe~"ns, 'llld 5andwich IW~lm, with ~minless stCl'I rorru~ated ilnel pyramidal 

'rllS'; imd iliUllLilliuTn fmnn Core8. TI'e "llld",icl, he"m5 all p"rfornl"d l)(,It"r thi'.n the 

lILOJLoli"hi~ I",n.", wi.iL "1,,, pVl'~lILid~ll em" Ile~mL~ tiLe wec.ke~t oftl'" ~,.ndwicl, ~trudure" 

eilllLil et ai . . 1\5] ,tudied tl'e u,e o[ ~lulJLiunium fo,.m il8 pilrt of ~l multi-l,.yer, multi

lILilr"ri~ll ~mILour protedion syst~m. Under 'O,.lIi5tic :oading the iluthor found filVorable 

r<'"ult~ for 5urh a ('ontiguratio.-t, Crupi and i\[on:anini [51;: e.-.:p~rimt'n:allv inw~t.iga:ed 

alumi.nium foam sandwich panels under static a.-td d\'namic three-point bending tests, 

'1'1", TrHlt"rial 1'rol",rti", o[ ~llulJL'"iulJL fomn uJLder high ,trc.in wte hI'''' I'e€n studied in 

• h" jj. ".r,.tnre imd ~ brief .,,,_enim! ,.re dii'cusood hele. P,.ul ~"d Rilln HOlurty [57, studied 

• .lw s1rn.i:1 wl" ""llsi.ivi.y of do,od (X,lJ illmnillium fOilln All")n.~ for ,imiJL n.t" I)('.ween 

:;.:n X 10-' S- l 10 1.6 X 10-1 S-l, Th" 1'lill">ln stre",~ Wil, f",,,,d to iJ"'H'''''' nil'''''ilrly wi:iL 

n. slow ::lne>l,'" IIp 10 "In.ill nl.k~ of ~ .. 1~ X 10-" ,_1 wit.h il ,iL>lrp'T inn"~,;i' ilfkr lhi, 

rille, l)mm"milljll iUld L~ULkford [AA] ~ls() illw5tigated Al1'on~~ fOilln~ hu~ ilt strain r;'te~ 

of 1[)() S-l 1.0 2S0[) "_1 witiL a "plit Hopkin"oJL pr"ssure IliU' s,'tup. :Jtmill r,'lt" ""'ll~itivily W,1o; 

observed p>lrtkllbrly fot· hi~h,,,- d,,,,,i,,, [omILs, II is sugg"""d bv t.1,,, imil",r" tlLilt iI", (dl 

Shilpe j, responsible for lhi, ilHT",-'''' >It higher d,,,,,il.y. l)"'1'IHmde imd Flock [R!1] "1.ll<li,,<1 

:he strain rille ",wit.i"i:". for tlw d'Nx:j ,,,L AIllligl" imd OJ"'" ,dl Duoce! fOiUl;, ""ing 

a 5plit. ilo\,kinso:l pre~snr" b.u· ~l1ld diwd iInpnd ""ts fl.1. slmiIl rM", 1""W""ll 1O-~ "_1 
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to approximately 5 x 103 S-l. The authors found both foams to be strain rate insensitive 

in this range of strain rates. Dannemann and Lankford [88] attributed this discrepancy 

between the closed wall Alporas and Alulight to the manufacturing process (casting vs. 

powder processing). Ramachandra et al. [90] studied the impact behaviour of Alporas 

aluminium foam for impact velocities ranging from 3 - 30 m/s. The energy absorbed 

per unit volume was found to increase with increasing impact velocity, particularly for 

velocities greater than 5 m/ s. Zhao et al. [91] also studied the rate sensitivity of metallic 

foams under impact. Two aluminium foams (IFAM, Cymat) are tested where IF'AM is 

a similar foam to Alulight. The IFAM foam is characterised by cell wall buckling in the 

crush process while for the Cymat foam crushing is enabled by the fracture of cell walls. 

The authors found that only the IFAM foam was rate sensitive however, and conclude 

that this is likely due to microinertia effects presented by Zhao et al. [92]. Under dynamic 

loading, strains along the fold line in a progressively collapsing wall have higher strains 

due to to inertia causing the strain hardening of the base material to come into effect. 

2.2.2.2 Honeycomb Core Sandwich Cladding 

Despite the wealth of literature regarding the response of honeycomb core sandwich panels 

to quasi-static and impact loading there has been relatively few studies conducted on blast 

loading of such structures. A recent study was conducted by Chi [93] however. In the 

study, the author investigated circular aluminium honeycomb core sandwich panels under 

blast loading. Specifically, the study compared the deformation of sandwich structures 

with steel face sheets and and empty air core with that of a honeycomb core. The author 

found that for a given impulse, the maximum deformation of the panels is increased when 

using a honeycomb core as opposed to an empty core. Also investigated is the different 

response of the panels when subjected to uniform and localised blast loads. The author 

found that under uniform blasts, deformations are distributed over the entire exposed area 

and the resulting shape is similar to the dome shape expected when monolithic plates 

and blasted uniformly. Fig. 2.23a shows a typical honeycomb core after uniform blast 

loading. For localised loading, severe damage is found in the centre of the honeycomb 

core even for small impulses. This results in larger maximum panel deformation than for 

the uniformly loaded case. Fig. 2.23b illustrates this damage to the core with increasing 

impulse applied locally. Of note is the complete disintegration of the honeycomb material 

within the centre of the panel. 
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i') 

Fip,u,~ 2.2:\' (,,) Ph,,1 0f,r~ ph of t 1", ci~fo .nll~O I h()]",y,'o J,--d J eo Jr" sull.i<'d ""I to" l II iform hi ",r. 
with r.n impnlse of 3().2'J:j Ns. (b) I'hol.ogncph~ o[ r~s·.!il.il;g honey(,omb (or~ subje<;t 1.0 

lorp.lisM hl~:;r. hidin::; [~nl 

2.2.2.::\ General Sandwich Claddin~ 

I'Iw ('orp 

], ,ilndwlChed I""t.\\' ... 'r; Imn;r;a,j,'d f",·p ,hp"1'. Th~ ,lUlhlr~ ::';"I"~'1J.,'d ~<'Is of ;,;owrnil;g 

eqlluio!t1~ llIHkr air-bl","t. and uJld~rw"t~r bh~t jo~diq( which ",e,'" soh-cd u,ir;)( Tdhod, 

ha~ec'. on th~ Lxl.~I,ried Galcrkin ~ktho':, SOl1l<? &<?r;eml resnlt~ wer<? th"l. rid1cct.iOI'S 

dne to air-bl%t load'l,gs w"f(, found 70 '"" nmdl gTPa.t~r thf.n for underwd<?,. 'oL,t.~. Th" 

llUllir;2.lp orientation was also found t.o play" i<crg" ml~ in ,truetuu.l (if.:l:pening c.nd tot"l 

ddtp('tim; o[ til<' patwls. The id~,,1 ply ori"mcll.iOI' d"l)cJl(kd hee.v:l" or; th~ trf.nSI'erse 

s)"'elr To':uli of thp eor~. H"uoe c.nd Lebr",,';u tlS {,)r;d,!('l.(,,: f. similf.r stud,\' where 

doscd forT solution, f.re d~yeloped for Ih" dYI,c.n:ic l'''spor;sc of s"r;e.,,-ich paMls with 

mthotmpic ('()r~s to c. variety of bhsi plllsc, (n,d"l,gLli<cr, sinn,oie.f.l, ,;onie boom). 

SI.,,,!:,,, mr;e.ll<'t,·(i bv Xue "mi Hutchinsoll '~)(i, !J7i 'I' ",'sl.igal "': I he i.lla~t. 10f. ding of sand

widL "tnH't·ur~s frnm f. theorelied ami cOlllpm.cll.ior;,J ~t"ndpoint .. Th~ work presented 

ill 1~61 i, "pT~Ii:l:in"ry stud,\' wh:eh r;()jllplJ.W~ I.h(' per[mT"r;c~ ir; t~rm, of str~ngth 2.nd 

"n~r8Y 3i.l>'(1']Jtinn of :l:onolithic 8te~] pLl.('s and I.'" m)(onal t·m'S "andwi' h panels. The 

pcu",ls "r~ ('ircnla,r "ne. lmv~ chmped 'ooundarv ('ondil .ion~ I.h",eby "llowir;g e.~fornl8-tio11~ 

of 'uOI.h I.h~ top and ilottolll fa~<? 8heets. The alllhor~ foulld thn r.ll(' 'nndwi'h pl1.n~18 

n.n ,ustain "uhstanti"llv brger illlpU]"'S I.hcm ~oli,: me7,J plc.t~, of thp S"lllP mc.S8. Th~ 

"nt.hor, ('onductt'd f. follow-on (i)Jllpcmll.in, ,tw:y iI, !)";". In th~ ,tnriy. th~ pprfor:l:f.nce 

of lancgollcd 1m,;., sqw,r~ hOnp?(,(lTb, "nd fold~d pl"te s"wiwich "H'e; de oon,pded 

to st<?,,] pLI.('s of '''.Iuc.! melS, u"illg th~ .-\HAQl'S hnitp pl~T~r;~ p"ck"g~. It wa,~ "g2.in 

foumi th"t sf.miwirh 8IrU('I.Uf('S olll .perform "',ual mass "1,-",1 pbt~s in t~rms of i:l:pnlsive 

resistf.nee. Tks wa.~ showI' to I", panieu]",ly t-rw' "t. "TalwJ' impul"'" f\lrthpr to thi~. 
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figure 2.24: Plot o[ Uill-diuleL,ioL,,1 eLergv p,m:il,ionilli!: hel.w"eJL i.l", h"" ,h(x.'t, 'IT,d th~ 
Cme [or (a) TetLlgomJ. t[1'" cor" au! (0) Sq"""e hOJLe"co",h cor<' The nOJL-di""'Jhion,1 
ajJplied ilIljmbc ilJ-'plied to the pailCb i" j /~jf V,,-,jl;' = 021. % 

1:he :;quare llOueycurno a.ud folded jJlate cOre>< ,ii!:lliGcc).mlv olliperformed II", l.drilgOT,,,1 

cure" due tu in-plane ;I.retchilli!:. AltllOlli!:h the ot",iy prirllimiv [oc"",,! on ddh"l.ion~ 

uf the wp arod bonom f(i,Ce "he€1:s, the l-'anitiojllLg o[ di",ijJal(xll-'b4ic ,,11Cri!:y betW(X'll 

tllf' cor~ and the faLe sheets i" w:'u examined. fig, 2,24 "h",," 1:he plJ.rl.itioLillg o[ the 

nOJL-dim~n,ioJL ~nergy as a fllDctioro of rooro dimerosional time. 11: :,llOuld be lloted t hat ill 

Fig. 22,'1 .U mLd r r~fer~ to the lml."S pAr unit, a.J·~a and leng1:h of the l-'ancl re;l-'ecti,'ely, 

For thf' g'wn ~xamp:~ lllf' noro-dimen"iunlJ.l lJ.ppEed iml-'ul"e :s j /UI yC :,p: _~ 11,2". ;.iote 

that a murh :argf'r port iun of the iroitial kiroetic eroergy is di:'''lPlJ.ted in the houevcolllb 

rur~ as oppoSf'ci to the teuagunal t ru", C<lre, The lJ.uthoi" wou ,llUwed I.lwt illll-'ro,-emcnt, 

ga'n..r. llsirog Earoc[,<irh p(mels over ,olid pla1:es a.re lr.agnJie<l whell sub.iecl.iLg 1:iJe jJaueb 

to 11JLdf'lw>l.t~r bia~t' . It i, not..r. how~,er 1:hat, the result" vresemed iro :9T: mlJ.!' be overly 

optimi,tic. &" " cOlnpi~t,e lnor.el of tllP fluid ~trurnlre ii' not uoed. The authurs C<lunter 

l.iJis limit;).I.'on however hy T'oti!.'!!; t,hat t,he r~"J;it" prf',eJLted for tllf' sandw:ch panpl are 

llnl. ["U" opl.im",,~l. 
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2_2.3 Alternative Core Structures 

2.2.:,.1 nla~t. [.oadilll-\ of \Vd, I'la/" CJaddillgS 

Otll€r forms of sarTificial cladding haw b~An proposed:n thp lir~rarmp. In t~rnl~ of blast 

loading, Gmnpras"d "nn \lui<bprjN' imTstiS"i.rd analy,i<""lly a!!d nUITlrrimlly [08[ il!ld 

"xpnrinWlltally [09[. a l"yprpd wpb dfldding u",jpr bla..,1 loadmi',. A ""hrm"tw of a 1.hr<','

I~yrr<'ri ("\3nding "nwtnrp i, givp1\ i1\ Fig. 2.2')". Each layer is Ullllpos<,d of a baSi' p11\10. 

Cl ,'o\,pr phIlp, ann ~ wpb pln.t,,,. all ln~(k of llllld swd. The layrr~ ('OLlP"" sll("("rssivdv 

W:tll ITl:nim~1 fnrCA transfer to tlw protfft-f'(j S([U<"tl1H' . 

.... ~ .. ~ .. ..... 

(8) 

, . .".,,~ .. ''''' ... 
1'1 

Figur~ 2.2~' (a) C'onfigurarion of sacrificial cladding wirh a non-sacrificial framp (b) 
Deformation mories ar t U,UUl s a.nd t n.Oo.s s for a tlu:ee-layereri cladcEng with a 
sheet thict.;:ness of 1.6 Hull, [~)~] 

Thi~ ("onfiguriltion has s~wral anvamagps 'n t,prm~ of ~n~rgy ab~orption unnpr hlast.load,. 

Plasric hingp locarion~ are wAll d~fin""j and h~ncp rh~ pnfnrm8.l1CP of ~ach laypr b prf'

dict.abIA, ('()nsistenr and tailor~bl~ to thp ~xp~t""j blast loani!!!',. Strains arA ~lllall a!!d 

h"n,',' fnl"tuH' within thA wriJ plil,rps is unlik"j,-. ThA I~Y"l'P(l cli\dding in ,h" aforpnwn

t.ionpd ~t.ud,,- is alSi, ~pacp ~tfidPllt 'n thar il absorlJ" a largp amounr of pn~r)';y within a 

givAn thi('kn~"". In Curllpn,-'an and .\lukhprjPe [98] il platp strain model ,'-, WAil a'impli

fjpd m8.~s-spring m()(jp] was n~,'plop~n and anah-zpd undpr a rriangula r prp~surA puiSi' t.o 

simulatp thp hh.,t. locHling. Thp two mod,'ls ,;!H.l\vpd :.;""d ('orrelation ,,-i,h pach ot.heT. 111 

t.en))., of p"e~K\' "llborp:.ion. ,h,' ('bdding structure Wel, fou!!d to IJP dti<-i~nl ilnd pw\,id(·d 

hlil" i~()l at.ion to~ th" prote(t,'n ,tructurc. 

This ab,orpl,ion lH'havlOur wa.~ confirmed expcTlIuellt.>Jlv 1ll GmnprMari and :Vluk.ll€rjee 

~99]. The expe,.imemal "etnp is picturM in Fig. 2.26a, The panels had riimen~iol1~ of 1m 

x 2 m wit,h one 1.0 three lay€r,. Eadllayer hari il thickne,s of IUO Hull. rNT eXplosi"es 
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Figure 2.2(;: (a) Photographs of ~xp"rim~ntllJ .;rtup u,,'ng lay~rpd wl)b elarlding_ (b) 
Pbotograpb'! of defoTmed .;bape of a Ja"eT('(1 darlrling '!uhj,'d to a ll k:o; T\T char:o;p 
positioupd 2 m from th~ paneL Th~ tbkkness of the ,,~b p!at~ j, 1_G ntlH_ (el Phologr"pilO! 
of deformed shape of a layered darlrling '!ubjed to ~,4_1 kg TST rbarge pO'!itionp<! 2 lH 
from the paneL Tb~ tbickn~s'! of tlw wl"b plat~ j, 1.2 mm_ :991 

rangin~ [rom 2..', - ,",U kg were hung abow the cladding Pressure gaugp.; r~rmdfrl 

the bh,t pre"ure and the deformation of eacb layer was also rocorderl_ Tlw au~I,.tiral 

and ~xperintpnt!l; rp511lts roltlpare reaSOIlahly ""pi,, h,m'ewr some ml"r-predinioll in Ill{' 

derormation W!l5 ohs~rn,,<l ,hlP to "()Jn~ mode, or dis'ip!).lion uol lH'iIlg iuduri(,d in Ib,' 

,;m pip modpL Fi !/" , 2_26h,(' silow t hp ddornH'd claddiIlg WHI' I iug fwm I W(1 '1, 1 kg bla-;l, 

I PIt) 
W<~, ---w 

" m = m,l2n 
• G+m 

Fi~urc 2,27: SdH--malic of a m''''';-,priu!,; mod,.! for", HIlit "I,ll of It wd, pht'1>1, ('bddine: 
,jrncim{'. -tOO' 

K"ra~ioz()\" !llid .I OJl('~ [100: I.iworel ,,,ally inve,t igal ed " bvered d"dding structure ,imilar 

to I. he' previoll,! y d('H'ri lx,d "I rnd ll[(' under a tri"n)\llbr bb ,t l",loe, The study examined 
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t'H) layPT~ of mild "t<:,<,1 fl.nd fl.IUlllinlum ,wh l'lfl.t.ps );"ing ~ IUllljwd ma,~s :rod,,1 wit.h links 

comwct .. d I)y orrin,<\s ~~ "!lOWn in Fig_:! 27_ \'ot" tlwt tlw a.nglp oft.hp w,'1> pbtp,; fl.~ shown 

in Hw tignr .. i~ 1\,w'n h" y, In :!H' ~l.1;dy, two djff~f\'nt \'all;", of .p 'WtP .. xcunirwd_ A 

~Trlfl.ll WIllI<' of.; rO(f''Sponds to ~ npfl.rlyw·rtwal w"h pl~tf'_ Thp work hv K&l~gio~m", and 

,jonps 11')111 foc\ls<,d OIL \.fl(' dpfonJL~tiolL TrlCKks; forc" 1.]"'n51<:r h<:hw"n th .. lay<:rs R.~ wPJI 

'" Hl(' inihwILc(' of "I rain mle, Thp mild sl.(~:1 d",ldin~5 show",1 f\lghn ~n<:rgv ~,bS<)rhing 

{"lJ~l!'ilv I.ball II", ,dnmiILi\l''!: ;ullds, SI.will m:" seILsil,ivitv showed lillk lJliln{'j)('(' on 

I.b€ d),mpi i()Jl pro;)('ri i"6 of I.!w ('laddiILg du" 1,0 I.!", ""l{wil v I nULsf,,! pro;",rl';"s of I.!l(' 

J)]'''~''llT I'];]s(', Sp(x'iGroalk, IlLal, I,he vdo"il,- appli{~j 1,0 Ih" slnlclu(' ri~es gnullmll." as 

oPP{Nxllo impad ".-('ILanos wll('re Ih" "d{)(,LI.'· rise is insl.iU11.mwO\lS, Force l,nUlSf{,,' for 

a nILil, (',,11 wll.h I.wo dilTn(,ILI, s!-arti"g g"o",,'I,ri(" '111<1 TJml·cri~ls is I',;'-<:n in Fi;',,_ 2_21lil 

awl 2.2:<'1), '11,,, dadding [("J)(ll1SP ill Fi;',_ 2.2:<'a is I{)r Rl:l alulJlinil.lJl d~.dding wnh fl. 

lar~er augk on t.h" wd) piat"s_ In Fig_ 221lb, thp ",pb pbks MP at a gTPalrr '"n;',l<: 

(u' !L(:arly \"{n:"al) aml 1I1 0d" of lJlild 81.,'~_ For t'H) Itl-Y,-.j'('d cI~('ldini\5 il Wtl-S found that 

slir",. w('h plaks l,musl{Tr"d _'l[~n forc", to tl", s\lllSe<,];"ILt iaV('f_ )'fl" stirIl<:"" of <:~dl 

lm'('r is d('hIL"d Il\' II II' [!Oil I "1'1,,1 ns"d a"d :ILi I.iill 'Ul~l<- of II,,, weh plat"'_ SlJlll11 angles ""n 

tl",,.d()l''' ImllSf('r brg" loads 1,0 tl", S\lllS{'(,];('IlI b.l"T mul tir" amiu slrnel,.[(' Fnrth"r 

to this, small ~ngled web plates showed Impredi(taule deformation mode". Fig. 2,21k 

shows the energy absorption in eadL lar€r of >ill aluminium W€u plale wil,lL small web 

plfl.tP ~ng~p_ Tt is clp&l h:om this figure that verr lilt~e en€r::;:>' :" fl.bsorbed ;n the 6€('ond 

l"YPI until ~ distinrt point wh~j'(' tIll' iirst I"!'~r ~llll"pS<'~. 

, 
'" '. 

" 
,. 

-- ""...,- pOol< "-" ... _ "...., ."""'-to 

" " '" " 
" , 

D.10 ~.1~ 0. ,. , 
(0) 

" 
0 
0,00 

-- ooo ... ~". 
boo .. ~.,. 

_ "'>in •• ""..-. 

0,' ~.10 " • (0) 

Figl.lre 2,2S: FOH'e InUlSfe,. 1·0 I.h" fms" piak mul amill strnct\lr" of a \lll:t eer ,,-itir the 
follow ill,", wd) pbl" cOILLg\lml ious: (a) "'\ I]; Trl :ILimn "TI) piat<" with a brge val \le or.,; (b) 
St",,1 w"h ,,!atps ",:th" snmll \'a:];~ of.p. (c) EIl"rgy fl.i>sorpt.iou w:thin "tl-d, cOTrlponPnt 
of "n all;Trlini];Trl c!adding with fl. s"'8-:1 vfl.lup of y [lOU[ 
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2,2!h), woven mdalb; texUe, !lmj idllm:l>ilHIL hOJl"ycomb ('m"s Thp ~JlPrgy ab.-..orbed 

per unit ma",s 1)1'"..;1,) for :.he \UiOllS ,'ouli,.;mnion" j" ~iveJl:n Fig 2.30a. All r""ult" arp 

nonnalizoo w;th re",pe,.t to I,he yidd stress o[ Ihe solid [)"lteri;li cr, __ U,,;,r!y at !ow p"ak 

",u€ngths("'"k j, honey('umb cores [",rfO[[HiUl"" is high""I, /1 t hi~I'er j",,,k ,--tren ~t hs, ~et.ra

hAC)ral tnls.< :'tructure~ uutp"rform ol,her si-ructur,o; ilJ(jiu,ting it m;,y I>e []lme ""it,,hle 

for high intensity luading s:tua~iUllS, 

Qllehe:l!alt "I (Ii. l10J inVR't;~ated ,he compre",sive behaviour ufmetallic bCi"" hollow 

trus" ,'-c'1.ndw-ich "tn1<turp,. Square and diamond stru('wre" ao; ~howu ill Fig, 2,2fb ;'H' 

'71J(li"d. .\, t he tn."" elem"nts ar" hollow tubl~, tIle sqllMe configurat iUL highly res"mi,!"" 

till' "t,nl( tun' 1'0_) in tbi' dWci". Fip;, 2.2!J~ ,how" '" squan' awl a diauJOILd shaped !all i"e 

undpr qua~i-"ta~i(' compre"~ion ,,~ uS{ mld 40'7c ",train. The peal "I ress "')k o[ i)()l,h btt.ice 

"trunnrt;1' is a function of the ?laSlic ~;lcklin~ "trh." of" holluw ('ylinder ami is gh-ell ,'" 

",I,,,rp k i,,; a constam defining the rigidit,v of the juiub, E, lS l.lw lml,.;"n: modllills ,,[the 

j"'rent mat"r:al, a" and a; are the o\ll:,ide and in:,ide Lidi: of l.lw tr;ls." re"pec:i"dy, I i" 

HlP i~n(',t h of t h" ('olmDu, ... ' ii, tIle dngle thl' tru"" mak", wit,ll :hc fac(' "lH~'t. alld p is IlL<' 

rpiniw d"ns:t.y. Qlwll"illalt et ai, [llJ3: found lIla, the bollm\' Inl% strucwre" have Ilw 

higlH'"t pe;,k "trength of a!1 Cl'llu!ar metal W?olop;iHS pre"",ntoo in the Ei.emwre, 

A <'ompm'i"JIl illio the eJ",rRY "]:",orptiol1 charadpri,tin, 'imilar to tha, of Kooista et 

ai, [lIl2] is ~iven [or Ilw dii"ILOl>d ,md sqllare 1m" !8t~ic,', dwj sUmm><rizf'<) ill Fi~. 2.30b, 

It i:, dem' Ihd s"ch btl:"es ,'om,"lre f;,vomi,ly ,,·itl, pyramidallat~i(" tru"s and metal 

text:l,,;, 

, ," 
< 0.10 ; , 

0.1 1.0 

a",.' ~, 

1" 

t';gur" 2.311; (a) Er:.ergy a~",orp,iuu per Ull:1 ",ao;s o[ ""rious bltice ~t n Lclm"", (b) EllerRY 
l1.bsorpti on per unit m,,,,,s of :'q;lm'e alld diamolld m ielll.iltiou lid I,:,.e "tructures. [; 02] 
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2"2.4 OptimisatioJl or Salldwich StJ'\ld\lI'ps 

L:aq; d al. [HJ4] condu(;\.ed a ma,si' o1-'t.iulimtj()u .;tl1<I:-/ uj ('orl'llgat"'].'l~'lHlwidl ~tructures 

lluder bbsl.. load.,. The desigu variablei' u~d :n the study are I'huwn :n fig. 2.31. The 

m~s~ 01 ",,,-i) " ,trudure j~ optjl"i~,"l u,i,,!, i\ Lomhi,wr] ",!'"sibk TJin'ci.iun ;"'lel,ilOr] ("om

biJLed ,,~t.h t.i)(" H",,'ktT'a('k ProgTmJLmiq; IIkt."()od, Axial ('ompn'hion, IX'JLdinf\. liud::ling. 

and In'ULUlm'l..miT'g ('oJLHid"uti"'h arc us",1 [~, "("',1.raiJLi.s, A _,if\tlifi{'ant as.'"m1-'1.iun is 

lnade I..imt I.)", blas' load '''''' lx, n'pn""JLwd by a s\.[,tic 1-'r""sure, The r"sults SilOW 1.h[<\. 

1.he curmg>ltiuu k~ (L,,), <:urmg[<tiuu ar,gle (q}, (;ore I..hid;:],e"s rI,) [<ud {'OlTug[<l..ion pite,l 

(8;' ar" imponad de,ig" pa.ramders [or 1.h" COre cmuponer,t Wi1.lL re"p"('1.. to b11('kEr,g 

6tn'JL~lil, aJLd tim1. tile fa"" "il(~·t thi{'kJLe", (U H,re impuriar,1.. de,,:p, pm·"me1.er" lOr the 

1m,' ~1l("·1. comlx,n,'nl.. wil..il re,p(x;t 1.0 axmI4r"s", 

• , 
, 'r-< l<fI!!';. , ''''' oh«, ,hoc...,,, 
C o{'''''''''''''>n''. k""," 

, C'"""",,,,,. ",,,., 

• o{'''''''V_ ,,",Ie , ,".Jc ",,,h , ('",", ,~",,,,,,, 

Fi~llre 2.:U: S('hemal..:" of uJlTu,.;al..",].,ar,dwicil 1-'ar,el" with til{" dei'ign l'ariaOleO 11,ed in 

til{" opl..imi;.aiion H\l.ldy Ii" Liang eI ,,/, [104: 

Tian and Ltl :1O~] optiml~e w,r:oul' corrug[<ted sandwich panel~ uuder axial comp)'fs.~ion. 

The _" .. r,dwich ('<.)re.> ir,\"e;tigated were sqUat'p. ll:),t-stiff'~n>xl, t)'if'.ngular. "nd tr:;"p~widal 

corrngations. Tks .'lt11dy does not in'"olw "ola.;t loading howl"{p), f'.nd a~ 611Ch h'0 limit",] 

nnp<Jl"tancl' to th" curr"nl, rpSI"""C,l Th~ sa.ndwi~h pa.n~ls in t.h~ afoT'~m~nlioJL"'] _,I,ud:" 

aJ'I' optimi",,,d [OT' WI'i:;;hl, l1nd~)' a"~i,d wmpre6~ioJL b,~,cd 0" de,i;,;" [mllluLU" lor ni1.ic,d 

glolml ,md local h11"kliJL~. bl'C' slw",t bu('klin!,; ;llld lJla1.{"ri,d vi"ldiJL~, l.",iIl~ I..h" q'jfl.Jral..i(' 

p[()f\r;Clnllli!L~ Op1.ilniml..i,w 1.(~';]lJlique 1.he aU1.huro ob\.aiT,,~1 "igni(k[<r,:. nmH>' redudior:s 

Ul':ng opt:m:f'I'd hat"stiffenoo sections owr i'imple I'quare COT'l'u[,:"I,ions. Altho11gh til<' 

lOf'.diug differ., I':gnific:;r,ntly from t,le pr~spnt otndy th" work j, insightfnl in th"l illni'lmtl's 

,10"" p)'oper ,,,ll'ct:on 0;' s:;r,nd,,':ch corp pf'.T'a.JJlNI'T'S can ),ffi, 'c~ t.hl' m',o's wh i I" n 01 S<l.::rificing 

th,' otructuT'u.l )Jwj!l'rtih 0;' thr pane\. 
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Chapter 3 

Material Characterisation 

:~ . 1 Introc:lll ct ion 

Tr:> lnV(>s(igalP thp TP'I'r)lHP nftll" prnpr:>",'{l palwl~ und"l bla"t loadl1l& conditinlH- ngr:>r

nus llJ"t"Tla] <'hanv't"Tlz>\tlOn nP<'{h t,o )-J" unr!Pf7ak"1l Althnugh mild s,,>pl j, a rdll.tlwl:-

wpll unJ"Tst.\od ma:prial; w,TiatJPll :Il tl", manuhct.UTill& proCPH and cmnpositioll ot 

jow-"'lTboll ~t(,,'l "C,'ql' "'Sllltlllg in wjd"jy ""rnag mat<'ncd cj,arad"Tj,tws Thi, IS par

ti<'nb.d,· trn.> in th" cun('Jlt :lpp1i{'atioll ," tIl!' !o",-em!>o!l ,'tt·"lllS('(i fo] th" top plat" 

,1Ild lor th" tlll~·, lUld,-rg""', "dilfcH'nt roLillg' pro,,,.;s {1m!. lOlh] alJ(l cnld rn11,'d H"I""'

tiv.,[y). Thi, iJL<"H·'lSC'; t.lw work ]lclrd"Iling ill ti", tuil," "-]jn 11111,1 1)(' a«'(mnled tor W1WIl 

HloddliuiS tll(' now -,t,T""", of the rnatcri,J. 

It ShOlild be ]jot(~l that. the "t,~,] "",'d for rh,' top cmd hmtolIl pbtl'" arc obt"ined fWIll 

\'lilc,m St(~'ln!whilc :1", "tl,cl tlll",o arc ,;Ilpp:ied by Till,..con''''''. '1'1", ":nmiuinlll tnl".s 

Me s"pp:i,'d by Xon-Ferroll~ :'h-t,cli,;T~] TIl<' chemical <'ompositioll of t,I,,' ,tl,d, lI",'d in 

this "tndy ar" ,.;iV"ll ill 'I,.i!,!c 3.1 ,md t.}J(' "lnmillimn is giwll in T.,bk 3.2, For both tllbp 

",a",riak the ,.h"Illka: (colIlposirioll i, oblailled diw(t.v [rom :hc' ~lIppli(T. how('v('r th" 

dl<'mind compo"irion of t.}J(' top p].,t.(' is fonlJ(] ill '1(){)i, 

Tablp 3.1' Ch<'lllic"] Composition of thp ,wels u""d in thi, ,tud:_ 

SWE'I ('Yo :-'[n S{ ro/c S'1o Si o/r 

tubE's CUO CHiC) 8,02:; O,O:lO O,:lO 
top pili: e ll.l:i . ,()() o,m:; 0.035 (UO 

'II", moddlill~ of meltpri",s nn(kr bb,;! loads r"quiTP~ q\lClsi-~tatic alld dYllamic: COllsti

rmi",,, pil.l:ml)('teT;;. 'I]", followiag ",'nioa,; dnsnibp th,' ,'xlwrinl<'ntcd ilnd arm.r,;i,; pm,. .... 

17 
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48 CHAPTER 3. MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION 

Table 3.2: Chemical composition of the 6063-T6 aluminium used in this study 

Cu % Mg% Si % Fe % Mn% Zn % Ti% Cr % 

0.10 0.45 0.2 0.35 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

dures used to obtain the constitutive behaviour of the materials used in the panels. To 

summarize, there are four materials of interest in this study 

1. Mild steel cut from square tubes of dimension 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm x 2.04 mm. All 

material specimens are centred about the centreline of the tube. 

2. Annealed mild steel cut from tubes described in the previous point. The tubes are 

annealed for 60 min at 900 DC in an autoclave. The tubes are allowed to cool in the 

oven and are removed when the temperature in the oven is reasonably near room 

temperature. 

3. 6063-T6 aluminium alloy tubes of dimension 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm x 2.04 mm. The 

tubes are analyzed only in their as-received state. 

4. Mild steel cut from hot rolled 4.0 mm plates. 

The as-received mild steel tubes are not subject to a full material characterization as 

the tubes are not used in either numerical simulations or in experiments. The numerical 

simulations and experimental work using the steel tubes utilizes only the annealed tubes. 

In terms of the numerical study conducted in chapter 7, tubes of various aspect ratios 

are studied. Due to the nature of cold-formed steel tubing, tubes with larger widths 

will have less work hardening along the longitudinal axis than narrower tubes. For this 

reason, modelling tubes with various widths using experimental quasi-static and dynamic 

tests from a single width tube is insufficient. The annealing process removes the work 

hardening effect on the flow stress in the tubes allowing for characterization of a wide 

range of cross sections. 
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CHAPTER 3. MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION 49 

3.2 Quasi-Static Tensile Behaviour 

3.2.1 Test Apparatus 

In order to obtain the quasi-static stress-strain parameters, several tensile tests are per

formed. All tests are conducted on a 200 kN Zwick universal testing machine at the Cen

tre for Materials Engineering at the University of Cape Town. The tests are performed 

at a crosshead speed of 2 mm/min which corresponds to an approximate strain-rate of 

i = 8.33 x 10 S-l. The tensile forces are obtained via a load cell on the machine and 

transferred via a digital acquisition device to a PC. An extensometer is used. and the 

force as a function of the extensometer clip displacement is recorded. For samples with 

no extensometer, the crosshead displacement is used. 

r 

1 i 

I· ·1 
I· 

W2 

·1 
W3 

W4 

-L 
I --,-

Figure 3.1: Schematic of fiat dogbone tensile specimen. The values corresponding to the 
widths are found in Table 3.3 

Tensile specimens are created using several methods. All specimens however use the 

fiat dogbone shape as given in Fig. 3.1. The actual dimensions of the specimens for 

each of the cases described here is given in Table 3.3. The dimensions are based upon 

available source material and extensometer properties of the testing machine. Specimen 

dimensions are based on the British Standard Method for Tensile Testing of Metals [107]. 

The specimens diverge slightly from the recommendations due to technical requirements 

of using the extensometer. This does not effect the resulting material characterization 

in terms of the purpose of this work as the constitutive behaviour is required only for 

analytical and finite element material models. 

For the top plate the specimens were cut from the top plates directly where all plates are 

cut from a single sheet. The dimensions of these specimens correspond to Specimen A in 

Table 3.3. To obtain material parameters from the tubes, specimens are obtained using 

two separate methods. For the mild steel tubes, specimens are cut from 25.4 mm wide 
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50 CHAPTER 3. MATERIAL CHARACTERISATIOK 

Table 3.3: Tensile specimen dimensions. 

Specimen WI (mm) 

A 8.0 60.0.0 80.0 
B 8.0 60.0.0 80.0 

W4 (mm) 

170.0 
170.0 

W5 (mm) r (mm) t (mm) 

25.0 15.0 4.0 
25.0 15.0 2.0 

tubes with a thickness of 2.0 mm before and after annealing. The aluminium specimens 

are cut, parallel to the extrusion direction, from tubes with same dimensions as the steel 

tubes. These tube specimens have dimensions given as Specimen B in Table 3.3. The 

specimens cut from the annealed tubes have a slightly smaller thickness than nominal 

values given in Table 3.3 due to loss from scaling. 

3.2.2 Construction of True Stress vs. True Strain Curves 

This section describes the procedures used to construct the quasi-static true stress vs. true 

strain curves. The procedure varies somewhat depending on the nature of the material as 

special attention must be paid to materials that do not conform ideally to the J ohnson

Cook modeL 

For all materials the process begins by determining the plastic displacement vs. load 

curves. As previously mentioned, a Zwick tensile machine is used to obtain the tensile 

behaviour in the specimen. The raw data from this process at small displacements is 

not the exact force behaviour in the specimen and must be accounted for. This occurs 

primarily for two reasons. Firstly, the deflection is not measured directly on the specimen, 

but instead is measured by the extensometer. Thus, the compliance of the deflection 

measuring device will be added to the compliance of the specimen. This is not a significant 

problem as the determination of Young's modulus is not of importance for the current 

application. Secondly, at the beginning of the test, the specimen must "bed in" where 

the grips of the specimen deform to the shape of the the jaws of the test machine. 

To overcome the difficulties associated with the test machine, certain steps are taken. 

When using an extensometer, a linear curve is fit through the region of the load vs. 

displacement curve corresponding to the approximately linear section. The slope of this 

curve is denoted as the effective elastic force modulus Feff.. This is clearly related to the 

observed Elastic modulus of the material but has units of force. The curve is. shifted 

so that the linear fit goes through the point !::..L = O. This removes the "bedding in" 

described in the previous paragraph. The actual plastic displacement !::..Lpl is then com-
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CHAPTER 3. MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION 51 

puted using Eq. (3.1). 

(3.1) 

The engineering stress ae is then calculated as 

(3.2) 

where Ao is the initial area of the specimen. Likewise, the plastic engineering strain is 

calculated as 

pI _ 
ceng - Lo (3.3) 

where Lo is the gauge length. :F'or all tests this value is Lo = 40 mm. The true logarithmic 

plastic strain is then calculated using Eq. (3.4) [108] 

rL 
dL ( L ) ( !:::.L I) 

cpl = } Lo L = In Lo = In 1 + LoP = In (1 + C~~g) (3.4) 

where L is the instantaneous gauge length. The true stress in the material is then 

calculated using Eq. (3.5) [108] 

F F ( L) _ (1 + pI ) _ "pI 
a = A = Ao(Lo/ L) = a eng La - a eng ceng - aenge 

(3.5) 

where A is the instantaneous cross sectional area. Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) are only valid up 

to the point of necking. That is, up to the point where the strain can be assumed uniform 

over the gauge length. At this point an instability develops and the strain localises to a 

point. This is known as the diffuse necking point and is characterised by an increase in 

strain resulting in a decrease in load. The point at which this occurs is at the Ultimate 

Tensile Strength (UTS). Figs. 3.12a-c gives the true stress vs. plastic strain up to the 

UTS for the materials used in this study. The curves shown correspond to the tensile 

test resulting in the largest engineering strain. 

3.2.3 Quasi-Static Results 

The plastic engineering stress-strain curves for the four materials used in this study are 

given in Fig. 3.2. Of particular note is the reduced flow stress and increased failure strain 

in the annealed steel tubes as opposed to the as-received state. 

The purpose of Fig. 3.2 is to illustrate the repeatability of the tensile tests. For all 

materials, behaviour up to UTS shows good repeatability. For the annealed mild steel 
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3.3 Tensile Test Simulations 

The final strain for each of the materials given in Fig. 3.12 is not the true failure strain 

of the material. The failure strain Cf (assuming the specimen is stretched to destruction) 

may be expressed as 

(3.6) 

where Af is the final measured specimen area. The final area of each specimen is calculated 

based on the" skewed bowtie" configuration given in Fig. 3.3. Due to the small cross 

sectional area of the specimens cut from the tubes, accurate measurements of this areas 

are not possible and more advanced techniques are required. The specimens cut from the 

top plate are large enough for this type of analysis however more advanced techniques 

are used for the sake of accuracy. 

Initially, the values of each dimension in the figure (thm' th], thr and w). are determined 

for both cross-sections of each top plate specimen and averaged. The failure stress is 

calculated simply as 

(3.7) 

where Ff the tensile force at failure. Although Eq. (3.7) gives a reasonable approximation 

to the stress at fracture, it does not account for the triaxial stress state of the material 

at rupture. The classical method used to account for this is given by Bridgeman [109]' 

however this only applies to cylindrical specimens. For the fiat dogbone specimens used 

in this study, the MLR [110] scaling factor is used and is given by 

where Cneck is the true strain where diffuse necking begins. The failure stress is therefore 

multiplied by Eq. (3.8) to give the corrected failure stress o-Forr. The MLR method is still 

not ideal as it assumes a constant stress state across the face of the specimen. As such, 

more advanced techniques are employed. 

~I 
Figure 3.3: Idealised geometry of the fractured surface in the tensile specimen. 
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Although Eq. (3.8) can be used for a direct correction of tensile failure stress, the use of 

tensile simulations is much more accurate. This is particularly true in the case of the thin 

specimens cut from the thin tubes. In these cases predicting the failure stress and strain 

is very difficult without the use of simulation due to the very small area of fracture and 

unknown geometry of this area. Even with the larger top plate specimens the failure strain 

will not be accurate as the resulting value will be an average strain over the fractured 

specimen face. True failure strains can be approximated from simulation by examining 

strains at fracture in individual elements. Material failure is not required for the present 

study however such an analysis is included for a complete material characterization. 

The simulation of quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests is a standard practice to verify 

and validate constitutive models [111-117]. Of particular note is Wierzbiki and Lee [116] 

where the authors utilized tensile test simulations to construct the post UTS stress strain 

curve behaviour of high strength steel for use in blast simulations. 

With the use of tensile test simulation, a trial stress-strain curve is first determined 

which is simply a guess as to true constitutive behaviour of the materiaL The tensile 

tests discussed in section 3.2.1 can then be simulated using finite element analysis. The 

simulated specimen can be extended up to the point of extensometer extension in the 

experimental tensile test. The resulting force-displacement curve is then compared to 

the experimental curve. The trial stress-strain curve is then modified until the simulated 

and experimental force-displacement curves agree acceptably well. Due to the different 

damage mechanisms in the mild steel and aluminium specimens a different methodology 

is carried out to find the trial stress-strain curves. 

All tensile simulations use the experimentally obtained true stress-strain data up to UTS. 

For the mild steed (annealed tubes and top plate), the post UTS behaviour is approx

imated by projecting the tangent slope of the true stress strain curve up to a strain of 

3.0. This strain is arbitrary provided it is larger than the true fracture strain of the 

materiaL The tangent slope O'b is computed by fitting a straight line through the final 

ten points of the true stress strain curve up to the UTS. The slope of this line is taken as 

the tangent slope. This is done as a starting point as it results in the maximum allowable 

flow stress at any given strain after UTS. The slope of this line is then adjusted until the 

experimental force-displacement behaviour is obtained. Specifically, the value of {l in Eq. 

(3.9) is adjusted until convergence is obtained. 

I I 
0' = {lO'o (3.9) 

The stress-strain curves are input into ABAQUS/Explicit in tabular form. The spacing 

between all points up to a strain of 3.0 is based on using 100 points up to the UTS. This 

gives a uniform strain spacing for a given material, however the spacing will be slightly 
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different for each material. For all materials the experimental force-displacement curves 

are compared to the experimental curve resulting in maximum tensile deflection. 

The post-UTS behaviour of the aluminium specimens is significantly different from the 

mild steel. Fracture occurs soon after UTS is reached and the slope is expected to 

approach zero. To simulate this an approach similar to Lee and Wierzbicki [116] is used. 

The true stress-strain curve from the experiments is used up to UTS and a power law of 

the form A + Ben is used for the post UTS behaviour. The trial curve is obtained by 

using the stress at a strain of 0.5 as a control point. This stress is denoted as at. The 

values of A, Band n are then computed such that the stress at UTS and the slope at 

UTS agree with the experimental curve and that the power law goes through the control 

point. The stress at the control point is iteratively modified until reasonable agreement 

between the experimental and computed force-displacement curves. 

At this point is would be beneficial to discuss the finite element mesh used in the tensile 

simulations. Fig. 3.4 shows the finite element mesh for the annealed mild steel used 

in tensile simulations. The finite element model for all materials is essentially the same 

with only small variation in the parallel width and specimen thickness. Note the gradual 

increase in mesh density nearing the central point of the model. This is required as 

localised necking significantly elongates the elements in this region. 

Due to the high computation cost of tensile simulations, symmetry in the tensile specimen 

is exploited to reduce the computational work at each time increment. It is is clear from 

the Fig. 3.4 that symmetry boundary conditions are applied at the longitudinal and 

transverse midsurface. In terms of the degrees of freedom this implies that U2 = (h = 

(}2 = 0 on the bottom surface (31) while Ul = (}2 = (}3 = 0 on the front facing surface 

(32) in Fig. 3.4 where Ui refers to nodal displacements in the i direction and (}i refers to 

nodal rotations about axis i. Symmetry is also applied on the midsurface in respect to 

the thickness of the specimen. This implies U3 = (}1 = (}2 = 0 on the surface 33. Therefore 

only 1/8th of the actual tensile specimen is modelled. 
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The stress at the transmitter bar/specimen interface is 

(3.42) 

The use of Eq. (3.41) is termed a '2-wave analysis' [120] as it uses information from 

two waves (ai, aT) while Eq. (3.42) implies a 'I-wave analysis'. The 2-wave analysis is 

the stress at the front of the specimen and is inherently subject to large oscillations, 

primarily near the yield stress. Therefore, the stress vs. strain curve is then constructed 

by combining Eqs. (3.38) and (3.42) which removes time as a variable. 

3.4.4 Dynamic Test Results 

The dynamic stress-strain curves, including the quasi-static true stress-strain curves for 

each of the studied materials is given in Fig. 3.12. The curves are displayed such that 

the maximum dynamic or static (up to UTS) strain is given. Note that the dynamic 

compression tests for the aluminium specimens give much larger strains than the quasi

static tensile tests. On the other hand, the thick top plate specimens give smaller strains 

than the quasi-static tensile tests. 

There is a large differential between the strain-rates tested, however all are of the order 

Ii: ~ 103 S-l. The variation is due the required specimens sizes and strength of the materials 

at high strain-rate. Tests are first done on the annealed mild steel specimens with impact 

velocities appropriate to the bar diameter and specimen size. strain-rates in the range of 

Ii: ~ 1800 - 3400 S-l are tested. The range of strain-rates is obtained by varying the striker 

mass and gas gun pressure. The wider range of strain-rates tested for the annealed tubes 

over the other materials is due to the nature of the present application. Throughout this 

study, the tubes are subjected to a relatively large range of strain-rates and therefore 

it is advantageous to include more experimental data when determining rate dependent 

model parameters. 

Strain-rates above and below the previously described range are not possible for the given 

specimen size and testing equipment. Larger strain-rates would require impact velocities 

that are too large therefore risking the bar becoming plastic and in addition, excessive 

compression of the specimens can give poor results. Similarly low strain-rates require a 

much larger striker than the current gas gun can utilize. To obtain strain-rates in the 

top plate specimens at the same magnitude as the thin annealed specimens would require 

impact velocities that could damage the bars and strain gauges. To obtain these strain

rates, thinner specimens would need to be machined. Testing the aluminium specimens 

presents further difficulty due to the small specimens and low strength even at high 
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the aluminium. The stress-strain curve used in the convergence study corresponds to the 

post-UTS behaviour obtained from using the tangent slope at UTS up to a strain of 3.0. 

Fig. 3.5 shows the results of the study. Of concern for the convergence study is of course, 

if the numerical force-deformation curves converge. As can be seen from the figure, mass 

scaling schemes 2 and 3 give very similar results clearly indicating convergence. As the 

mass scaling scheme 3 requires several hours more computational time than scheme 2, 

the time increment and increment updating scheme used for the simulations corresponds 

to scheme 2. 

3.3.2 Simulation Results 

Tensile test simulations are conducted on the three materials used in this study. The 

optimal curves are found by manual adjustment of the corresponding stress parameter 

described in the previous section. The search for the optimal value is concluded when 

the experimental and numerical curves agree visually. The true optimal parameters are 

beyond the scope of this study as this would require complete mathematical optimiza

tion. Fig. 3.6 shows the results of the tensile simulations. For each material, the initial 

approximation and optimal force-displacement curves are given up the the onset of frac

ture in the experimental curve. Exact curves are not attainable for any of the materials 

as damage is not included in the model. This is acceptable as the resulting stress-strain 

curves would not be significantly different and exact fracture strains are not required 

for this study. Examining Fig. 3.6 shows that the force-displacement behaviour at the 

onset of localised necking is captured well using the techniques presented here. For the 

aluminium however, the optimal curve parameter captures the onset of localised necking 

well but begins to diverge near the point of fracture. This is likely a result of not including 

damage in the material model. 

Although not directly relevant to the current study the fracture strain of the material 

can be determined with reasonable accuracy using tensile test simulation. Eq. (3.6) 

determines the average strain over the fracture surface. In reality, the strain is not uniform 

across this surface when fracture initiates. Fig. 3.7 shows the plastic strain distribution at 

the final tensile force measured by experimentation. For both steels the fracture strain is 

approximately 200 % while for the aluminium the fracture strain is approximately 70 %. 
For all materials the strain attains its maximum value at the centroid of the specimen and 

decreases towards the outer surface of the specimen. The fracture strain has been shown 

to be mesh sensitive however and therefore using this technique for fracture applications 

requires the fracture strain to be presented as a function of element size. 

Fig. 3.8 gives the final quasi-static true stress-strain curves obtained from experimenta

tion and numerical simulation. It is clear from these plots that the post-UTS hardening 
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related to the voltage in the strain gauge by 

a(t) = [C 4~ba~V 1 Vread(t) 
amp gf m 

(3.14) 

where Ebar is the Young's modulus of the bar. For the setup used in this study, the 

remaining constants are Kgf = 2.11, N = 4, Camp = 1000. Therefore 

a(t) = [2~~a~n] Vread(t) = Kth Vread(t) 

where 

K - Ebar 
th - 2110Vin 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

Therefore the theoretical calibration factor is dependent only on the Young's modulus of 

the bar and value of Vin(t) which is read directly from the test equipment. The advantage 

of this calibration factor is that it is not influenced by dispersion and requires no extra 

tests to be carried out. It is however highly dependent on the accurate calculation of 

Ebar . The determination of this value is discussed later in this section. 

The second calibration factor used is the momentum balance calibration factor K mom. 

This calibration factor is based on the momentum of the striker before and after impact 

with the incident bar. The rebound velocity of the striker is calculated as 

[ 

As - 1] 
Vreb = ~b *" Vo 

(3.17) 

where As and Ab are the striker and bar cross sectional areas respectively and Vo is the 

initial velocity of the striker as measured by the speed trap in Fig. 3.9. The total impulse 

transferred during impact is given by 

(3.18) 

where Mstriker is the mass of the striker. It can then be shown that 

(3.19) 

where tl and t2 are the start and end times of the incident pulse. The exact start times of 

the pulse are difficult to determine. In order to obtain a consistent method, the incident 

pulse is integrated until the integral begins to decrease (loss of momentum). This may 

slightly underestimate the integral of Eq (3.19), however this amount is insignificant. 
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Therefore 

(3.20) 

This calibration factor is strongly influenced by the calculation of the rebound velocity 

Vreb and on the dispersion present in the incident signal. 

The final calibration factor is the stress calibration factor Ks. The stress in the bar at a 

given time is given as 

(3.21) 

where p is bar density, Vb is the particle velocity in the bar, and Co is the speed of sound 

in the bar given by 

(3.22) 

The maximum stress in the bar is obtained when the particle velocity is Vb = Vo 1: / (1 + 1:). 
Therefore, the maximum stress in the bar is given by 

(3.23) 

The average maximum voltage v:~:rx is found by integrating the voltage over the pulse 

duration and dividing by the pulse duration. Therefore the stress calibration factor is 

given by 

(Tmax 
K =_b_ 

S vmax 
read 

(3.24) 

The final consideration is the calculation of the sound speed Co and hence the Young's 

modulus of the bars. An accurate method for doing this is to use the incident and 

transmitted pulses of Fig. 3.10. The distance between the strain gauges on the incident 

and the transmitter bars is 2.0 m. If the time between pulses is determined from a 

calibration test, the elastic wave speed is therefore known. Unlike the previously described 

impulse calculation, determining the exact start time of the pulse is essential. To do this, 

the rise component of the incident and transmitted pulse is fitted with a straIght line as 

shown in Fig. 3.10b. The point of crossing with the time axis is taken as the start of the 

pulse. This will slightly overestimate the start time of each pulse however we are only 

interested in the time differential which is very accurate using this method. Once Co is 

determined Eq. (3.22) is then used to compute the Young's modulus. 
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order partial differential equation 

cPu 1 a2u 
ax2 C5 at2 

(3.25) 

Where Co is again the sound speed in the bar. The general solution to Eq. (3.25) is given 

as 

u(x, t) = f(x - Cot) + g(x - Cot) = Ui + U r (3.26) 

which reduces to 

U(x, t) = f(x - Cot) (3.27) 

if considering wave motion only in the positive x direction as given in Fig. 3.11. The 

strain in the bar is therefore found by differentiating Eq. (3.27) to get 

c(x, t) = au~:, t) = f' (3.28) 

Similarly, the particle velocity in the bar is given as 

( ) - au(x, t) _ C f' 
v x, t - at - - 0 (3.29) 

where f' denotes the derivative of f with respect to z = x - Cot. Substituting Eq. (3.28) 

into Eq. (3.29) gives 

(3.30) 

which clearly reduces to 

v = -CoE (3.31 ) 

Making the substitution ()" = EE and E = C5P reduces this equation to 

()" = -pCov (3.32) 

The negative sign indicates that a tensile pulse moves in the positive x direction, however 

the standard convention in wave theory is take compressive pulses as positive and hence 

the negative sign is removed. The particle velocities .6.vj, .6.vn .6.Vt due to each of the 

pulses indicated in Fig. 3.11 can then be written as 

(3.33) 
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where each of the stresses is found by multiplying the voltage signals by the theoretical 

calibration factor K th . The velocity of the specimen at the incident bar/specimen interface 

VI is simply the sum of the particle velocities induced by the incident and reflected waves. 

In terms of the stress signal this gives 

(3.34) 

Integration of Eq. (3.34) gives the displacement at the incident bar/specimen interface. 

This gives 

(3.35) 

Similarly, the displacement at the transmitter bar/specimen interface is calculated as 

(3.36) 

The instantaneous length of the specimen is therefore 

ls ( t) = lo - Ul ( t) + U2 (t) (3.37) 

The strain in the specimen can now be determined using Eq. (3.38) 

110 dl ( Lo ) 
c(t) = T = lnlo -lnls(t) = In l (t) 

ls(t) s 

(3.38) 

The strain-rate is then calculated as 

(3.39) 

Finally, to obtain the true stress in the specimen, incompressible plasticity is assumed 

therefore AoZo = As(t)ls(t) where Ao is the initial cross-sectional area of the specimen 

and As(t) is the instantaneous cross-sectional specimen area. Therefore the instantaneous 

area of the specimen is 

(3.40) 

The stress at the incident bar/specimen interface is then 

(3.41 ) 
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The stress at the transmitter bar/specimen interface is 

(3.42) 

The use of Eq. (3.41) is termed a '2-wave analysis' [120J as it uses information from 

two waves (ai, ar ) while Eq. (3.42) implies a 'I-wave analysis'. The 2-wave analysis is 

the stress at the front of the specimen and is inherently subject to large oscillations, 

primarily near the yield stress. Therefore, the stress vs. strain curve is then constructed 

by combining Eqs. (3.38) and (3.42) which removes time as a variable. 

3.4.4 Dynamic Test Results 

The dynamic stress-strain curves, including the quasi-static true stress-strain curves for 

each of the studied materials is given in Fig. 3.12. The curves are displayed such that 

the maximum dynamic or static (up to UTS) strain is given. Note that the dynamic 

compression tests for the aluminium specimens give much larger strains than the quasi

static tensile tests. On the other hand, the thick top plate specimens give smaller strains 

than the quasi-static tensile tests. 

There is a large differential between the strain-rates tested, however all are of the order 

E ~ 103 S-l. The variation is due the required specimens sizes and strength of the materials 

at high strain-rate. Tests are first done on the annealed mild steel specimens with impact 

velocities appropriate to the bar diameter and specimen size. strain-rates in the range of 

E ~ 1800 - 3400 S-l are tested. The range of strain-rates is obtained by varying the striker 

mass and gas gun pressure. The wider range of strain-rates tested for the annealed tubes 

over the other materials is due to the nature of the present application. Throughout this 

study, the tubes are subjected to a relatively large range of strain-rates and therefore 

it is advantageous to include more experimental data when determining rate dependent 

model parameters. 

Strain-rates above and below the previously described range are not possible for the given 

specimen size and testing equipment. Larger strain-rates would require impact velocities 

that are too large therefore risking the bar becoming plastic and in addition, excessive 

compression of the specimens can give poor results. Similarly low strain-rates require a 

much larger striker than the current gas gun can utilize. To obtain strain-rates in the 

top plate specimens at the same magnitude as the thin annealed specimens would require 

impact velocities that could damage the bars and strain gauges. To obtain these strain

rates, thinner specimens would need to be machined. Testing the aluminium specimens 

presents further difficulty due to the small specimens and low strength even at high 
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3.5 Plasticity Model 

As the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour cannot be measured at all strains and strain

rates, mathematical models must be employed to be used in computational tools. Once 

the parameters of these models are identified, continuous functions are obtained de

scribing the constitutive behaviour of the materials. Various models are considered and 

described here. 

3.5.1 The Johnson-Cook Model 

The constitutive behaviour of the top plate steel is modelled in ABAQUSjExplicit using 

the the Johnson-Cook plasticity model [123]. The Johnson-Cook model is often used 

in modelling of large deformation and failure problems in isotropic plates and hence is 

suitable for the current application. A further advantage is that the Johnson Cook model 

is included with ABAQUSjExplicit and thus does not require a user created VUMAT. 

The material flow stress is described as function of equivalent plastic strain, plastic strain

rate, and temperature by 

(3.43) 

where 

T*= [( 
T - Troom )] 

T melt - Troom 
(3.44) 

In the first term of Eq. (3.43), (j is the equivalent plastic flow stress as defined by the von 

Mises yield criterion and Epl is the equivalent plastic strain. The parameters A, B, and 

n are material constants which are discussed extensively in the following sections. For 

the second term C is the strain-rate constant for the material at the reference strain-rate 

io and EpI is the instantaneous equivalent plastic strain-rate. The third term models the 

effect of temperature OIl the yield stress where T is material temperature, Tmett is the 

melting temperature of the material and rn is the thermal softening fraction. 

The parameters A, Band n in Eq. (3.43) describe the quasi-static constitutive behaviour 

at the reference strain-rate Eo. The parameter A is the yield stress as defined by the 

Johnson-Cook model as it is the flow stress at zero plastic strain. This value 'does not 

necessarily need to correspond to the yield stress on the true stress-strain curve as a lower 

value may provide a more accurate curve over the entire plastic range. The values Band 

n represent the strain hardening parameters of the material. 
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3.5 Plasticity Model 

As the quasi-static and dynamic behaviour cannot be measured at all strains and strain

rates, mathematical models must be employed to be used in computational tools. Once 

the parameters of these models are identified, continuous functions are obtained de

scribing the constitutive behaviour of the materials. Various models are considered and 

described here. 

3.5.1 The Johnson-Cook Model 

The constitutive behaviour of the top plate steel is modelled in ABAQUSjExplicit using 

the the Johnson-Cook plasticity model [123]. The Johnson-Cook model is often used 

in modelling of large deformation and failure problems in isotropic plates and hence is 

suitable for the current application. A further advantage is that the Johnson Cook model 

is included with ABAQUSjExplicit and thus does not require a user created VUMAT. 

The material flow stress is described as function of equivalent plastic strain, plastic strain

rate, and temperature by 

(3.43) 

where 

T*= 
[( 

T - T room )] 

Tmelt - Troom 
(3.44) 

In the first term of Eq. (3.43), (j is the equivalent plastic flow stress as defined by the von 

Mises yield criterion and Epl is the equivalent plastic strain. The parameters A, B, and 

n are material constants which are discussed extensively in the following sections. For 

the second term C is the strain-rate constant for the material at the reference strain-rate 

io and Epl is the instantaneous equivalent plastic strain-rate. The third term models the 

effect of temperature on the yield stress where T is material temperature, T me1t is the 

melting temperature of the material and m is the thermal softening fraction. 

The parameters A, Band n in Eq. (3.43) describe the quasi-static constitutive behaviour 

at the reference strain-rate Eo. The parameter A is the yield stress as defined by the 

Johnson-Cook model as it is the flow stress at zero plastic strain. This value does not 

necessarily need to correspond to the yield stress on the true stress-strain curve as a lower 

value may provide a more accurate curve over the entire plastic range. The values Band 

n represent the strain hardening parameters of the material. 
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3.5.2 The Cowper .. Symonds Model 

An alternative method to the Johnson-Cook model was used in the publications regarding 

the numerical simulations of the panels [124] [125]. In these papers the Cowper-Symonds 

relation is used which models the strain-rate sensitivity of the material. The ratio of 

dynamic to static flow stress is given by 

(3.45) 

where ad is the dynamic flow stress at the uniaxial plastic strain-rate Epl' as is the static 

flow stress and D and q are material parameters. This methodology for strain-rate de

pendence can be combined with an appropriate hardening model. In the aforementioned 

papers, Eq. (3.45) was combined with tabulated values from tensile tests for a similar 

steel. This was a reasonable approach for these studies as they are intended to com

pare the numerical behaviour of different panels and not to simulate experimental tests. 

The values of D and q is these papers is D = 844 S-l and q = 2.207 which were found 

experimentally using locally obtained mild steel [122]. 

3.5.3 Alternative Constitutive Models 

The models given in the current section are not used in the panel simulations but are 

presented for completeness and to illustrate the difficulties in the constitutive modelling 

of materials and possible solutions to these difficulties. 

The use of the Johnson-Cook formulation given in Eq. (3.43) presents several challenges 

related to strain hardening and strain-rate hardening. Firstly, the Johnson Cook model 

is only considered valid at high strain-rates (i > 1.0 S-1). An example of how to overcome 

this is given by Kang et al. [126] where a quadratic relation given by Eq. (3.46) is used. 

(3.46) 

The current study induces large strain-rates (ipj ::::.:: 103 - 104 S-l) and therefore the classic 

Johnson-Cook constitutive equation is applicable. The second difficulty is that the John

son Cook model is only ideal for metals that exhibit divergent plastic flow curves. That 

is, materials which show increased strain-rate hardening with increased plastic strain. Xu 

et al. [127] proposed a solution to this using the modified Johnson Cook model given by 

(J = BEn [1 + Cr In (tPl)] pi pi ~ 
~O 

(3.47) 
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Another model examined in this study to uncouple the strain-rate hardening and the 

strain hardening is given as 

(3.48) 

The final model which was considered in this study is given by 

(3.49) 

where ao is the flow stress at the reference strain-rate Eo. As with Eq. (3.48), this 

constitutive equation uncouples the strain-rate and strain hardening but has practical 

advantages. Firstly, the C value calculated is the same as that in the classical Johnson

Cook model which allows for comparisons with published values. Secondly, the C value 

can be computed using only the raw experimental data. In using Eq. (3.48), the refer

ence stress-strain curve must be expressed using using the Johnson-Cook model before 

computing C. As the scaled test data is directly used in the computational model, fitting 

a curve through the data is unnecessary. It is clear that the models described by Eq. 

(3.48) and Eq. (3.49) best model materials where the dynamic stress-strain curve can be 

obtained from a translation of the quasi-static curve. 

Soderberg and Sellgren [128] investigated several constitutive models, including some 

of the models presented here, applied to dynamic axial crushing of dual phase steels. 

They found that despite the large differences in the models at the continuum level, the 

strain hardening component of the models showed little effect on the energy absorption 

properties of the tubes when simulated using the FEM. They concluded that the ability 

of the model to capture the strain-rate effects of the material is of much more importance. 

3.5.4 Modelling of Thermal Softening 

The final consideration of the material model is temperature dependence. Large plastic 

deformations in the tube wall and top plate generate high temperatures which softens the 

material thereby decreasing the flow stress. The change in temperature from adiabatic 

heating in the material when increasing the equivalent plastic strain from Epo to Epo + LlEpl 

is given by Eq. (3.50). 

(3.50) 

The parameter TJ is the inelastic heat fraction which is taken to be 0.9 for this study. The 

parameters p and csp are the material density and specific heat respectively. The effects 
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of temperature on the flow stress can then be modelled using any constitutive model as 

(3.51) 

where o-temp is the flow stress including thermal softening and T* is given by Eq. (3.44) 

and the thermal softening fraction is given by m. 

In Theobald and Nurick [124] [125] an alternative method for temperature dependence 

was used for the tubes and top plate. This method was proposed by Masui et al. [129]. 

The effect of temperature on Young's modulus is given by Eq. (3.52) and the effect on 

the equivalent flow stress is given by Eq. (3.53). 

E _ { 207 X 109 
- (58.34 x 106)T T ::; 600°C 

3.1 x 105 (T - 10(0) + 97 X 109 600°C < T::; 1l00°C 
(3.52) 

0-[1 - 0.00178(T - 200)] 200°C < T < 700°C (3.53) 

0-[0.133 - (T - 700)3.884 x 10-4] 700°C::; T ::; 1000°C 

Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) describe the temperature effects as piecewise polynomials that are 

linear in T. The coefficients were determined by Masui et al. [129] by fitting experimen

tally obtained data from hot rolled mild steel. In this model Young's modulus decreases 

linearly for all T > 0 however the flow stress in unaffected for all T < 200°C. This 

temperature model is not used in the present work however, as the variation in the steel 

manufacturing needs to be accounted for. 
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3.5.5 Model Parameters 

This section describes the methodology used in obtaining the parameters required for 

the previously described models. Table 3.6 gives the remaining material properties which 

do no relate directly to the these constitutive models but are still required for analysis. 

Note that the yield stress O"yield is included however the explicit value of this stress is not 

needed for computation but is included for sake of comparison. 

Table 3.6: General material properties for all materials. 

Material p (kg/m3
) v E (GPa) O"yield (MPa) csp (J / kg DC) 

annealed steel 7850 0.30 200 223 452 
top plate steel 7850 0.30 200 287 452 
6063-T6 aluminium 2710 0.33 67 188 920 

3.5.5.1 Tube Materials 

For the annealed mild steel the strain-rate is modelled using the Cowper-Symonds relation 

given by Eq. (3.45). The aluminium is assumed to be strain-rate insensitive. To obtain 

the constants the curve fitting toolbox in Matlab is used. Firstly, the stress as a function 

of strain-rate is determined at a single strain value. The stress values are obtained at 

a strain of c = 0.12. This corresponds to the smallest possible strain after ringing up 

of the specimen during dynamic tests. The smallest strain value is used in order to 

minimize temperature effects on the flow stress. To account for the oscillatory behaviour 

the curve is integrated over the range c = 0.12 ± 0.01 to obtain the mean stress over this 

range. Stress values at low strain-rate (i = 8.33 x 10-4 S-l and i = 8.33 X 10-2 S-l) are 

obtained from the tensile test results given is section 3.2.3. The higher strain-rate tensile 

test is required to create a control point between the quasi-static result and the high 

strain-results from the SHPB results. As discussed in section 3.4.4 there are two distinct 

strain-rate regimes resulting from the SHPB tests. The resulting points are shown on a 

log scale in Fig. 3.13a. Optimal values for D and q are determined using least-squares 

techniques. Specifically, the optimal parameters are found by finding the best fit D and 

q being sure to include the scaling of the quasi-static stress down to the static value. The 

resulting optimal values for D and q are determined to be D = 2731 S-l and q = 3.419. 

The resulting curve is plotting against the experimental data in Fig. 3.13a. From the 

results it is apparent why several interior data points are required to get an accurate 

strain-rate model. The higher strain-tensile test result provides the required "flatness" of 

the curve at low strain-rates. The two sets of dynamic test results ensures the slope of the 
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m = 1.131 [136] have been reported. 

To obtain an approximate m value for the annealed mild steel one can examine the original 

test data from the SHPB tests. Fig. 3.14a gives the stress-strain curve scaled using the 

Cowper-Symonds relation at a strain-rate of 3362 S-l which corresponds to the average 

of the dynamic stress-strain curves shown in the graph. It is clear that the modelled 

curve begins to diverge at strains beyond 12%. If thermal softening is included however 

using an m value of 0.7 the resulting curve follows the experimental curve reasonably 

well which is also shown in Fig. 3.14a. For this curve, the stress-strain behaviour is 

created incrementally using Eq. (3.50) to determine the increase is temperature for a 

given increase in strain. The temperature dependent stress is then scaled according to 

this increase in temperature. 

It should be noted however that this thermal softening value may be slightly artificial in 

that the material appears to show no increase in hardening with increased strain-rate. 

The smaller m value is therefore partially due to compensation for the limitation of the 

strain-rate model. Uncoupled models such as that given by 3.49, which result in a curve 

parallel to the quasi-static curve were considered. Although such uncoupled models give 

a more accurate fit to the experimental data, their implementation in ABAQUS requires 

the use of a VUMAT which significantly increases the computation time. In addition to 

this, without complete temperature dependent experiments determining the influence of 

thermal softening on the" flattening" of the dynamic curves is difficult. For these reasons, 

the uncoupled models are not used here. The value of m = 0.7 is however, well within 

the range of published values for mild steel however [113,131,137]. Of particular interest 

is the study by Campbell and Ferguson [138] where the authors study the temperature 

dependence of mild steel annealed under identical conditions to those of this study. Al

though the study predates the Johnson-Cook temperature model, the authors found a 

significant influence of temperature, even at temperatures below T < 200 cC. It also 

should be considered that that the thermal softening parameter is obtained using data at 

a much higher strain-rate than is commonly used in the literature. Temperature sensitiv

ity has been shown to increase at higher strain-rates [139J. The stress-strain curves for 

the annealed mild steel and aluminium at various temperatures according to Eq. (3.53) 

are given by Figs. 3.15a and 3.15b respectively. 

Table 3.7: Strain-rate hardening and thermal softening parameters for the tube materials. 

material 

annealed steel 
6063-T6 aluminium 

q 

2731 3.419 

m 

0.7 
1.0 

23 
23 

T (DC') m~lt 

1527 
600 
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Figure 3.15: True stress-strain curves at various temperatures for (a) Annealed steel 
tubes and (b) Aluminium tubes. 

complete curve but results in the A value having no physical meaning. The Johnson-Cook 

model fitted to the quasi-static data is given in Fig. 3.14b. The resulting Johnson-Cook 

constants are given in Table 3.8. 

To compute the strain-rate constant C in the Johnson-Cook model, the flow stress is 

related to strain-rate as shown in Fig. 3.13b. Least-squares techniques are then used to 

find the optimal C value assuming a reference strain-rate of Eo = 1.0 S-1. If the reference 

strain-rate is taken as the quasi-static test strain-rate, the linear (in log space) behaviour 

will significantly overestimate the stress at low strain-rates while underestimating the 

stress at large strain-rates. This reference strain-rate is commonly used in studies that 

employ the Johnson-Cook model. 

The thermal softening parameter m is taken to be 1.0 for the top plate steel. As previously 

mentioned, this gives a linear softening of the material with no load carrying capacity at 

the melting temperature. This m value is used by Park et al. [132] with similar values used 

in other studies as previously discussed. The quasi-static curve scaled to a strain-rate of 

1664 S-1 and is plotted with and without temperature in Fig. 3.14b. The results show 

that the computed curve slightly overestimates the experimental curve indicating that a 

non-unity value of m may be preferred. As with the annealed steel, with discrepancy is 

likely due however, to the strain hardening not scaling with strain-rate. 

For comparison with published models and constants the model proposed by Zhao [140] 
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is included in Fig. 3.14b. This model, excluding temperature effects is given by 

a = A + Bt;l + (C - D)~log (::1) + Ei";1 (3.54) 

The parameters given in Zhao [140] for hot-rolled mild steel are A = 145 MPa, B = 

550 MPa, C = 35 MPa, D = 45 MPa, E = 18.5 MPa, n = 0.42, m = 0.3, and 

k = 0.3. Examining the the plot of the model with these parameters and comparing 

to the experimentally obtained curves at high strain-rate it is clear that there is very 

good correlation. Note that these values are the values determined by the author for 

their steel and not parameters fit to the steel used in the current study. This gives a 

high degree of confidence that the experimental material behaviour determined in this 

study is accurate. Comparing the model proposed by Zhao clearly shows the difference 

in hardening between models that have uncoupled the strain-rate and strain hardening 

from those that couple the two phenomenon such as the Johnson-Cook model. 

Table 3.8: Johnson-Cook material constants for the top plate steel. 

A (MPa) B (MPa) n C m 

254.5 461.7 0.5201 0.0834 1.0 23 1527 
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Chapter 4 

Panel Design and Finite Element 

Model 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the conceptual and numerical modelling considerations of the panel are 

discussed. Specifically, the global panel design and corresponding design variables are 

presented. The finite element model is also presented including the blast loading modeL 

All finite element analysis conducted in this thesis use the explicit finite element code 

ABAQUSjExplicit. Dynamic finite element codes can be grouped according to their 

time integration scheme, however all codes discretise the time duration of the structural 

response into discrete timesteps. Implicit methods assume nodal accelerations vary lin

early over a timestep and have the advantage that relatively large timesteps can be used. 

Large scale matrix inversions are required using implicit techniques and hence are more 

suitable for relatively long duration dynamic events. Explicit finite element codes assume 

a constant acceleration over a given timestep resulting in trivial matrix inversions at the 

cost of requiring very small stepsizes. Such methods are more suitable for short dura

tion responses such as blast loading of small scale structures. In explicit time integration 

methods, nodal velocities are updated at each time step using velocities and accelerations 

only from the previous time step using the central difference method. 

All finite element modelling in this thesis is implemented by interfacing the Python script

ing language with ABAQUS. Specifically, all models, including geometry, loading, ma

terials, meshing and output extraction is done through the creation of Python scripts. 

As a result, implementing parametric design studies, and possibly complete optimisation 

studies requires significantly less work from the user. 

81 
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4.2 Panel Design 

The global design of the panels is discussed here. In the design of the proposed panels, 

several factors must be considered. At the most general level, the number of tubes within 

a panel and the placement of the tubes within a panel must be considered. Optimization 

of the number of tubes within a panel is a difficult problem within the field of integer 

programming and is beyond the scope of this thesis. For this reason, three sets of panels 

with four, five, and nine tubes are chosen for investigation. Fig. 4.1 shows the layouts 

used in the study. These numbers are based on several factors. Firstly, symmetry of 

1 I o I 
1 4 I o m o o o 

2 I 
r---~ 

3 2 I 
r-EJ-~ o 

o o o o o o o 
Panel A PanelS PanelC 

Figure 4.1: Schematic of tube layouts used in the study. Dashed lines indicate where 
symmetry is used in the FEM model. 

the panel is essential to ensure equal distribution of the loading to each tube. Secondly, 

dimensional requirements of the tubular elements limits the number of tubes that can be 

included in a panel. Specifically, a large number of tubes in a panel of a given thickness 

would require slender tubes which are either unavailable or would require aspect ratios 

exceeding reasonable values to ensure global buckling does not occur. 

Within each panel, the position of the tubes varies along a line 45° to the horizontal. 

The variable A = Ad A2, where Al and A2 are shown in Fig. 4.1, is introduced as the 

parameter defining tube position along this line. The term AI, is the distance from the 

panel centre to the centre of tube 1. The position of all tubes are therefore defined by 

this parameter. The tube numbering used throughout the thesis is given in Fig. 4.1. 

4.2.1 Tube Design 

The tube design and dimensions are given here. The tube length l for all panels is 

fixed at 75.0 mm. This length is chosen based on preliminary numerical investigations. 

The results obtained from these simulations are then compared to the limitations of the 

experimental blast facilities at the University of Cape Town. Ideally, the length used 
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4.3 Finite Element Model 

4.3.1 Element Selection 

The tube walls are modelled in ABAQUS/Explicit using the S4R shell elements. These 

elements are 4-node quadrilateral, doubly curved, thin or thick shell elements with re

duced integration and hourglass control. The elements are formulated for finite membrane 

strains and are suitable for large strain behaviour. Integration through the shell thickness 

is through Gauss quadrature with five integration points. Gauss quadrature gives much 

more accurate solutions over Newton-Cotes methods such as Simpson's rule using the 

same number of integration points. This comes at the cost of not having the solution 

to state variables at the shell surfaces. For the present study this is not a necessary 

requirement and hence Gauss quadrature is used. 

The top plate is modelled using 8-node linear brick continuum elements with reduced 

integration. These elements are labeled C3D8R in ABAQUS. For the shell and contin

uum elements each node has translational degrees of freedom denoted as U x , uy, U z and 

rotational degrees of freedoms Ox, Oy, Oz. 

4.3.2 Panel Model 

The present study investigates two distinct panel models, differentiated only by the initial 

imperfections, or triggers. The first model uses circular holes as described in the previous 

sections. Specifically, all panels are designed such that the hole diameter is 0.251/ R. This 

model is used extensively in chapter 7 and to a limited extent in chapter 6. The second 

model used in numerical simulations is specific to the experiments of chapter 5 and is 

discussed in that chapter. 

Each tube in the panel has a rigid plate slightly larger than the tube base positioned 

at the distal end of the tube in order to record individual tube reaction forces. These 

forces are then added to obtain the total force transfer to the base structure. A final 

rigid surface is added to model the remainder of the base plate. The only purpose of this 

surface is to allow for modelling of the top plate coming in contact with the base structure 

as a result of large top plate deformation or excessive crushing of the core tubes. Fig. 4.3 

shows the ABAQUS models for panels A, Band C with the rigid base structures removed 

for clarity. Note that quarter-symmetry is used in all models for computational efficiency. 

The finite element mesh is also not shown as the tube mesh used for all simulations has 

a high density as will be shown in the convergence study in section 4.5. It should be 

noted that four C3D8R continuum elements with a width of 1.0 mm are used through the 

thickness of the top plate for all analysis. 
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4.4 Blast Loading f\lodcl 
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,vhere ~uch methodologies aye employed can be :ound :n Grobhdaar and Nurick [14f 
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bf'Wmes O€v~rejy dbtortcd causing nuroor:cd.l :nsmbiliti{'s, Further co this tll(' monwnlllln 

tr~lls[erre( I from t lw explosive to (h" plfj,(~ h"", oe<cn shown to I", mesh ,cn~i(iv~. A po,sibl,' 

solution to this, which was consid('n>ci tor this sUldy b to usc th" hydro-dynamic wde 

A lTODYN which allow, foy Eulerian u-uri Lagrangian m~shes, Using thb methodology a 

pr"~~ur€'-time dbrrihmion on the top plate can be determinN for a given ~xpjo~iv{' setup. 

C niform Loading 

AH bh~t lou-din!,: j, a ("omple" probkm it is oftP" ('ollwni{,nt t,o "~Sllme il, silljplifi,~l 

pres><u(' dislI'iflllti,m o",'r II", {'xpo,ed ~ll[:ace .. 'I'bn,hillld ilnd Alf"wakhiri .;6: slCf';!,:est 

thai i[ t Ii{' bbHI load initiat ,.,; from" disl,anee at l~il,st. o"e half I he llHtXllll\UIl dimension of 

the {'xpos<'d Ht ruci.lll\' then the pr<'s"url' clm be il"H!lmed I 0 be llni:orm D;-pr t 1H' Hnll~1 mC. 
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Jacob [142] studied clamped circular plates and found that at a standoff distance greater 

than the diameter of the plate, the load appeared to be uniform in space. It is assumed 

for the majority of this study that the standoff distance is large enough that that load is 

uniform. 

The loading is assumed to be uniform is time and space over a prescribed pulse duration 

to. As the load is impulsive, the distribution over time is of much less importance provided 

the impulse remains fixed. For all numerical simulations the blast duration to is taken to 

be 10 I1S unless otherwise noted. This is a difficult parameter to obtain experimentally 

however this estimate is based on an explosive burn speed of 7500 mls over the half width 

of the top plate which is 75.0 mm. This is only an estimate of the true pulse duration 

under expected blast loading scenarios however as previously mentioned, variation in 

pulse duration for a fixed impulse will have little effect on the response of the structure. 

A square pressure pulse is used which is often used in the modelling of plates under 

uniform blast loading [96, 143-146J. This implies a pressure-time relationship given by 

P (t) = {Po 0 ~ t ~ to 
o t > to 

(4.1) 

where the constant pressure Po is calculated as 

(4.2) 

The next section generalizes the loading such that the applied pressure pulse is not 

perfectly uniform over the exposed panel area. 

4.4.2 Non-Uniform Loading 

In reality the pressure distribution over the panel may not be perfectly uniform. Even 

in the case where suitable results can be obtained from a uniform pulse it is of interest 

to be able to predict the response of an energy absorbing structure in the case where 

the pressure is not uniform. The ability of the structure to attenuate the blast may be 

severely compromised under these conditions and as such, must be accounted for. 

In general if the total impulse applied to the panel is given by I then the pressure 

distribution must satisfy 

(4.3) 

where n is a arbitrary region on the top plate of the panel and to is the loading duration. 
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Since the loading is impulsive the time distribution of the load is of significantly less 

importance than the spatial distribution and therefore the load is assumed to be constant 

over the time duration to. Integrating over time then gives 

(4.4) 

The non-uniform spatial pressure distribution investigated here is given by the a circular 

region centred at the plate midpoint with an exponentially decaying pressure outside this 

radius. Converting to polar co-ordinates, the pressure at any given location on the panel 

surface at time t is 

r :s; a, O:S; t :s; to 

r > a, O:S; t :s; to 

t > to 

(4.5) 

where r is the radial distance from the centre of the panel, a is the radius of constant 

pressure, m is the pressure decay constant, Po is peak pressure. Clearly, as the decay 

constant m approaches 0, the pressure approaches uniformity over the panel. An example 

of this distribution is given Fig. 4.4. 

The objective here is to obtain the peak pressure Po for a given impulse, constant radius 

a and decay constant m. This allows the distribution shape to vary for the impulse used 

in the parametric study. To begin, the applied impulse can be expressed in terms of the 

load described in Eq. (4.5) as 

r rr/41wI coso 
1 = 2rrto io Por dr + 8io io a POre-m(r-a) drdB = rra2 Poio + 12 ( 4.6) 

where w is the half-width of the panel top plate. In Eq. 4.6, the second integral 12 utilizes 

1/8th symmetry. The first integral is trivial and the internal integral of the double integral 

can be computed analytically. This integral can not be evaluated analytically, however 

it is simple to evaluate numerically. The difficulty occurs due to the square region of 

integration as opposed to standard localised loading problems [147] where the region of 

pressure distribution is circular. A Matlab code is developed that implements a gauss 

integration scheme using four gauss points. The peak pressure Po is therefore computed 

as 

(4.7) 
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fig ·Lia gives th" peal l!r(,;sun' Po as [unctioll o[ m and a ",hi!p Fi[',. -l._Sf, ;',1>T' }-'~ 

as a TIlllcti()fi of m [or a fix(~l a and sho"",, the PH-f;SUH' "btalll(~l "hen U<lllg" uniform 

pr~"~ure di,tr;buti"n o,w the' surfae" of ~h(' tujJ pando Cbuly. [rom this figure, EI-' th" 

df'l'~\' (Om,tall! III kn ds to zero, th(' ]wa.\:: pn"lS tU'" a pjJr ,X\,-hps tIl(' pn'"mH' u[ ti,,' uniform 

distributiOll f',iv"TL h,' E'I l42) 

figure 4.4; Nonnaliz(,d I'n:ssUl" contour p:"t [ot' an impub", of CiO No. Th,' pand is LSO 
x lGil lllm with m 20. a 4{I:J:m. Po J](;,:l.~ :\IPa and a time duration o[ 10 lIS. 
Th,' horizontal and n·rtical distEU](,'" [r:()IllI.j,p p'llld ePlltl'~ >ire r~pl'~~~TLl.pd \,,- ri, mid .12 
n'~p"cti,d} ",kit.· w rdel'S to the hidf wl<]liL o[l.h~ palle]. 

4.5 Finite Element Convergence Study 

To dl'lcrmine the' nlC~h ~iz<' reqllinxl [or all mTumle ""hUon 10 t,iLe prnb.pl!l o[ bla,t, 

loadillg of the panels, a comwgenc~ study is undertake11. If the Cho!'€l1 ,':ement size is 

too largp. IhpJI tl,P rpsuitill); output rna,. Jlot he ae-curate. Converseh- if the €ie:r.ent Sil€ 

i~ too "ma:!, Ih~ eorn putal,iOlml limp rpq\lir~d for "- solutiotl nnw he uTLrpasoTLahir . .-\ 

cunwri4"nn' stud,- ,dluws [or t l", dPl,nrnillatlOl] of thp miTLi",um ~lpJ[wtlt "izp r~quin'd for 

an ,crcmate ><,:11tion. 

instead of conducting th,' cunwrgenc" study on th" entire panel. only a singl" mild st,~,: 

tuhe is :r.od€lled, Conducting the c011wrgence study 011 a singl(' tube allows mesh rdauxl 

di~culties to be isolat€d easily with a mi11imu:l: of computational !'(:;;omc,,,, Onc" th" 
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-

" . " 
(.) 

''',~~------~------~--

,. 

, "- :1 
----------------:::~::::::::::::::::::::~ 

" " ,,-'-k" ',("---"-',,, " " -
(0) 

_hgure 4,5: (a) rJ01: of peak p,ps';urp as 11 :'uncr.ioTt oC (j(,('ilY conol,anl 111 and uniform 
pH'""ure ,-"diu; a for impulSi'; ot EtOK" ()(J N" ,wd iO \,', (b) Piol oi peak preSl'ure for 
uniform and lwn-ull,form (with varying d""flY "0;11",,\1,) prC"Sllrp disTriblltions io,- impuL-;es 
of ~O\:", fiU);" "nd 70~Ss wiln a )Julse duraTion of lUl"_ For thp non-uniCorm pr"OS1l[(' 
distri loll tio]) I.h<' ,-",1i "" of (,011.'>1 Eilll preS2ure is a "llmm, 

optimalme6h i" found for thp singlp r.ubp. d", ",,,,,It, can I", "pplie,l to 'll entire pane:_ 

Til" m"t~rial u;..:-.-l ill I,np ('nll\"pr)\pll('~ slud,' i, 'Ull)('flhl mild 'led. 

For Ih" conv",-~ellce ",,,,ly, t,l£' tube ;m, Ip;-,gtr.1 = 7.'; ,0 mm I,hi"knc~, it.. = OJ, mm !lnd 

'''l)(~;t ml.io H = 1. Tne tube ha.~ 6.n atta'-'hed :-igld mM, 0:' 0_5 k)\ fULd i, .. slli>j('( 'I"lIO 

an impul,i\'(' load of 10 Ns wi,h a pulse duw1:io1) of 2 iI"- Thi~ m",,; ill,d impul,,' ]'(',ull, 

iTt 'imiiar i])il.iaJ "docil,jc, n.l the proximal end of the I,ubp to tno'p iTt \hp ('ompi('I.c 

p"-,,,,i ,,,i>~('('I('d 1.0 llo,-uml 1Jla~1 loading condition6, Tn~ pr~s~urp pul.;;p is ClS.<Ulll~d to he 

r~n",ng"i"r mod llnilo!"In O\'('r 1,]](, surlace of 1:he altac'l£'d mklt'S . T"~ uni:'orm 1"C,;,,1[(' i~ 

tilUS ('omput<'d ,,,iH~ Eq, (-1.2) w,]('[C Ine exp':>SeC! area of at1:a('hOO mkl,<S is ,552 25 mm' 

The ,in~le tube is modAlipd U"lH)\ qmlrt"r \"UlIl",rr,1 in AlJAql "S. A "mdl nole of wid~r. 

0_2GI/R is i;-',;RrtOO klt I,h~ mldpoint of ri", r.ufw, Tnis i, 10 remOve any mesh depe1)dpney 

on tne pO;;itio1O wh,'''' t hn bllck I iu)\ illi I i,,1 (" mld In ('Jj"l]'(' sy lllIncn ic ;ob£' fo,ma1:ioll, Thp 

numeri('kll modpis 01' ch"pt~r i ,,~~ I,ilis typ" ol I.ri~~(',- iml",riec1.Wll and r.ence thpy 1lJ"~ 

id~fl.l for thp (,)llWrw'1O'-'C ,tndy 

T;l£' ,pa"cion fon'p en t hp bfl'" of I "" t"i", is rc""n1<-d llsing " discrete ,igid su:-fa('p attar-hOO 

to t,l£' distill pnd o:'TilP tulo~ U,;i1Og" li(' ('()n~1.milll, Tile c<'ference point fOe thi, su:-fa('p 

hM flll tnm,.;b:iomli mod rot.atio])al d('~rc('" of In'edom fixed wr.ir'h ha", thp ~ffp(,t o:'lixing 

thp,"" dpgTPP,;; 0:' i'r~~d()m oC I.hp nod"" "I Ih" b,,",' of Ine tube, Tne nodh at 1:he proximili 

p;-,d of thp tuh~ "flW rotation (kgw(,,' of fr,,('dom fixed 10 rea;ollably model thp bonding 
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1)('~"W"tl I.!,p t,()" "hIP a.nr' thp 1.1.;1:.>,," Ih" cbp:"(;,,ment o[ :.hl' I,ll!'" is !u"of(led "t, t.he 

TLoc,e~ at, t,ll(' proxirml1 en" oj'~h€ td>f' howpver t.he readi(Jn [on;(' is Ie~0"b: a: t.he ,j,t.,,1 

I'TLd Ilcnl\l"" of t.)1{' short <I\lril.t~on of fnp cnl~hl11~ Pvellt 1.;nuer bla~t 10>1c.ing there IS 11 

"']f).I1 tUle ditfc""'TLf.iullwl\n'f'r) wh~n (,hp for<Y and th€ ili"l)laLement a: this [0I~e" Thi, 

time c.iIIeF,nti;J, al:.hough ~m,dL should hr !l('\'.01.;"t",\ for. \\"itl101.;t w::~(J\11lting for I.'lis 

then'" w:ll be a legion on fO!'l'p-diEpb"CIIII'TLt, nn""''' wh"1"I' th'l"P l~ c',""JliIcpmellt with (Jut 

any applil'u force" The lime "lIEd (OoITL'SpondH '.u t.i,,' t:TtH' "'''luir"d for ').11 eb.<tw st.re~s 

waw to ]!j"()pagate t,w lengl,h o[ t11{' I,Tt!"" t,he,...,h)r<' t,he f.r1.:<' forr,' i\~ t,)w ;m-.xim," pml of 

the t1.;be at time /, is given h; 

where C.' iE :.11{' d,·d.il' "-f),W SPPf<l of t.hA material w,lich is ta..\en as [>l:J0 m," "ll': I is 

:he :,ilx, length 

Tlw lnP6h ~,ze useU in the C0nvetgl"m;e Et.ll(I,~ -' dlilJ"""t.~ris"d l,,- s\,t~iTLg f.lw "';Inl,.,r of 

I'I"IJIPnt.~ f),IOll!; I,iw I~ngt'l ,)/' the tllbe, In de:.ellIlining I.he nLilulxT of ekJtlCTL~5 ,ciOlL!, j,h,' 

\\"i'.'t,h (d' th" tul.". th\' flpnlpnt f)~l)P('t r"tw 1'< kept >1S dose :0 1 : 1 '"' p"""ihlc, ,\ [{.flTLe,: 

mesh i5 ",,,,s:.ruC'n' i TL t.h(' innrll'r.iat~ v: ci nity o[ t Iw hole, Thi, i, '\')tlC 1:0:-' (;n'""tin),: " sma] 

Imrt,it.iOTI "TOUJ"I th" hol,'_ Thp "i~~ of ~he ]!aItltwn varies slighth to enSLile I,he widh is 

"n int,~g~r llllllllpk of t.ill' dement ,,·i<lt,h_ Ihi" Cll"ur~o "L ~IAln~no out.,id~ th~ jJ8J"tition 

,lave eU!';e!< panJld or perpl'w:icll_>1r '"0 ~he ~d,." pd!,~ "H,r. hfnc~ aIP fr"" of distor~ion 

''I Ie) 

figure "1.(;: Single l,ll!Je Jin:te delJll'n~ model, for Jnc~h c,pnsit.'fS cor,""sponrlillg to (a) 
N 0- HO (b) ;V = liiO (c) ;V = 220 

)'l~eh eize~ corrp'jXJLdin~ to N Nil, 1110, 1[,(1, 1",0, 200. 220 arl' eX'HTL i [)('d in A H,\ Q r" i Explicit 

under th€ ]!rpvioll~l'y c.esnibed loa(lin~ umdil.ion" T,l\' ""'51)('S cOlTf";)()ndiTL),: fo .'1' = . . 

80, ~8U. no ',lre givfn ill fig, 4.(;a, b, anc. (; re!<]!el';:.ively. Conwrgl'ncc j, dct.I'l",ilLI": In'f'': 

on llluxinlUnl CT1.;shIng di;tance <l.S this is a cri:.ic,d ;mra.tnd.cr Jlt I"li, ,t",;y_ 

Th" IC"sults of :hf conWTg~11cf ,t1.;rly are presented in fi!;" ~,7 The t:rll~h ui'lan~I's 
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Numoo' or elements 
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Fii',llr<' ·'L7· (,,) l'onwrgenc", 0: maXiU1LiUl ',n"h di,t;>11LrP for variou~ me~h d"'ll'itie~, (b) 
Jb.ti 0 0;' art mci.-d stwill el]('rgy 10 lot>d pi a.'>! w work for \O,ri ou, m",~h dem,i Ii"". (c) Fm('(>-
cii>p]ac"'llle1l1, [lIn"s fm ,,,~.,h d('llS1tl~~ .N =, SlJ and X 1MI. (d) llll[lul"" Ir;lll~fn"~ 
['LIicl:Oll 0: ilI"e lip Ilw tlw poi),! of n' :J...ximucl dispbc('lW'1l1 [OJ ~ he !V = It\(! nw,h_ 

>1S ~ function 0;' tiu:e :or lll('sh (kll,il "" COlT('spoLdillg to X ~. till, 1lJ(1, \i:;O, IhO. 2(XI ,'Lw 

gi"'" iL Fig.4.7a, Ie is d",ar th>l[ I.he dispb('('lJl('lLl., "rp llPar],- idpnticw "t.\' ,= 1S0 <cud 

.v = 200 indir<ll-ing (h,'l, ,1 mesh (kll~ilv ('OlT"'I'Ollding to N = 11:10 i~ suiwbl", lLmkr i.lw 

pr"~;"lLt loadilLg c,lllditio11S, Fig .. 1.'71> give," U", ml,io o[ art.itidal ~tr"in energy ~o pbslk 

wOlk ,\r:.iticial strains are :r:nodLlced hy AllAqLS/Exl'ilcit to rOlLtro] hourglas~i11g, The 

,\ R-\Ql.IS 0;."l1U"] rOC01DC1"'Jl(j, l.hi~ "'IWi','iY b" k<'])1 h"I",,- 5 % of thp plastic work. As (all 

I", s(~'" from Fig. 4_Tb, this guid",bie is ~al,i,fl('d :m N' '> 100 thpr~:'or~ (h", converged 

demit,- o:.\' = H\() Q'or~ than S8.1.i"fles Ihis rcqu'rcm(", t _ f<'ig_ 4.7c. ~hows the r""ulLIig 

:on:,,-di~phcpmpnt c·urw~ ;'or .\' ,,= SO >'Lul N = 180_ It is c.1~"r thr, t ~ven during ill<' 
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formation of the first lobe, the force is significantly over-estimated using a coarse mesh. 

The final validation criteria is given in Fig. 4.7 d. The impulse transfer at the distal 

end of the tube calculated as the area under the force-time curve up to the maximum 

displacement must equal the externally applied impulse. From examining Fig. 4.7d it is 

clear that for the converged mesh density N = 180, that the transferred impulse equals 

the externally applied impulse. 

It should be noted that contact between the tube walls is assumed to be frictionless as 

is commonly done in tube crushing applications [8,21,24,31,119,148]. To validate the 

assumption that friction can be neglected two additional numerical tests are conducted 

with coefficients offriction J.lk = 0.1 and J.lk = 0.3. The maximum displacements resulting 

from the simulation are found to be within 0.02 mm of the frictionless contact formulation 

and hence friction effects are negligible. 

4.6 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of Panel 

Behaviour 

To analyze the various panels, appropriate mechanisms are required which can quantify 

the absorber performance. There are two aspects in which a given panel can be evaluated 

in terms of performance. Firstly, panel performance can be evaluated at the tube level 

using traditional tube crushing formulae often employed in crashworthiness applications. 

Secondly, a panel's energy absorbing performance can be evaluated on a global scale, in 

terms of the entire panel. The following sections describe quantitative and qualitative 

methods for describing how suitable a given panel is as an energy absorber under blast 

loading. 

4.6.1 Tube Efficiency Measures 

Ideally, an energy absorber should maximize the stroke length while maintaining a con

stant force level [41]. Throughout the analysis, i refers to the tube number as per Fig. 

4.1. Ignoring elastic deformations, the plastic deformation energy in tube i is given by 

Eq. (4.9) where lSi is the maximum axial tube displacement and Fi(U) is the reaction 

force at the proximal end of tube i as a function of displacement (u). In cases where 

the tubes does not crush symmetrically, the value of 6i is calculated as the mean crush 

distance at each of the four corners of the tube. 

( 4.9) 
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The mean force (Fm) at the proximal end of the tube i is therefore described by 

(4.10) 

The relative deformation of tube i which quantifies the ratio of crush distance to the total 

length l of the absorber is given as 

(4.11) 

If the crush distance 6i reaches the point where compaction occurs, force levels increase 

monotonically as deformations increases. The relative deformation where this occurs is 

known as the stroke efficiency and is found by Jones [14], for square tubes, to be given 

by Eq. (4.12) 

6i 

Ste = ~ = 0 73 l . (4.12) 

The crush force efficiency given by Eq. (4.13) measures the consistency of the force levels 

throughout the stroke. 

( 4.13) 

The final tube efficiency measure is given by Eq. (4.14). This performance measure 

combines Equations 4.11 and 4.13 to include the effective crush distance in the calculation 

of crush force efficiency. 

( 4.14) 

This measure quantifies the performance of the absorber against an ideal absorber over 

the crush distance 6i . The stroke, crushing, and total efficiencies are described in detail 

by Hanssen et al. [52] and Jones [14]. The performance measures here are depicted 

graphically in Fig. 4.8 

4.6.2 Panel Efficiency Measures 

The aforementioned performance measures apply only to single tubes and hence using 

these measures to quantify total panel behaviour is cumbersome. The difficulty is that 

describing the performance of a given design requires providing measures for each indi

vidual (independent) tube. To quantify the performance of the complete panels using the 

measures presented in section 4.6.1 the total panel crushing force is found by summing 
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i" L',(",) = F,(1t) Ju 
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F~, ( J.) 

r', I ~;) ~ Ui 
t:: "". = r~.,,, _ ~. 
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~ 
6; J:uax 

<' 
1', (6, ) 

~'.". I F.:,." , 
, 

Figure ,Ui: Graphical definitions of t he individual tube perlorm[UlC~ measure~ used in 
this sli)(ly. 

I.hp individnal crnshing [or""" o[ 1.lw C()]C Illb<'". twm I.hi'. t.h(' dfidcllC .. mca..9!J'CS em] 

bp L,<,mpnl.p<l ill H similar way t·" t.hal 0[" Sillg:P Inb(', 

The cla.5s'cal efficiency meanues described by Equat ions ,1. 1\-4.14 aT'e 'nsllffi, 'en~ in q"''''

tifyiTLg the performan<e of a p8.nej in that \'flrioui' gellTlletr'<: l' 8.llell'nlPPT't',," "'ill illhpr

Plltly iIlEllpnr~ H,PSf' prop"T't''''_ Sp,";ifi"ally, pmH'ls ll,iug thick I.llb,,", or a large nllmber 

of 1.11b", giviTLg a larg" impul .. , ('I'pa,-' t. .. will d'sp1<.y a snmll ,I ]'()kc eihdcIlC\- uIld,'r " 

,in),;l" load. Iu '111 8.1.1 .'mpl I 0 pro\' i<i(' a llJ<'all:ng[ul meH .. ,nrc o[ paud pn[ormmll'(, tha i i, 

IrlIgd .. umillc"I(~l by loadiu); ma);llit.ndc a llCW ('!fide'nl'Y pamllwtcr i, illtroduc('d. j[ on(' 

i[;lj()],('s slorcd dast.:c ,t.raiu "llngy, [r:r'lioual .bsipalioll. alld arlificial slraill ('ll('fKI' due 

10 llOurglass Conl]()1. I hl'u at. il g:,'('n l.imc insl'lIll 

(4_1 5) 
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where W is the externally applied work from the blast load, K E is the kinetic energy 

remaining in the panel at a given time, and Ucore and Uplate are the dissipated plastic 

energy in the tubes and top plate respectively. After the blast load has been absorbed 

K E = 0 and the dissipated energy has been partitioned between the core and the top 

plate. Ideally the tubes in the core will absorb as high a proportion of the input energy 

as possible since large plastic strains in the top plate likely indicate instability in the 

core tubes. To quantify this the core (tubes) efficiency ~core is given by Eq. (4.16). This 

measure is simply the ratio of energy absorbed by the core to the total input energy of 

the system. 

(4.16) 

where Ap , PP' and hp are the top plate area, density and thickness respectively and 

Ucore = 2:7':1 Ui · A value of ~core approaching 1 implies the desired result of nearly rigid 

body motion of the top plate. 

Although the energy absorbing efficiency is of primary importance when determining if a 

given panel design is a suitable blast absorber, the buckling stability is also of significance. 

There is a clear correlation between buckling stability and energy absorption efficiency as 

tubes that undergo global buckling or partial global buckling will absorb less energy than 

a tube that buckles is a progressive symmetric manner. Further to this, instabilities in the 

buckling of the core tubes implies a larger amount of the energy absorbing responsibility 

is shifted to the top plate, reducing the total capacity of the panel. To quantify this, a 

stability parameter is introduced. The mean displacement of the corners of each tube in 

the panel is clearly 

( 4.17) 

Therefore, the stability parameter ~st is then simply defined as the sum of the absolute 

differences between each tube corner displacement and the mean displacement which is 

then divided by the mean displacement to normalize the result. 

(4.18) 

It must be noted that stability parameter comparisons are only valid within a specified 

tube layout (A, B, or C). The measure simply quantifies the differential between nodal 

crush distances as measured at each corner of the tubes in the panel. In panel A tests, 

for example, the stability parameter is limited by the width of the tube only, as there is 

only one unique tube in the panel. Panel B designs however have two (assuming quarter 
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symmetry is utilized) independent tubes which may have significantly different crush 

distances which will influence the resulting value of Eq. 4.18. 

It should also be noted that momentum is conserved at the interface of the panel core 

and the structure at the bottom plate. This implies the total impulse transferred to the 

bottom plate is the same for all panels regardless of the performance in terms of the above 

measures. Thus, if ti is the time required for tube i to reach its maximum deformation 

(\ then 

(4.19) 

From a structural protection point of view, the panel will ideally 'smooth' out the applied 

impulse on the bottom plate. It is clear that the total force levels will be much higher as 

n increases, however the total time required to dissipate the kinetic energy is much lower. 

It is thus an engineering optimization problem to determine the ideal absorber based on 

the required absorption capacity of the panels and the allowable peak force levels on the 

bottom plate. For example, panel A will give the lowest total force levels on the bottom 

plate, however panel A has a much smaller absorption capacity than panels Band C. 

I 
r--' 
I I 

~ I I 
\} I I 

I I 
I I 

Figure 4.9: Tube crushing modes observed in numerical simulations. 

4.6.3 Qualitative Measures 

In addition to these quantitative absorber performance measures, qualitative measures 

are also used to analyse the numerical results. Controlling the formation of plastic lobes 

during the crushing process is important for ensuring efficient energy absorption. To 

maximize the stroke length, Euler buckling must be avoided. The overall shape of the 

crushed tubes in this study are classified into three modes as shown in Fig. 4.9. Mode 

I crush behaviour describes perfect dynamic plastic or progressive symmetric buckling. 

Mode J behaviour is identified with pure global buckling, or a combination of some pro

gressive buckling with global buckling dominating the energy absorption process. Mode 
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K describes crush behaviour where large global, non-axial deformations occur primarily 

away from the proximal end of the tube. Tubes which buckle in this mode show little 

lateral displacements at the proximal end of the tube, unlike mode J global buckling. 

Modes J and K are further subdivided based upon the direction in which the non-axial 

global displacements occur. 
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Chapter 5 

Validation of the Numerical Model 

using Experimental Testing 

5.1 Introduction 

In order to validate any numerical models, experimental tests are required to determine 

if the numerical model can capture the behaviour of the proposed panels under blast 

loading. If the models can reasonably simulate the true response of the panels, further 

numerical investigations can be accomplished with confidence that the results indicate 

panel response under real blast loading conditions. The methodology used to experimen

tally test the proposed panels is given here. The goal of this chapter is to discuss firstly, 

the panel construction and preparation. Secondly, to compare the quasi-static response of 

the tubes used in the panels to finite element simulations. Finally, this chapter describes 

the experimental blast loading methodology and results from tests on selected panels. It 

must be noted that, due to the difficulty of conducting experimental blast tests on the 

proposed panels, the experiments presented in this chapter are primarily for the purposes 

of validation of the numerical model. 

5.2 Test Programme 

In order to validate the numerical model and experimentally investigate the performance 

of the panels under study several blast tests of actual panels are undertaken. The man

ufacture of the panels is difficult and consumes significant resources therefore a careful 

selection of test panels is required. The methodology used in selecting the panels is 

described here. 

99 
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTING 

The tube materials used in the study are the annealed mild steel and 6063-T6 aluminium 

alloy. Although it would be beneficial for showing the effects of annealing, panels of 

non-annealed steel are not tested due to manufacturing time constraints. The results of 

such tests would be highly dependent on the size of tube chosen due to variations in work 

hardening which would limit applicability to further research. The purpose of testing the 

annealed mild-steel and aluminium is to examine the response of materials with similar 

yield stress but much different strain-rate sensitivity. 

Panels Band C as given in Fig. 4.1 are examined experimentally. Panel A is not 

examined as it is highly sensitive to any non-uniformity in the loading. The differences 

in response between panels Band C is expected to provide insight into impulse capacity 

as function of the number of tubes in the panel core. 

The tubes forming the core of all panels have the approximate geometric parameters given 

in Table 5.1. The top plate thickness for all panels is 4.0 mm. This top plate thickness 

is chosen to ensure nearly rigid body displacements during the blast event. This has the 

purpose of isolating the energy absorption responsibility to the tubes in order to study 

the response of the tubes to blast loading. The tube positions, which are defined entirely 

by the value of A, are selected based on the preliminary results found in [125]. It is 

expected that these A values are near the optimal value due to these initial numerical 

investigations. It should however be noted that due to the thick top plate, the A value 

used here is expected to have little effect on the overall panel response to blast loading. 

Using a thick top plate mimimises top plate deformations thereby limiting interaction 

effects between the top plate and the tubes. These interaction effects were found to 

vary significantly with A in [125] and are discussed thoroughly in chapter 7. Table 5.1 

summarises the relevant panel and tube geometries investigated experimentally. 

Table 5.1: Summary of panel and tube geometries investigated experimentally. 

Material Configuration AB AC hp (mm) ht (mm) R 

Steel B,C 0.61 0.70 4.0 0.61 3.49 
Aluminium B,C 0.61 0.70 4.0 0.62 3.44 

To summarize, two panels configurations are investigated for each material. For each 

configuration however, three loading magnitudes are applied as shown in Table 5.2. A 

small, medium, and large charge mass is selected for each panel configuration and core 

material with a single charge mass in common for both materials. For a given tube ma

terial, using a single set of charge masses allows for direct comparison between responses 

of panels Band C. 
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Table 5.2: Loading magnitudes in terms of the mass of PE4 detonated for each of the 
core tube materials. 

Material 

Steel 
Aluminium 

M min (g) 

28 
13 

5.3 Panel Manufacture 

Mmed (g) 

33 
20 

Mmax (g) 

38 
28 

The construction of the panels is described here. The fastening of the tubes to the bottom 

plate and top plate is found to be a difficult task. Under blast loading large stresses may 

develop at the plate/tube interfaces and thus a strong bond is required. Unfortunately, 

welding techniques require too much heat to ensure structural integrity in the thin tubes 

during the welding process in addition to ensure material properties remain unchanged. 

This is particularly true when welding aluminium to steel. Further to this, warping in 

the top and bottom plates due to excessive heat renders the panels unusable. Several 

epoxy techniques are also tried, however all tests using such methods are found to be 

unsuccessful due to debonding of the tubes and plates. 

A compromise to welding and epoxy is used in this study for bonding the tubes to the 

top and bottom plate. Soft solder is used for both interfaces and materials. For the steel 

to steel bonding soft solder is used and for the aluminium to steel bonding aluminium 

solder is used with a specialized flux for such applications. Silver solder was also used 

in preliminary tests however this bond was found to be excessive in terms of heat and 

therefore the soft solder is used in the final tests. Although a welding torch is still 

required, the applied heat is minimised. 

Fig. 5.1 gives an idealized schematic of the bonding process. For the top plate square 

grooves are milled into the plates such that the inside width of the grooves is the same as 

the inside width of the tubes. The tubes are then inserted into the grooves. The purpose 

of this is to ensure that the tubes do not shear from the top plate. This is unlikely using 

the thick 4.0 mm top plates however this method is utilized as thinner plates may be used 

future studies. The groove is cut such that there is a trough type structure after insertion 

of the tube. The trough is filled with solder as shown in Fig. 5.1. The encrQachment 

of the solder on the tube in minimal due to the trough and thus can be neglected in 

numerical models. 

In the bottom plate, the process differs significantly. Holes of approximately the same 

size as the tubes are laser-cut through the plates. A fillet of approximately 45 0 is then 

manually created using a file. The panel is turned upside down with 75 mm support pillar 
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Figure ~.1: Schfillati~ of tlw bonding illfthodology b<ctwffn thf core tuLfS and tlw top 
and buttolll plaws. 
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Figun' ,~,2' (,,) I-'hotognl;,h of th" bonding IwtW"('ll tl", top ;,iilh' "'1<1 U", "roxiu",1 pnd 
of t I", t.ul"" (b) I-'llOtogm;>h of t.l", u)1<I .. ",id .. of t.lw bottom ;,iclt ... ,howi ng t Iw bonding 
of tiL;' bottolll pifltp wit.h til(' di~t,,1 .. ",I of til(' tul"" 
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equidistant points on each tube wall using a micrometer. The thickness are then averaged 

to obtain the mean thickness used in all experimental simulations. The mean thickness of 

the steel tubes is found to be 0.61 mm and for the aluminium tubes a thickness of 0.62 mm 

is obtained. It should be noted however that these thicknesses are only an approximation 

as the steel tubes are found to be slightly thicker at the midpoint while the aluminium 

tubes have small fillets at the corners of the interior walls. This effectively strengthens 

the aluminium tubes beyond what can be obtained using a shell approximation. The 

aspect ratio of the shaved tubes is obtained from outside width of the sample section and 

is measured with a vernier and then averaged. The mean width of the steel tubes is found 

to be 21.49 mm and for the aluminium tubes a mean width of 21.83 mm is observed. This 

corresponds to aspect ratios of R = 3.49 and R = 3.44 respectively. The slightly narrower 

steel tube is likely due to small losses from scaling from the annealing process. 

Once the tubes have been processed to the desired thickness, imperfections are created in 

the tube walls. The purpose of the imperfections is to induce buckling at a predetermined 

location along the tube length. If each tube in the panel buckles at the same location, 

it is expected that crushing stability will be maximised. In addition to this, creating a 

relatively large induced imperfection ensures any small imperfections in the tube wall 

introduced in the thickness reduction do not dominate the buckling process. It should 

be noted that initial experimental tests used tubes with circular cutouts of various sizes. 

Such imperfections created difficulties in that if the cutouts were too small, they did 

not influence the buckling mode while larger holes resulted in ductile fracture at various 

locations around the the hole perimeter. 

To circumvent the problem of ductile fracture, small indentations are created in the 

opposing tubes wall at the midpoint in terms of length and width. The dent is created 

with a hemispherical steel indenter with a radius of 10.0 mm. The dent is created using 

the apparatus shown in Fig. 5.4. The tube is inserted into a plastic clamp which contains 

a hole for the denter to move though. The denter is placed in the hole and the rig is placed 

on a Zwick universal testing machine. The denter is then displaced a distance of 2.0 mm 

at a constant speed of 50 mm/min. A small pre-load of 100 N is applied to the denter to 

remove any compliance in the compression rig, thereby ensuring the measured crosshead 

displacement is the same as the denter displacement. The dent dept is measured for 20 

samples for each of the steel and aluminium tubes. After elastic unloading, the final mean 

dent dept is found to be 6s = 1. 74 mm and 6a = 1.45 mm for the steel and aluminium 

tubes respectively. The mean deviation is found to be 0.063 mm and 0.066 mm for the 

steel and aluminium tubes respectively indicating a reasonable level of repeatability. 
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the apparatus used to create the hemispherical indentations in 
the tube wall. 

5.5 Finite Element Model of Experimental Panels 

For all experimental tests presented in this chapter, the corresponding numerical predic

tions are given. The details of the numerical model used for comparison with experiments 

is given here. 

In chapter 4 the finite element model of the general panel design is described. A slightly 

modified panel model is required for experimental validation due to the indentations in 

the tube walls. In these panels the initial imperfections are created using hemispherical 

indenters. The modelling of the indentation process described in section 5.4 is given 

here. The indenter is modelled as a discrete rigid surface in ABAQUS. For all analysis 

the indenter has a diameter of 10 mm. The geometric model of the indenter and quarter

symmetry tube is given in Fig. 5.5a. In the figure, the tube is composed of annealed mild 

steel and has a thickness of 0.63 mm and aspect ratio 3.44. These dimensions correspond 

to the quasi-static experimental tests done in the section 5.6. Contact between the the 

tube and the indenter is limited to a small area of the tube slightly larger than the 

indenter. 

Conducting simulations of the indentation at the velocities used in the actual experiments 

is not feasible and therefore a suitable numerical velocity much be chosen. Under quasi

static crushing conditions the indent is created by displacing the indenter, normal to the 

tube wall at a velocity of 0.5 mls up to a maximum depth of 2.0 mm. This indention ve

locity is chosen as it is the highest velocity observed where inertia effects in the tube wall 

are negligible. Difficulty occurs however, when extending the model to blast loading con

ditions. The time scales, and hence strain rates associated with the indentation process 

differ vastly from that of blast loading. In simulations involving the steel tubes, strain 

rate effects must be included in the material model. The difficulty with this is that the 
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applied as a uniform, square pressure pulse as described in section 4.4.1. The duration 

of the pulse is assumed to be 10 f-lS in all tests. The total impulse is measured experi

mentally using the ballistic pendulum as will be described in section 5.7.2. From these 

measurements, the constant pressure from the blast can be computed using Eq. (4.2). 

5.6 Quasi-Static Experiments 

Quasi-Static tests are conducted on single tubes of the same length and aspect ratio as are 

used in the complete panel blast tests. The purpose of this is to validate the material and 

finite element model by comparing experimental force levels with those obtained through 

finite element simulations. At present, reaction forces cannot be measured during blast 

tests and therefore quasi-static tests are required to compare reaction forces. Two steel 

tubes and two aluminium tubes are cut from a single section, after thickness reduction, 

to obtain a uniform thickness. The mean thickness of the steel tubes is found to be 0.63 

mm while the aluminium tubes are found to have a mean thickness of 0.62 mm. The 

aspect ratios of the steel and aluminium tubes are found to be R = 3.44 and R = 3.45 

respectively. 

The tubes are crushed on a Zwick universal testing machine at a constant velocity of 3.75 

mm/min. This crushing velocity is chosen as it gives a strain rate approximately equal to 

the quasi-static tensile tests conducted in section 3.2. This allows for simulations to be 

conducted at higher velocities than the actual tests by omitting strain-rate effects from 

the numerical modeL The tubes are crushed a distance of 50.0 mm. Fig. 5.7a and Fig. 

5.7b shows the resulting force-displacement curves for the steel and aluminium tubes 

respectively. Also included in the figures are the corresponding numerical simulations 

of the quasi-static crushing experiments. Table 5.3 gives the quantitative results of the. 

experiments. In the table, Fmax refers the initial peak buckling force, Fhigh refers to the 

peak forces at successive lobe formation and finally Fm refers to the average force over 

the stroke which is simply the total absorbed energy divided by the crush distance. 

Table 5.3: Comparison of quasi-static energy absorption parameters for experimental and 
finite element analysis. 

Material Fmax (kN) Fmax (kN) Fhigh (kN) Fhigh (kN) Fm (kN) Fm (kN) 

(EXP) (FEM) (EXP) (FEM) (EXP) (FEM) 

Steel 9.53 10.19 5.84 6.26 4.02 3.66 
Al umini um 7.86 8.32 5.67 5.37 3.42 2.94 
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Figure 5.7: Plot of experimental and numerical quasi-static force-displacement curves for 
(a) Annealed mild steel tubes and (b) Aluminium tubes. 

In terms of buckling initiation it is found that all tubes buckle at the location of the initial 

indentation as expected. During the second experiment using the steel tube, partial 

global buckling initiates and hence progressive, symmetric buckling ceases. For this 

reason experiment 2 in Fig. 5.7a is not included in any energy based calculations as 

it not suitable for comparison with a quarter-symmetry numerical model which must 

buckling progressively. The force-displacement curve is included however as the peak 

force and the force over the first lobe formation are valid. All other steel and aluminium 

tubes are found to buckle in a progressive symmetric manner, however some slight anti

symmetric lobe formation is observed in the first steel tube experiment. This behaviour is 

a temporary effect as the final buckling shape is reasonably symmetric. This is likely due 

to inconsistencies in the wall thickness which cause lobes to begin forming at a particular 

location on a tube wall before the corresponding locations on the other wall have buckled. 

This has the effect of initiating global buckling however the effect is quickly reversed as 

the other tube walls buckle to form a nearly symmetric lobe. 

Reasonable agreement is found between the experimental and numerical force-displacement 

displacement curves as shown in Fig. 5.7 and the corresponding energy absorption pa

rameters shown in Table 5.3. For both materials the numerically obtained forces are 

found to be slightly lower throughout the stroke. This is particularly true for the alu

minium tubes. This is expected however due to the relatively large filleted interfaces on 

the interior tube walls. This is not accounted for in the finite element model using shells. 

The increased stiffness at the tube corners increases the experimentally obtained crush

ing force. The underestimation of the force levels for the steel tubes is likely due to the 

slight parabolic shape in the tube wall as the tubes tend to be thicker at the midpoint. 
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For both materials the peak buckling load is found to be slightly higher in the numerical 

model than in the experiments. This is a result of the hemispherical indentation depth 

being under-predicted in the numerical model. The subsequent peak forces however, are 

predicted with a high degree of accuracy. In summary, the numerical predictions agree 

well enough with the experimental data to ensure a high level of confidence in the models 

ability to capture the force-displacement behaviour of the tubes used in this study. 

5.7 Blast Loading Experimental Procedures 

5.7.1 Panel Loading 

The panels investigated experimentally are subject to uniform blast loads. Although 

such loads are trivial to generate numerically, experimentally uniform loading due to 

blast loading is a difficult problem. Initially, tests were conducted using the method 

presented in Chung Kim Yuen and Nurick [143J where concentric annuli of explosive are 

detonated at a very short standoff distance from the panel. Such tests did not appear to 

give a reasonably uniform load however and resulted in significant deformation near the 

point of detonation. 

To circumvent this problem a testing rig similar to that of Jacob [142] is developed. In the 

aforementioned study the author generated reasonably uniform loads on clamped circular 

steel plates by exposing the plates only at the distal end of a thick circular blast tube 

while detonating a disc of explosive at the other end. As discussed in section 4.4.1, the 

author found the load to be uniform provided the standoff was at least the diameter of 

the plate. For the present study a similar shock tube is used however this tube is square 

due the geometry of the top plate. Fig. 5.8 shows a schematic of the testing rig used 

here. The panel is fixed to a thick rigid plate at the base of the panel, and the blast tube 

is adjusted such that the other end of the tube is flush against the top plate of the panel. 

Under this configuration only the base of the panel is constrained and the top plate is 

free to move as the core tubes buckle. 

The blast tube is 190 mm long which exceeds the width of the plate and hence the pressure 

applied to the top plate is likely to be reasonably uniform. As previously mentioned 

however, this is a difficult parameter to verify experimentally and hence thick top plates 

for the panels are used to minimize the effect of non-uniformity in the loading. The inside 

area of the blast tube is 150 mm x 150 mm while the top plate of the panel is 156 mm x 

156 mm. The reason the top plate is slightly larger than the exposed area is to minimize 

the escaping of any gases in a direction along the axis of the ballistic pendulum. If there 
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Figure 5.8: Schematic of the blast tube used to direct the pressure load onto the panels. 

are gaps created during the blast event the ballistic pendulum may be subjected to loads 

that the panel is not, resulting in an over measurement of the applied impulse. 

The pressure loading on the panel is generated by detonating a circular disc of PE4 ex

plosive of diameter 75.0 mm. The explosive is placed on a 150 mm x 150 mm polystyrene 

pad of approximate density 18.15 kg/m3 as shown in Fig. 5.9a. The polystyrene is then 

placed at the end of the tube opposite to that of the location of the panel as shown if 

Fig. 5.9b. After detonation of the explosive, the polystyrene pad disintegrates and as 

such, has no apparent effect on the loading of the panel. 

The technical data for PE4 explosive as reported by Wharton et al. [149] is briefly dis

cussed here. The PE4 explosive used in this study is composed of 88 % RDX and 12 % 
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are ignored. The linearized equation of motion of a simple pendulum is given as 

where 

and 

Wn = 27r/T 
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(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

C is the damping coefficient, mp is the total mass of pendulum including the specimen 

and balancing weights, and T is the natural period of motion of the pendulum. The 

solution of the second order differential equation given in Eq. (5.1) is given by 

(5.4) 

where Xo is the initial velocity of the pendulum and Wd is given by 

(5.5) 

Let Xl be the maximum forward horizontal displacement of the pendulum and X2 be the 

maximum backward displacement of the pendulum. The distances Xl and X2 occur at 

t = T /4 and t = 3T /4 respectively. Substituting these times into Eq. (5.4) gives 

and 

Xo -f3T/4 
Xl =-e 

27r 

Xo -3f3T/4 
X2 = --e 

27r 

solving for f3 in terms of xI! X2 gives 

and therefore the initial velocity can be calculated as 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 
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Finally, the impulse can be calculated as 

I=mxo (5.10) 

The period T can be determined by simply allowing the pendulum to oscillate from a fixed 

position. The values of Xl and X2 must be calculated however. The difficulty in computing 

the impulse stems from difference in pen position from the horizontal displacement of 

the pendulum. This difference must be accounted for. Figure 5.10 gives the geometric 

description of the pendulum motion with associated geometric variables. 

Figure 5.10: Schematic of pendulum geometry. Solid lines indicate initial pendulum 
position while dashed lines indicate the pendulum position and the maximum forward 
and backward positions. 

The measurable variables are the wire length lw, the initial vertical displacement from 

the pen position aI, the pen length Z, and the maximum forward and backward trans

lations of the pen tip t:lR and t:lL respectively. Simple trigonometry gives the following 

relationships for the geometric variables given in Figure 5.10. The differences between 

the initial position of the pendulum and the tip of the pen dl is 

(5.11) 

The differences between the forward swing of the pendulum and the forward movement 
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of the pen d2 is given by 

where 
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(5.12) 

(5.13) 

The differences between the backward swing of the pendulum and the backward move

ment of the pen d3 is given by 

(5.14) 

where 

(5.15) 

therefore Xl can be described as 

(5.16) 

and X2 is given as 

(5.17) 

The measurable quantities t::.R and t::.L are therefore defined as 

and 

Newton's method is implemented in Matlab to solve for ()l and ()2 in Eqns. 5.18 and 5.19. 

The values of Xl and X2 can then be computed using Eqns. 5.16 and 5.17 respectively. 

The damping value f3 is then computed along with the initial velocity i o. Finally, the 

impulse is determined using Eq. (5.10). 
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5.8 Blast Test Results 

The results of the experimental blast tests are presented here. This section is struc

tured in the following manner. Firstly, the impulse measurements are discussed. The 

post-experiment measurement methodology is then briefly described. The crushed pan

els after blast loading are then illustrated along with the corresponding finite element 

simulations. The qualitative and quantitative experimental results are given along with 

the corresponding analysis. This analysis is strictly limited to experimental observations 

however as the finite element analysis is described in section 5.9. Finite element results 

are presented in figures, tables and graphs in this section, however this is simply for sake 

of comparison. 

5.8.1 Impulse Measurements 

Fig. 5.11 shows the impulse transfer to the ballistic pendulum as a function of charge 

mass. The mass of the 1 g detonator is included in the total charge mass. It must be 

noted that the measured impulse is independent of the response of the panels as a result 

of conservation of momentum. The natural period of the pendulum greatly exceeds the 

duration of response of the panels and thus the swing of the pendulum is independent of 

the energy absorbed by the panels. This implies that charges of equal mass will result in 

nearly equal impulse provided the testing rig does not change. The results of Fig. 5.11 

show this to be the case for the tests conducted. There are small variations in impulse at 

equal charge mass however this is likely due to small changes in the detonation process. 

Two curves corresponding to linear least squares fits of the data is also included. The 

solid line is the general linear fit while the dashed is the best fit obtained when forcing 

the curve to go through the origin. Note that the generalleast squares fit of the data 

is significantly higher than zero at zero charge mass. This is not unexpected however 

as there are relatively few data points, most of which are at large charge masses and 

therefore the general linear relationship given can only be assumed to be valid within 

the given range of charge masses. For comparison purposes, Jacob [142] conducted blast 

tests using a cylindrical blast tube at standoff distances of 15 - 300 mm with charge 

masses of 5 - 15 g. The author obtained a charge mass (m) to impulse relationship of 

I = 1.960m + 1.640 with 90 % confidence lines corresponding to ±1.31 Ns· and 99 % 
confidence lines corresponding to ±2.69 Ns. The author of [142] also observed that if 

limiting the analysis to 300 mm standoff distance the resulationship between charge mass 

and impulse is I = 2.03m + 2.86. The slopes of the linear curve fits agree closely with 

the results of the present study. It should be noted that this relationship is not required 

in any theoretical or computational analysis and is included merely for completeness. 
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Figure 5.11: Plot of impulse transferred to the panels as a function of explosive mass. For 
the linear curve fits, m refers to the total mass of the explosive, including the detonator. 

5.8.2 Post-Test Panel Measurements 

The methodology used to measure the final crush distance is briefly discussed here. For 

several tests the soldering process used to bond the base of the tubes to the bottom plate 

is found to be insufficient. In these test cases the core tubes appear to remain in the 

bottom plate cutouts and hence there is no global lateral tube movement. The solder 

does fail however, and thus there is some local deformation at the tube locations that are 

initially fixed to the bottom plate. For these cases, it is assumed the core tubes become 

physically removed from the bottom plate after the maximum crush distance (i.e. during 

rebounding) is obtained and therefore this debonding should have minimal effects on any 

post-test measurements. 

Crush distances are measured using a vertical height gauge. Before measurements are 

taken bottom plates are removed from all panels in which the plate did not become 

debonded during testing. This is accomplished by re-heating the solder and carefully 

removing the tube and top plate from the bottom plate. No deformation in the tubes is 

observed during this process. The crush distance for each tube is measured by positioning 

the panel with the top plate facing downwards and then placing a small plate over the 

exposed cross-section of the tube. The small plate has approximately the same cross

sectional dimensions as the tubes in the panel. The distance crushed by a given tube can 

then be measured at the midpoint of the small plate. The deformations in the top plate 

are negligible and therefore the top plate sits nearly flush with the measuring table. For 

panel B tests, all tube crush distances are measured and for panel C tests, the centre 

and outermost tubes are measured (tubes 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.2). 
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The experimentally obtained mid-point crush distances for all tests is presented in Fig. 

5.12. A summary of experimental and finite element results is presented in Table 5.4. 

Fig. 5.13 illustrates the experimentally obtained crush distances, for each core material, 

including information on the skewness of the top plate after blasting. In Fig. 5.13 the 

error bars indicate the minimum and maximum observed crush distances as measured at 

the tubes in the panel. Figs. 5.14 - 5.17 show the crushed tubes and top plate for the 

tests conducted in this study. For all photographs, the bottom plate is removed for clarity 

and the panel positioned such that the top plate is facing downwards. In all figures and 

tables the naming convention used for the panels is 

material - panel - charge mass 

where for the material field S indicates steel is the tube material and A indicates alu

minium. The panel field corresponds to panel Bore as per Fig. 4.1. 

5.8.3 Quantitative Results 

5.8.3.1 Steel Tube Cores 

The results of Table 5.4 and Figs. 5.12 - 5.13 show a significant increase in core crush 

distance with increasing impulse. In terms of the panel B designs, a large increase in crush 

is observed when moving from 53.05 Ns blast to the 62.13 Ns blast however only a small 

increase is found when examining the 68.24 :\fs. This is clearly due to panels reaching its 

maximum impulse capacity at approximately 62.13 N s. For test S - B - 38 is can then 

be assumed that deformations near the the end of the crushing process are limited to 

localised squashing of the tube beyond the maximum stroke length which induces large 

forces to the base structure. 

It is also of note that for test S - B - 28 the difference between the largest and smallest 

measured tube crush distance is much larger than for other tests. This would appear to 

indicate that for blasts that do not funy utilize the capacity of the panel, global insta

bilities can develop. If the blast is large enough to require the full panel stroke however, 

the final crush distances for each tube in the panel is nearly the same indicating a stable 

response to the blast. Without the time history of the tests it is difficult to determine 

if initial panel skewness develops, resulting in some of the panel tubes compaCting while 

others still are undergoing progressive folding. It must be noted that for all tests, for both 

materials, that the differentials in observed crush distance are not symmetric. Specifi

cally, even for large crush distance differentials, the top plate remains flat. As a result 

of this, the tube within a given panel with the largest crush distance will be opposite 

along a diagonal line of action from the tube with the smallest crush distance. This is 
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Figure 5.12: Mid-point crush distance as a function of applied impulse for all experimental 
tests cases. 

an interesting result when considering the loading rig. Although the uniformity of the 

pressure pulse is questionable, the loading is expected to be symmetric about the pri

mary axis of the top plate. The observed skewness is therefore likely a result of uneven 

detonation in the disk of PE4 explosive. It is also observed however that in panel tests 

with large top plate skewness, the tube with the largest crush distance appears to have 

buckling initiated at the trigger. Conversely, in these panels, the tube with the smallest 

crush distance buckles far from the trigger. This indicates that buckling initiation may 

have significant influence on the global stability of the proposed panels. 

For the panels C tests, a significant increase in crush distance is observed for the two 

smaller blasts. The larger blast corresponding to test S - C - 38 shows an unexpectedly 

small crush distance in comparison to test S - C - 33. Despite the relatively large increase. 

in impulse (10.6 Ns) only a small increase in crush distance is found. A possible expla

nation for this can be found by examining the distal end of the tubes in test S - C - 38. 

Due to apparently early debonding of the tubes and the bottom plate, significant, highly 

localised deformations occur in the tube at the position where the tubes are normally 

bonded to the bottom plate. Plastic hinges are formed with a large angles of rotation 

at these hinges. A relatively significant amount of energy can be absorbed through such 

deformations while adding comparatively little to the total crush distance. 
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Table 5.4: Summary of experimental results and comparisons with finite clement simulations. 
X::r:: 
>-0> 
trJ>-o 
::Or-3 

Test Material nt PE4 I (Ns) Omid (mm) Omid (mm) ReI. error (%) I--<trJ 
~::o 

mass (g) (EXP) (FEM) trJ 
Z~ 
r-3 

S - B - 28 Steel 5 28 53.05 40.05 42.63 6.44 ~~ 
S - B - 33 Steel 5 33 62.13 59.36 53.64 9.64 r-3t: 
S - B - 38 Steel 5 38 68.24 61.85 60.14 2.76 

trJt) 

S - C - 28 Steel 9 28 55.09 14.69 23.26 58.34 ~~ I--< I--< 
S - C - 33 Steel 9 33 61.63 27.78 29.65 6.73 Zo 
S - C.- 38 Steel 9 38 71.63 30.90 39.24 26.99 ClZ 
A - B -13 Aluminium 5 13 29.17 26.65 28.35 6.38 0 
A - B - 20 Aluminium 5 20 41.87 52.93 58.04 9.65 

I-:rj 

r-3 A - B - 28 Aluminium 5 28 53.59 59.73 68.34 14.41 ::r:: 
A - C -13 Aluminium 9 13 27.21 11.99 13.97 16.51 trJ 
A - C - 20 Aluminium 9 20 38.83 27.46 25.89 5.72 Z 
A - C - 28 Aluminium 9 28 54.49 51.17 50.36 1.58 C 

~ 
trJ 

Test Energyabs. (kJ) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) Compaction Comments ::0 I--< 

(FEM) (FEM) (FEM) (EXP) (EXP) 
0 
> 
t'" 

S - B - 28 1.743 94.36 (106.58) 40.25 N tearing, partial bottom plate debonding 
~ 
0 

S - B - 33 2.399 95.54 (106.54) 44.34 Y tube 1 debonding from top plate t) 

S - B - 38 2.891 96.11 (106.58) 47.49 Y tearing, bottom plate debonding trJ 
t'" 

S - C - 28 1.881 169.88 (191.61) 80.54 N bottom plate debonding C 
S - C - 33 2.359 171.27 (191.63) 80.28 N 1J) 

I--< 
S - C - 38 3.189 173.13 (191.82) 81.65 N bottom plate debonding Z 
A - B -13 0.537 61.65 18.74 N Cl 
A - B - 20 1.109 61.67 19.02 N 
A-B-28 1.759 61.68 24.84 Y bottom plate debonding 
A - C -13 0.462 . 110.88 32.77 N 
A C - 20 0.946 110.97 36.55 N 
A - C - 28 1.864 111.06 36.80 N 

f-' 
ty 
I-' 
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5.8.3.2 Aluminium Tube Cores 

The aluminium tube core panels also show significant increase in midpoint crush distance 

with increasing impulse, as given in Figs. 5.12 - 5.13. Only a small increase is observed 

however, in test A - B - 28 over test A - B - 20 indicating that compaction has occurred 

and that the maximum impulse of the panel B designs with the given geometry is ap

proximately 41.87 Ns. As is the case for the steel tube panels, the panel B tests in which 

compaction does not occur results in relatively large top plate skewness. This skewness, 

characterized by large differences in tube crush distances within a given panel, does not 

appear to be as severe for the aluminium tube panels as for the steel tube panels. For 

the panel C tests the observed crush distance forms a strong linear trend as none of the 

tests fully compact the core tubes. Visual examination of test A - C - 28 however, shows 

that panel is near compaction and hence the impulse capacity of the panel C designs is 

approximately 54.49 Ns. It is also worthy of note that the crush distances at the common 

charge mass of 28g between the steel and aluminium cores are significantly higher in the 

aluminium core panels. For the panel B tests the aluminium core panel shows a "crush 

distance approximately 49 % higher than the steel tube panel subjected to the same 

charge mass. For the panel C test, the aluminium tube panel shows a crush distance 248 

% larger than the steel tube paneL This large percentage increase is partially due to the 

unusually small crush distance found in test S - B - 28. These large increases in crush 

distances when using aluminium tubes illustrates the influence that strain hardening, and 

in particular, strain rate hardening has on the response of the panels under blast loading 

conditions. 
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5.8.4 Qualitative Results 

5.8.4.1 Steel Tube Cores 

123 

Figs. 5.14 and Figs. 5.15 show the steel tube test results for panels Band C respectively. 

For the panel B design under the 28 g blast the buckling mode is found to be irregular 

with each tube in the panel having lobe formations at different locations. In each of the 

tubes except for the central tube, buckling appears to initiate at the indentation trigger. 

In the central tube, lobe formation occurs at the proximal end of the tube, ignoring the 

trigger completely. Also of note for this test is that tearing occurs along the edge of one 

of the outermost tubes in the panel. For the larger blasts corresponding to 33 g and 38 

g of explosive, the buckling modes are observed to be much different. In both cases, the 

resulting tubes show a nearly symmetric crushing pattern. This is particularly true for 

the test S - B - 33. This result, when coupled with the resulting crushing pattern of test 

S - B - 28 indicates that the core tubes may be able to "recover" from initial instabilities 

in the buckling process. It is however possible that the symmetric buckling patterns 

observed are due to buckling initiation occurring at the triggers in tests S - B - 33 and 

S - B - 38. For tubes that undergo significant crushing, the lobe formations are of the 

symmetric type. Further to this, for panels that crush to compaction, it is found that 

two to three lobes are formed in each tube where, in general, two of the lobes are large 

with the third having a very small lobe size. 

The results of the panel C tests show similar buckling behaviour to that of test S - B - 28. 

Specifically, the lobe formations are highly irregular, particularly so for tests S - C - 28 

and S - C - 33. Buckling does appear to initiate at the trigger in several of the tubes 

in these panels however. In test S - C - 28, buckling initiates at the trigger only in 

the outermost tubes, with the largest crush distance. Buckling initiates at the trigger in . 

all tubes in test S - C - 33 on the side of the panel corresponding to maximum crush 

distance. For the largest blast test, S - C - 38, most of the tubes show buckling initiating 

at the trigger with tubes with small crush distance buckling at the proximal ends of the 

tubes. It should also be noted that the progressive buckling of tube which buckle at 

the trigger appears to be confined to the upper half of the tube, closest to the top plate. 

Further to this, in cases where the lobe formation are not degenerate, the lobe formations 

appear to be of the symmetric type. 

5.8.4.2 Aluminium Tube Cores 

Figs. 5.16 and Figs. 5.17 show the steel tube test results for panels Band C respectively. 

Similarly to the panel B, steel tube tests with small crush distance, the aluminium tube 

panel subject to the 13 g blast shows highly irregular lobe formations. It is also found 
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for the rate-sensitive steel tubes, the strain is distributed much more uniformly along the 

length of the tube than for the rate insensitive aluminium tubes. Large strains develop 

initially at the proximal and distal end of the tube with strains at the proximal end 

having comparable magnitude to that at the trigger. From this it is clear that careful 

consideration must be given to the trigger depth in tubes composed of rate insensitive 

material to ensure buckling initiates at the desired location. 
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Figure 5.18: Plot of equivalent plastic strain distribution along the midline central tube 
for tests (a) S - B - 28 and (b) A - B - 28. Strains are shown starting from the distal end 
of the tube. The times are given with reference to the end of the blast load application. 

It is interesting to note that in the steel tube case, test S - B - 28 and to a lesser extent, 

test S - B - 38 showed tearing along the edge of one of the core tubes. The much more 

brittle 6063-T6 aluminium tubes however, showed no tearing in the tube walls. This 

appears to indicate that the ductility of material under uni-axial tension has little effect 

on material tearing when used as the core structure of the proposed panels. 
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5.9 Finite Element Analysis of Experimental Tests 

5.9.1 Prediction of Panel Crush Distance 

The plot shown in Fig. 5.13 gives the finite element predictions of the final crush distances 

computed using ABAQUSjExplicit. The absolute numerical values of the crush distances 

are given in Table 5.4. All crush distances are measured at the panel midpoint on the 

top plate. In the finite element simulations the panels crush to a maximum distance 

and then undergo a slight rebounding, resulting in small amplitude oscillations in the 

top plate displacement. Crush distance values are estimated as the mid-point of the 

maximum and minimum crush distances within the period of oscillation. 

For the steel tube results shown in Fig. 5.13a, the finite element analysis shows reasonable 

agreement with the experimental tests. Correlation is found to be particularly good for 

the panel B designs. For the panel C designs, the finite element predictions are not as 

accurate, except for test 5 - C - 33 in which an accurate prediction is obtained. It was 

also noted in section 5.8.3 that the experimental crush distance for test 5 - C - 38 is 

remarkably low and reasons were presented explaining this behaviour. For these reasons 

it is expected that the finite element simulations will over-predict for this test. For test 

5-C-28, similar reasons can be used to partially explain the over-prediction. Examining 

the photograph of this test in Fig. 5.15 shows that for the central tube there are very 

localised deformations at the distal end due to solder failure early in the test. As this 

is the primary point of measurement this artificially reduces the total crush distance a 

small amount. It should also be noted that test 5 - C - 28 shows the largest relative top 

plate skewness of all the tests. 

The results of the finite element simulations from the aluminium tube panels are given in 

Fig. 5.13b. For the panel B designs, the finite element model tends to over-predict the 

crush distance, particularly in cases where the panel reaches its compacted crush distance. 

The crush distance is predicted well for test case A - B - 13 where the panel does not 

undergo compaction. As the finite element model over-predicts in the test that undergo 

compaction, it is clear that the finite element model does not properly simulate the tube 

deformation mechanisms in the region at, or beyond the maximum stroke length. The 

over-predicted crush distances are likely due to the differences in lobe formation between 

the finite element model and experiments. This is discussed further in the section 5.9.2. 

The finite element predictions of panel C crush distances, with aluminium tubes agree 

extremely well with experimental results in all test cases. This further emphasizes the 

the result that the response of the aluminium tube core panels can be predicted well 

provided that the panel does not undergo compaction. This is a desirable result as it is 
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important to be able to numerically predict the panel response to determine if a given 

panel will compact under specified blast loading conditions. 

5.9.2 Prediction of Buckling Behaviour 

From a qualitative standpoint, the buckled shape of the tubes, is predicted poorly in 

nearly all test cases. This can be seen by comparing the experimental tests to the fi

nite element results in Figs. 5.14 - 5.17. The primary cause of the discrepancy is poor 

performance of the hemispherical indentation trigger at the midpoint of each tube. In 

experimental test cases using aluminium tubes, where the trigger is ignored, lobe forma

tion tends to begin at the proximal and distal ends of the tubes. Numerically, buckling 

begins at the trigger in all cases. This behaviour may be partially due to the numerically 

predicted indentation depth exceeding the experimental one. It was noted in section 5.5 

that the discrepancy in indentation depth is largest in the aluminium tubes due to the 

filleted interface between the walls. This is not accounted for in the numerical model. 

It is clear that a larger indentation depth should be used in the experimental panels to 

obtain the same location of the initial lobe in the numerical simulations. 

In all numerical simulations, buckling initiates at the trigger and progresses along the 

lower half of the tube. This also appears to be contrary to the experimental behaviour, 

particularly in the steel tube panels. In these panels, the experiments show buckling to 

be confined to the proximal end, close to the top plate, even for tubes that buckle at 

the trigger. It is unclear how successive lobes form in the experimental aluminium tube 

panels as the given tests that are not at or near compaction only have lobe formations 

at the distal and proximal ends of the tube. For tests which use the full stroke of the 

tube it is inconclusive as to how the lobes form with respect to time. It should be noted 

that in the photographs of the experimental tests, the section of the tube that is initially 

constrained by the bottom plate is included. 

The size, and hence the number of lobes is determined reasonably well in the numerical 

simulations of the steel tube panels. For the steel tubes, the large strain hardening and 

strain rate hardening leads to increased lobe size in comparison with the aluminium tubes. 

In the fully crushed panels, the number of lobes in the numerical simulations is found 

be between three and four which compares favorably with the experiments. Of interest 

however is that in the finite element simulations, due to the progressive buckling being 

confined to the lower half of the tubes, localised compaction occurs. This is a process 

where lobes which have already been formed become compressed further, despite the 

upper half of the tube remaining unbuckled. This is found to be a temporary phenomenon 

as folds begin to form in the upper half of the tube. This is discussed further in the 

following section. In terms of buckling mode however, this process has the effect of 
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reducing the lobe size in the lobes closest to the base of the tubes. This can be seen in 

Fig. 5.14. 

The size of the lobes in simulations of the aluminium tube panels is found to be smaller 

than that of the experimental tests. This behaviour is found to be particularly true for 

the simulation of test case A - C - 28. This is again partially due to the localisation of 

buckling to a single end of the tube where lobes become crushed despite the full stroke of 

the tubes not being utilised. A further contribution to the underestimation of lobe size 

may also be from underestimation of the hardening properties of the 6063-T6 aluminium. 

It was determined in section 3.3.2, using tensile test simulation that the strain hardening 

beyond the UTS of the material to be negligible which may not be entirely accurate. 

This is further supported by examining the quasi-static force-displacement curves shown 

in Fig. 5.7. An underestimation of the strain hardening may explain why the numerically 

computed reaction force has a lower minimum value than the experimental curves. The 

material is also assumed to be completely rate insensitive however it is possible that slight 

rate sensitivity exists in the material which cannot be measured using the SHPB setup 

utilised is section 3.4. 

Despite the poor prediction of the local folding behaviour of the tubes within the panel 

the crush distance is predicted well in nearly all test cases. This indicates that global 

response of the panels can be predicted accurately, however local behaviour of the panel 

core requires further research. Specifically, the implementation of the trigger requires 

further investigation into the effect of the trigger on localised deformation patterns. 

5.9.3 Energy Absorption Properties of the Experimental Panels 

As it has been determined that the global response of the proposed panels is predicted 

reasonably well it is interesting to examine further, the finite element simulations of the 

experiments. Specifically, the force transfer and energy absorption properties of the panels 

is numerically investigated. Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 give plots of the force-displacement curves 

and energy absorption partitioning for the steel and aluminium core panels respectively. 

The forces shown in the figures are obtained as the summation of the reaction forces at 

the distal end of each tube in the panel. As the top and bottom plates do not come into 

contact during the simulations, these forces represent the total force transfer to the rigid 

body at the base of the panels. For all force and energy plots, the curves are shown up 

to maximum of the average tube displacement, measured at the corners of the tubes. 

The peak and mean forces as measured up to maximum displacement are shown in Table 

5.4. The mean force however, is a function of displacement and hence comparing the 

mean force at maximum crush distance is not necessarily appropriate for an application 
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in mean force levels when increasing the blast impulse, and hence the velocity of the top 

plate. This is an interesting result as the material model for the aluminium assumes strain 

rate insensitivity. In studies by Langseth et al. [118,119] the authors observed similar 

behaviour in square aluminium tubes, including a T6 temper alloy similar to that studied 

here. The authors found significant increases in the mean dynamic load over the quasi

static load despite the rate insensitivity of the material. The phenomenon is attributed 

to lateral inertia effects in the side walls associated with a high velocity impact. It was 

also determined by Langseth et al. that the increased mean load is specifically related to 

impact velocity and not impact energy as no discernible increase in mean load was found 

when increasing the impact mass while maintaining a constant impact velocity. 

In the present study, it is clear from Fig. 5.20 that the primary differences between 

the tests at increasing impulse is during the initial compression phase. This phase is 

characterised in the force-deformation curve by the region of deformation up to the onset 

of buckling. This onset of buckling clearly occurs at larger axial displacements with 

increasing impulse, however the force at which buckling occurs is unchanged. Thus, the 

time and the force at which buckling occurs is invariant however, the higher velocity top 

plate results in more compression during this time therefore increasing the dissipated 

plastic energy at the onset of buckling. This is in partial contrast to the findings of 

Langseth et al. [119]. They found that the lateral inertia effects stiffened the tube, 

delaying the onset of buckling, thereby increasing the peak buckling load. The study 

by Langseth et al. [119] used only imperfection-type triggers however, as opposed to the 

relatively large indentations used here. For the present study, it is clear that the initial 

compression phase is increased in terms of energy absorption however the peak load is 

controlled entirely by the indentation depth and not by lateral inertia effects. This is 

significant in terms of the experimental tests in that several of the tubes do not buckle 

at the trigger but instead buckle near the top or bottom of the tube. The peak buckling 

load in these tubes must be assumed significantly higher than those that buckle at the 

trigger. This is consistent with the experimental observations that the crush distance is 

higher in the panel locations where the tubes appear to initiate buckling at the trigger. 

The delay in loacalised buckling in the tubes which do not buckle at the trigger appears 

to have significant influence on the global stability of the panels. 

As with the steel core panels, it is interesting to analyze the mean crush force levels as a 

function of crush distance for the aluminium tube panels. As with the steel tubes panels, 

the increase in mean force appears to be dominated by the initial compression phase of 

buckling. This phase is also shown to by considerably longer, in terms of displacement at 

the onset of buckling, in the panel B simulations. This would indicate that for the rate

insensitive aluminium tubes, the energy absorbed during the initial compression phase is 

highly sensitive to the velocity of the top plate which is increased in the panel B tests due 
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to lower core resistance during the application of the load. This effect is so pronounced 

that the absorbed energy of the smallest blast in a panel C test (A - C - 13) is nearly 

identical to that of the largest blast panel B test (A - B - 28) at a crush distance of 

approximately 4.8 mm. 

5.9.3.1 Panel Efficiency Measures 

A final note is made regarding some of the efficiency parameters described in section 

4.6.1. The results for selected efficiency measures along with the final mean crush force 

for the numerical simulations of the experimental tests are shown in Table 5.5. 

The deformation efficiency ~def is clearly higher in panel B tests and increases with in

creasing impulse. This is largely irrelevant however, as it is directly a function of the 

applied impulse. It does provide a direct measure of comparison for how much of the 

panel stroke is utilised for a given load. The same trends and limitations also apply to 

the total efficiency ~total' 

The crush force efficiency is generally considered to be of critical importance when eval

uating the performance of an absorber. For the steel tube, panel B simulations, the 

crush force efficiency increases with increasing impulse. This is expected as the peak 

force shows only small increases with increasing impulse however energy absorption be

fore the onset of buckling is significant. For the panel C designs however the crush force 

efficiency is found to be nearly constant and of approximately the same magnitude as 

test S - B - 33. This is however, due to low crush distances not allowing for the mean 

crush force to approach it's asymptotic level. This further emphasis the need to evaluate 

the performance of an absorber over the full range of deformation, as opposed to single 

parameters obtained at the final crush distance. 

The aluminium tube panels show a lower crush force efficiency than the steel tube panels 

with identical geometric characteristics. As opposed to the panel B tests with steel tubes, 

the value of ~crush is nearly identical between tests A - B - 13 and A - B - 20. This 

is expected however, as the asymptotic meaIl crush force increases only slightly with 

increasing impulse, despite the large increase in mean force observed at smaller crush 

distances. As the material is assumed to be rate insensitive, the increased mean load is 

primarily confined to the compressive phase of buckling and becomes of less importance 

at larger crush distances. The crush force efficiency is artificially high in test A - B - 28 

due to a large mean force resulting from panel compaction. As is the case with the steel 

tube panels, the crush force efficiency for the panel C tests is found to be similar to that 

of the the panel B tests with a slight increase in efficiency with increasing impulse. 

The core efficiency parameter ~core simply measures the partitioning of the plastic dissi-
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pation between the tubes and the top plate. This is generally an important measure as 

large plastic deformations in the top plate may lead to global buckling of the core tubes 

and hence failure of the panel in terms of structural protection. Because of the thick top 

plate used in the experiments, only small deformations are observed, experimentally and 

numerically. This is quantitatively observed by examining the core efficiencies presented 

in Table 5.5. In all test cases the panel core absorbs nearly all of the required kinetic 

energy. For all tests using steel tubes, the ratio of energy absorbed in the tube to the 

energy absorbed in the top plate is nearly constant with a higher core efficiency found 

in the panel C simulations. Increased core efficiency with increasing numbe;r of tubes 

in the panel is expected as the tubes effectively constrain the motion of the top plate. 

Similar core efficiencies are found in the aluminium tube panels with only test A - B - 20 

having a significantly smaller core efficiency. This is due to the core tubes compacting 

while significant kinetic energy remains to be dissipated. The top plate therefore under

goes plastic deformation, primarily at the corners of the plate. This increase in plastic 

deformation in the top plate, near the end of the dissipation process, can clearly be seen 

in Fig. 5.20. 

Table 5.5: Panel efficiencies obtained from the finite element simulations of experimental 
tests. 

Test Fm (kN) ~def ~crush ~total ~core 

S - B - 28 40.25 0.578 0.427 0.246 0.925 
S - B - 33 44.34 0.722 0.464 0.335 0.927 
S - B - 38 47.49 0.812 0.494 0.401 0.925 
S - C - 28 80.54 0.311 0.474 0.148 0.942 
S - C - 33 80.28 0.392 0.469 0.183 0.942 
S - C - 38 81.65 0.521 0.472 0.246 0.940 
A - B -13 18.74 0.382 0.304 0.116 0.932 
A - B - 20 19.02 0.778 0.309 0.240 0.935 
A - B - 28 24.84 0.944 0.403 0.380 0.904 
A - C -13 32.77 0.188 0.296 0.056 0.929 
A - C - 20 36.55 0.345 0.329 0.114 0.935 
A - C - 38 36.80 0.675 0.331 0.224 0.933 
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5.9.4 Temperature Effects 

Thermal softening of the material due to heat generated through plastic work, contrasts 

the strain-rate hardening in the high velocity dynamic crushing of tube structures. It is of 

interest to determine what temperatures are expected and the influence that these changes 

in temperature have on the response of the panels to blast loading. To compare and 

understand the increase in temperature due to the creation of plastic folds, a steel tube 

and an aluminium tube panel are examined, both of which show large crush distances. 

Specifically, simulations of tests A - B - 20 and S - B - 38 are investigated. Temperatures 

are observed at the nodes along the midline of the tube. Temperature distribution along 

this path at the final crush distance is shown in Fig. 5.22a. The distance along the tube 

is normalized with zero referring to the distal end of the tube. 

For both materials, the increase in temperature along the axis is not substantial, however 

the increase is significant enough to warrant temperature inclusion in the material model. 

This can be seen by examining the temperature effects on the stress-strain curves shown 

in Fig. 3.15. It must be noted that the temperatures along the middle of tube, as shown 

here will be lower than at the corners of the plastic folds created during the crushing 

process. In these locations, large localised plastic strains, and hence large temperatures 

develop. It is more important however to examine the temperatures at the middle of 

the lobe. The peak temperatures in Fig. 5.22a are located at the centre of the plastic 

hinges created by the folding process. Of note is the highly localised temperatures in the 

aluminium tubes, as opposed to the steel tubes. This is a result of the much smaller lobe 

sizes in the aluminium tubes. In the steel tube panel, the decay in temperature is much 

more graduaL High temperatures are also found at the constrained boundaries at the 

proximal and distal end of the tubes for both materials. 

To understand the significance, if any, of thermal softening on the response of the panels, 

finite element simulations are conducted without adiabatic temperature effects. The 

force-displacement behaviour of tests A - B - 20 and S - B - 33, with and without 

temperature effects is shown in Fig. 5.22. Slightly larger force levels are observed when 

neglecting temperature although the difference is negligible in the aluminium tube case. 

The maximum crush distance is slightly shortened as a result of this. It is clear that 

temperature effects, although not significant should be included in the finite element 

model of the panels. 
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Chapter 6 

Analytical Modelling 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, simple analytical results are presented. The purpose of this is to provide 

elementary, closed form design formulae4 that can be used to estimate the response of the 

panels investigated in this study under blast loading. This is accomplished by partitioning 

the response into two phases, the first being the blast itself and the second being the 

crushing of the core tubes. The first phase is analyzed from the viewpoint of elementary 

stress wave transfer. The purpose of this is to determine the kinetic energy remaining to 

be dissipated by the panels after the blast event. Once this has been determined, well 

established results for the crushing of thin-walled square tubes can be used to obtain 

the global response of the panels to a given blast load. Further to this, critical design 

parameters can be obtained that provide further understanding of the behaviour of the 

panels under blast loads. A final analytical investigation is undertaken to compare the 

response of the proposed panels to those using lightweight aluminium foam core panels. 

Such a study is important as it allows for a comparison of the thin-walled tube core 

paradigm with another type of core as opposed to simply comparing different tube based 

cores. 

6.2 Phase I: Application of Blast Load 

6.2.1 Model Assumptions 

A simple analysis of the impulse transfer during the application of pressure pulse is given 

here. This analysis is done to obtain reasonable estimations of the top plate velocity 

and impulse transferred during application of the load. A complete understanding of the 

141 
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stress state behaviour within the tubes during the first phase of panel response aids in 

the prediction in post-bucking deformation. 

First, the following assumptions are made to simplify the analysis. The top plate is 

considered to be rigid. This is necessary as the analysis is based on the top plate being 

a non-deformable mass which transfers the impulse to the panel core. The assumption is 

justified as deformations are minimal, provided the pulse duration is short. The second 

assumption is that the material can be characterised with a bi-linear stress-strain curve. 

This implies that that state of stress is defined as 

(6.1) 

where E is the elastic modulus of the material, G is the hardening modulus and Cy is the 

strain at yield. Fig. 6.1 illustrates such constitutive behaviour. Also given in Figure 6.1 

is the plastically dissipated energy and stored elastic energy for an arbitrary stress-strain 

pair (0", E). For all calculations done in section 6.2 a yield stress O"y = 225 MPa and a 

hardening modulus of G = 700 MPa is assumed. These values correspond closely to the 

material properties obtained in chapter 3. It should be noted that strain-rate sensitivity 

of the material is not included in the analysis of phase 1. 

a 
II 

~::::--" I I 
G I I 

I I A y~otic 
I 
I 

Figure 6.1: Idealised bi-linear material model used in the modeling of panel response 
during blast loading. 

In addition to the the simplified material model during phase I, in terms of modelling the 

blast load, the analysis assumes a pressure pulse of the form 

P(t) = {Po 0:::; t :::; to 
o t > to 

(6.2) 

where Po is a constant pressure and to is the pulse duration. 
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iOi 
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subject to a constant pressure Po. The term At refers to the area of a single tube while 

nt is the number of tubes in the panel. The stress in the tubes at is defined as 

(6.3) 

where Pt is the material density, v is the particle velocity, and Ce is the elastic wave speed 

given as 

(6.4) 

The first thing to consider is when yielding of the tube material occurs, and how that 

is related to the blast duration. From this, the momentum transfer due to elastic wave 

propagation can be obtained. Balancing the forces in Figure 6.2 gives 

(6.5) 

where Ap and Mp are the plate area and mass respectively and v is the instantaneous 

plate velocity and since the plate is rigid, the particle velocity at the interface of the 

tubes and the plate are equal. Eq. (6.5) gives a simple separable differential equation. 

Firstly, The particle velocity at yield can be calculated as 

v: -~ 
y - C 

Pt e 

Separating the variables and setting up the integral gives 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

the limits of integration Vy and ty are the particle velocity and time at yield. Therefore 

(6.8) 

integrating this equation gives the final expression for the yielding time 

(6.9) 

Figure 6.3a shows the time to yield for the annealed mild steel as a function of pulse 

duration given by Eq. (6.9) for a constant impulse of 50 Ns. It is clear from this figure 

that the core tubes yield significantly before the end of the pulse. Although not figured, 

identical aluminium tubes give a blast duration to yield ratio of approximately 6 - 7. 
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Once ty has been determined the progress of the elastic stress wave is simply 

(6.10) 

The impulse transferred to the tubes due to the elastic wave at yield and at the end of 

the blast event are calculated respectively as 

(6.11) 

and 

(6.12) 

The slower plastic wave speed is governed primarily by the hardening modulus of the 

material and is given by 

Cp1 = fG Vr;: (6.13) 

The particle velocity within the plastic wave due to the elastic and plastic stress waves 

is then expressed as 

(Y-(Y 

Vpl = Ve + C y 
Pt pI 

(6.14) 

The impulse transferred to the tubes within the region of the plastic wave at the end of 

the blast event is therefore 

(6.15) 

This implies that the total impulse applied at the end of the blast event is dependent on 

Vpl and hence, the total strain in the tubes at t = to. 
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Figure 6.3: (a) Plot of the ratio of blast duration to to yield time as a function of blast 
duration. (b) Plot of the total impulse transfer suing application of the blast load as a 
function the blast duration. For both plots the panel investigated is the annealed mild 
steel and has geometric parameters htextt = 0.6 mm, hp = 3.0 mm, and R = 4. 

6.2.4 Prediction of Peak Top Plate Velocity 

Perhaps the most important prediction is that of determining the particle velocity at the 

tube-top plate interface, and hence the velocity of the top plate at the end of the blast 

event, denoted Vo. This is important as it allows the engineer to predict the amount of 

energy that needs to be absorbed by the crushing process. A simple approximation can 

be used as given is Eq. (6.16) 

(6.16) 

Where I is the prescribed blast impulse, Pp and hp are the top plate density and thickness 

respectively. Note that from this point onwards the plate mass is expressed as Mp = 

Appphp in order to have the design equations expressed explicitly in terms of the top 

plate thickness. Eq. (6.16) assumes that the impulse applied from the blast causes the 

plate to instantaneously attain the velocity Va. This is only true if the top plate is 

detached from the tubes and allowed to attain the maximum velocity. The top plate 

velocity will approach the value as the pulse duration approaches zero. Specifically, 

(6.17) 
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A more accurate expression for initial top velocity can be obtained by assuming that 

the particle velocity in the tubes over the entire plastic wave is at the top plate velocity 

at t = to. Under this assumption, the total applied impulse can be partitioned as the 

momentum in the plate after the blast event plus the impulse transfer within the elastic 

and plastic stress waves. Keeping in mind that a portion of the particle velocity in plastic 

portion of the stress wave is due to elastic wave propagation, the impulse partitioning 

can be described as 

(6.18) 

where I p1 , e is the impulse transfer within the plastic stress wave due to elastic wave 

propagation. If using the results in the previous section, the impulse partitioning can be 

expressed as 

(6.19) 

therefore, the peak velocity of the top plate, in terms of the panel design variables can 

be approximated as 

Va = 1- 4Vy {Ceto - Cp (to - ty)} ptntht l/ R 
Appphp + 4Cp1 (to - ty) ntpthtl/ R 

(6.20) 

From this expression it can clearly be seen that as the pulse duration to (and yield time 

ty) approaches zero, the initial top plate velocity approaches the velocity obtained by Eq. 

(6.16). Under the assumption that the entire plastic wave is travelling at this velocity, 

the impulse transferred to the tubes due to the elastic and plastic stress waves is given 

in Fig. 6.3b for a 50 Ns blast. 

The peak velocity of the top plate as a function of pulse duration for a fixed impulse of 

50 Ns is given in Fig 6.4 using Eq. (6.20). The analytical predictions for the top plate 

velocity agree well with the finite element results for small pulse durations however for 

longer pulses, the analytical predictions underestimate the peak velocity slightly. This is 

expected however) when examining the assumed stress state in the tubes as shown in Fig 

6.2. The assumed constant levels of stress are not instantly obtained when subjected to 

the elastic and then plastic stress wave and in actuality will ramp up to the assumed stress 

level. This results in a slight overestimation of impulse transfer during the compressive 

phase of blast transfer, and hence a lower peak velocity. 
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of the compression phase of the tube crushing process and energy absorbed during this 

process. The present study cannot assume this instantaneous attainment of velocity and 

instead determines the energy dissipated during the blast event while the tubes are in 

compression. This is an important distinction however in the study by Karagiozova et al. 

and the present study the objective is to obtain a more realistic expression for the input 

energy required in existing analytical formulae. 

For the proceeding discussion, the following assumptions are made in the analytical model 

.. The blast duration is short compared to the duration of crushing. 

.. The material is perfectly plastic . 

.. The shorting of the tube during the application of the blast load is negligible . 

.. The tubes in the panel core are long enough that simple elastic-plastic wave prop

agation theory can be used to model the stress state during the blast load . 

.. The energy absorbed by the top plate is negligible. 

The first assumption is required due to the difficulty in modelling the tube behaviour 

in the case where simple propagation of a stress wave along the length of a square tube 

cannot be assumed. The result of Fig. 6.4 also shows that predicting the peak velocity 

of the top plate is difficult for longer pulses. The assumption of perfectly plastic material 

behaviour is common in analytical modelling and is required for several formulae. The 

accurate determination of this characteristic stress is discussed in the next section. The 

assumption of no tube shortening during the blast event is acceptable as the shorting 

is very small relative to the length of the tube and this shortening only influences the 

tube dimensions and stroke capacity in a negligible way. The fourth assumption implies 

that the tubes must be long enough such that stress wave reflections do not need to be 

accounted for in the model. The reflection will cause errors in the model if the pulse 

duration to > 2l/Ce . In other words, the pulse duration must not be long enough such 

that the elastic stress wave can travel the length of the tube and back to the top plate. As 

the tube thickness is fixed at 75.0 mm for the study this corresponds to an approximate 

maximum pulse duration of 30 j1S. The final assumption is required as the deformation 

process within the top plate is very complex in general due to the boundary conditions, 

and is beyond the scope of this study. For relatively thick top plates under uniform 

loading however, this assumption is acceptable. 
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6.3.1 Mean Crushing Force 

To obtain reasonably accurate results under dynamic loading, strain rate effects must be 

accounted for. Although the plastic strain rate is difficult to measure in a tube under 

progressive folding, Abramowicz and Jones [17J estimate that it can be expressed as 

Ep = 0.33VaR/l (6.21) 

where Va is the initial plate velocity, R is the aspect ratio and l is the tube length. It 

should be noted that the tube aspect ratio refers to the mean aspect ratio of the tube 

and not the outer width. This is is keeping with standard practice is the analysis of shell 

structures [118]. Furthermore, direct comparisons with finite element shell solutions are 

possible. Eq. (6.21) can then be combined with the Cowper-Symonds relation 

(6.22) 

which was discussed in detail in section 3.5.2. Abramowicz and Jones [17] presented 

a simple formula for the mean dynamic crushing load of a square tube under dynamic 

loading. The formula scales the static crushing load F:;: as 

F:nt 
_ (_l_) 1/3 

Mo - 52.22 htR (6.23) 

where Mo is the plastic collapse moment ofthe square cross section given by Mo = achU4. 

Note that Eq. (6.23) assumes a symmetric buckling mode. Some of the panels investigated 

here may not buckle symmetrically and could show asymmetric mixed mode B collapse 

for example. In this case, the static mean collapse mode in then expressed as [17] 

Fst ( l ) 1/3 ( l ) 2/3 Aio = 45.90 htR + 1. 75 htR + 1.02 (6.24) 

The remainder of the analysis assumes a symmetric collapse mode for brevity. A large 

range of tube thicknesses are investigated analytically, many of which would be considered 

relatively thick and hence would buckle in a mixed mode as opposed to symmetric mode. 

It is assumed in the analysis that a trigger, such a circular cut-out, or indentation in used 

in the panel which induces symmtric buckling. 

In the above equations, the term ac is the characteristic stress which idealises the plastic 

flow of the material as perfectly plastic. There are various methods to account for strain 

hardening in the calculation of ac . A commonly used equation [118,153] for determining 
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is used to scale the mean load as 

1 

F~yn = 1 (0.33VoR) q 
Fst + lD 

m 

(6.28) 

Therefore scaling the expression in Eq. (6.23) and substituting for Mo gives 

!i I 3" 0.33VoR q 
Fm = 13.05crcht (R) 1 + ( lD ) 

1 { I} (6.29) 

This expression for the mean force has been shown to underestimate the true mean 

load [8]. Eq. (6.29) is derived based on the bending energy of the folding mechanism and 

assumes that the initial compression phase is a negligible portion of the absorbed energy. 

This is only true however if the impacting mass is much larger than the mass of the tube. 

Experiments reported by Karagiozova and Jones [24] and Karagiozova et al. [8] found that 

a tube subjected to a high velocity, small mass impact will have a considerably shorter 

deformed length 6 than what is predicted by Eq. (6.29). High velocity impacts allow for 

lateral inertia effects to become predominant which results in the tube supporting the 

unbuckled shape for a longer period of time. As a result, the energy absorbing capacity 

of a tube is increased with increasing striker velocity. 

6.3.2 Panel Capacity and Stroke Length 

Some simple expressions are given here to predict the energy absorption capacity and 

crush distance of the proposed panels under blast loading. Firstly, Jones [14] determined 

that the ratio of maximum crush distance 6max to tube length to be 

6max 
Ste = -Z- = 0.73 (6.30) 

for square tubes buckling in a progressive symmetric mode. For a panel with nt tubes 

of length l in the core, it is assumed that each tube has the same mean crush force Frn 
therefore the total energy absorption capacity of the core is 

(6.31) 

Inasmuch as Eq. (6.29) underestimates the mean load in a single tube, Eq. (6.31) will 

underestimate the capacity of the panel nt-fold. This is in addition to the underestima

tion from the energy dissipated due to plastic deformation in the top plate. Using Eq. 

(6.31) as a simple design formula may over-design the panel at higher impulses but will 

provide a good factor of safety. 
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To examine the response of the panels further, some simple results from Jones [14] are 

presented. It is clear from a simple free body diagram that 

(6.32) 

where v(O) = Va and v(tmax ) = 0 where tmax is the response duration. That is, at 

t = tmax all the kinetic energy from the blast is assumed to have been dissipated by the 

tubes. Therefore solving for dvjdt, integrating with respect to time and using the initial 

condition v(O) = Va gives 

(6.33) 

integrating Eq. (6.33) further with respect to time and applying the initial condition 

u(O) = 0 gives the deformation-time history 

(6.34) 

To find the total panel response duration t m , Eq. (6.33) is solved for t with v = 0 as this 

is when motion ceases. This gives 

(6.35) 

Alternatively, solving auj at = 0 for t will give the same result. The maximum crush 

distance, assuming compaction does not occur, is then simply u(tm ) which is expressed 

as 

(6.36) 

If the energy absorption capacity of the core tubes is insufficient to absorb the blast then 

the deformation may not reach u = Urn and the core compacts. This is an undesirable 

result as the forces at the base of the panel may exceed the peak buckling load of the 

tubes by several orders of magnitude. To determine the time when this occurs, the 

deformation-time relationship given in Eq. (6.34) is compared to the maximum allowable 

deformation Stel. This relation is then solved for t to give the time at which compaction 

occurs as 

(6.37) 

Therefore if tc ?: tm then the panel will be able to absorb the prescribed blast load. The 
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complete solution to the equation of motion is given by 

o t::;o 
Vot - nt

F
m

t2 0 < t ::; tm and t < tc 
2Appphp 

(6.38) 

It is of interest to analytically be able to predict the critical parameters which influence a 

panel's ability to absorb blast loading. A panel utilizes its full energy absorbing capacity 

if Urn = Stel. In other words, the blast is dissipated completely when the tube has crushed 

a distance exactly equal to its maximum stroke length. This relation, expanded in terms 

of the tube parameters is 

(6.39) 

where K, = 0.038314. For a fixed panel design, the impulse capacity of the panel is 

found by first solving Eq. (6.39) for Va using an appropriate root finding algorithm 

(Le. Newton's method) in Matlab. The solution to the problem is denoted vocrit
. The 

maximum impulse the panel can sustain is therefore 

Imax = Vocrit {Appphp + 4Cp1 (to - ty) ntpthtl/ R} 

+4Vy {Ceto - Cp (to - ty)} ptnthtl/ R 
(6.40) 

Alternatively, if the applied impulse is known for a particular application, the minimum 

thickness lmin required to absorb the load can be computed by solving Eq. (6.39) for l 

keeping in mind that the initial plate velocity is a function of the tube length using a fixed 

aspect ratio R. Finding the critical length is essential for blast attenuation application 

where thickness of the panel is more important than the mass. When examining panels 

with small thickness one must however consider the model assumptions, particularly those 

regarding the reflection of stress waves during application of the blast load. 
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6.4 Model Verification 

The simple analytical model is compared to finite element analysis in ABAQUS/Explicit 

and experimental tests to determine the accuracy of the formulae under blast loading. 

The panels used for comparison are described in section 5.2. Although the number of 

panels used in the experimental analysis are limited, comparison of experimental and 

analytical crush distance is important in determining the validity of the given formulae 

for panel design. 

The resulting crush distances for the steel tube and aluminium core are given in Figs. 6.6a 

and 6.6b respectively. It is clear that for the given panel geometries, the analytical and 

finite element models agree well provided the panel is not crushed beyond the theoretical 

maximum distance. Particularly good agreement is found for panel C tests with both core 

materials. For a number of the test cases, the analytical prediction is found to be slightly 

closer than the numerical prediction to the experimentally obtained crush distance. It is 

also clear from Fig. 6.6 that in test cases where the numerical result differs greatly from 

the experimental crush distance, that the analytical prediction does as well. 

Despite the encouraging results of the test cases presented here, consideration must be 

given to the limitations of the model. Karagiozova et at. [8] found that when tubular 

structures are impacted by a small mass at a high velocity, the mean load computed using 

Eq. (6.29) underestimates the true mean load. This is due to the fact that the analytical 

prediction assumes that energy absorption due to initial compression is negligible which is 

not the case under the high velocity loading conditions investigated here. As the top plate 

used in the experiments, and hence the validation, is relatively thick, the influence of the 

mass of the" impactor" is a large portion of the total energy required to be dissipated. 

This effectively minimizes the influence of the initial compression phase of buckling on 

the total mean force. It is therefore expected that for a given impulse, a reduction in 

the top plate thickness will possibly lead to large underestimations in the mean crush 

force. For the test cases studied here, such behaviour can be seen by comparing the 

numerical and analytical mean crush forces as shown in Fig. 6.7. The figure indicates 

a relatively good agreement in mean crush force levels in nearly all test cases. For 

both the steel and aluminium core panels the numerically obtained mean crush force 

increases with increasing impulse. The reasons for this were discussed in section 5.9.3. 

A large contribution to this is from the increased energy absorption during' the initial 

compression phase. For the steel tube core, the analytical mean crush does scale with 

increasing impulse, entirely due to strain-rate hardening however. For the aluminium 

tubes, the mean crush force is dependent only on geometry and hence is invariant to the 

applied impulse. It is clear that as the top plate velocity increases, this disparity will 

have an adverse effect on the predicted crush distance. It must be further noted that 
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Figure 6.7: Plot comparing analytical and finite element predictions for the test panels 
used in the experimental tests. 

as the latter are highly difficult to determine. Table 6.1 presents the test cases used 

for verification. Only panels Band C are verified as examining panel A provides no 

additional information. Test cases 1 and 3 are the standard case where the panel does 

not compact. Test cases 2 and 5 correspond to the case where the applied impulse 

exactly equals the impulse capacity of the respective panels. Finally, test cases 3 and 6 

examine the case where the applied impulse is greater than the capacity of the panel. 

For test cases 1 and 3 the calculation of te results in a complex value indicating that 

the panels dissipates the required energy before compaction as desired. For both of the 

panel configurations the maximum allowable impulse is determined using Eq. (6.40) and 

these impulses are applied in test cases 2 and 5. The purpose of this to ensure that under 

these blast magnitudes that um/l = Ste and that te/tm = lmin/l = Imax/ I = 1. The 

calculations presented in Table 6.1 indicate this to be true in test cases 2 and 5. Note 

that some of the parameters are slightly greater than one. This is a result of using a 

slightly higher critical impulse due to rounding the value to two digits after the decimal. 

The results of test cases 3 and 6 give the desired result of all critical parameters being 

then that unity except for lmin/l which must be greater than one indicating the minimum 

tube length is greater than that of the test case. It can therefore be concluded that the 

critical parameter formulae are correct. 
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Table 6.1: Validation of critical parameter formulas. In all test cases the material is 
annealed mild steel with ht = 0.6 mm, hp = 3.0 mm, and R = 4. 

Test Panel I (Ns) tcltm umll lminl I Imaxl I 
(Eq. 6.35, 6.37) (Eq. 6.36) (Eq. 6.39) (Eq. 6.40) 

1 B 40.00 0.46 0.58 1.28 
2 B 51.39 1.00 0.73 1.01 1.00 
3 B 53.00 0.76 0.77 1.06 0.97 
4 C 60.00 0.53 0.78 1.19 
5 C 71.23 1.00 0.73 1.02 1.00 
6 C 74.00 0.74 0.78 1.08 0.96 

6.5 Panel Performance 

The performance of the panels according to the analytical model is presented here. Pri

mary attention is given to the impulse capacity of a given panel and the impulse capacity 

per unit mass. The latter measure is referred to as the specific impulse capacity and is 

given by 

(6.41) 

where Mp and Meore are the top plate and core masses respectively. This expression is 

similar to the notion of specific energy but has more relevance to the present study on 

impulsive loading. Note that the specific impulse is defined in terms of the entire panel 

and not just the mass of the core tubes. The reason for this is that it is clear that under 

this definition the specific impulse would be maximized for the four tube panels of design 

A. For example, doubling the number of tubes in the core will double the core mass and 

approximately double the energy absorbing capacity however the critical velocity and 

hence impulse capacity is not doubled. 

Firstly, the influence of the tube aspect ratio R is examined. Figs. 6.8a and 6.8b show the 

relationship between Rand hp and ht respectively, in terms of impulse capacity. As can be 

clearly seen from the figures, the aspect ratio has little influence on the impulse capacity 

of the tubes. This is shown in chapter 7 to be consistent with the numerical results. This 

result is expected as when examining Eq. (6.29), the mean force is influenced only by 

the cube root of II R. In other words, large increases is the tube width (reductions in R) 

only increase the mean force slightly. The energy equivalent flow stress is slightly reduced 

however with increased tube width. It should be noted however that the tube aspect ratio 

will have more influence in actual blast scenarios as the top plate cannot be considered 

rigid. In this case, significant plate deformation can initiate global buckling modes in the 
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tllh~,.; r"SllI1ini', in" lIlllC1l low"r meaJL forC(' iul,he core tub"", for this reason, only TPSult,., 

ilt t.hwker t,op pb1" thickJL"ss,,, '''''' he cOJN,lered an'.urale unrler true blast loading 
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Figureli_ti: (a) Va.riationill impulSI' cap~"it~, ",s a rU11Ction or H !lJLd h, wilh "v = :l,Omm_ 
(b) Va.riation in impulO€ capacity "S a fUllctioll of R ,,"d hp with n, = 0,6 mm 

T,le impul,e ca1-'a.cities of steel and aluminiUlll ('or~ pan~ls arp giwn in Fig 6_9 For 

hotil ,.;j.,'('1 m,d ilillmiuinm cof(' p,,,,ds l,he p,lllel capacity is maxlnnud at the highe~t 

thi('kue",,; of tllh" aud lh" thick"sl top phI"" lhe impulse c;lpa.city i" a.lso ShOWll to 

h,' hi!-;Illv «'JLsili,'" 10 CkLUi','''' iJL I.ub" l,hickueso, It IS ,,1,0 clew: from the figure that 

,.;igulficiLl,l, iT",r!',,,'''s iJL im;ml"" "apiL('il',I- arc obLlined w1len im;rl'asing the number of 

tlll",s ill th" core. FlInh"r to Ihi", Ihe "xpecled result of higher illcrea..se cap!ldty In 

J);' m'l..; lIsiui', li)(' "tll",a':"d mild "I ed, 11 i~ iIll er&1 ing 1.0 llOl,e 1.1lal the steel tube show a 

brgpr spnsit,ivity to ('["Illg",.; iu I h,' top pial" thickm's..;, Thi" i~ dll(' I" 1.0p pbl.e lhickne><s 

hm-iug a large illf.l1CJL"" OJL tm' iJLil.i,d vdocil. .. of 1.11<' l,op plale and hence infiuellce the 

,tmiJl mt" hcml,'uiJLg ill 1.11" tni","_ 

Although it i" cl""r th,lI, tile p,,"d alworpti()ll c"pacil. .. Gill bc illcn".Nx-I usillg I.'le thic.\e,,1 

t.ub(,s alld to1-' ph\.(' t.h" qll""l.iou "till r"mailL~ ,'I., 10 1lOW 1,0 m,wmize the impulse capacity 

for il p"ud or il giv"u milS.~. Fig, EdO sho,,-, \,lle "peciEic impul"" of sl,eel alld aluminium 

I,uf", l"U"':S !k' "fnllction o[tube I hicknbs iln" I op pial e t1licklless. For both tub<o> lllat~ri"l 

I,ll" "p,~:itic impn:s,", is maximi.l(x-] [or JMnd, ,,-it,l .1 thin lop plate alld ~hick tulws, Thi,; 

i,,; llol, UJL"Xp(x:t(xl ho"-e,,,r iiS i.lw 1,,1' pial" eOIl.';1il.Ul,es a ,igllifieant ponioll of l,lw total 

1-"lJ,,,1 ma,", Corwidemtioll mllsl. I", giveJL I" I.hi" r"sull, however !.k' the a..SSUlllpl.ion of all 

uJLddorm"blc top pli11" I)(x'ome~ I"ss \'idid '.~'; th" lop p];d" h,u,mes l,hillller, 

Th~ sp~('iti(' impul."" i,,; ~imi.ar for p""~.s .-1. /3 aJLd C wi~1l a sm~ll iJLereilS" ob",r,,'d iiS a 

hl11<'tion of n", Thi" i" ill ,'ontrClft to tll~ r('s,l(HC';~ in t"rms of "bsoluk im;Jll],e ('iljw,cil.Y 

wherp the i" a ~igniti('ant illlprowm~l1t in pane: Gover par]('ls .. 1 aJLd 13. Th" iU][]('iil"d 
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This may result in failure of the absorber despite the panel having the capacity to absorb 

the required energy. This alludes to an interesting constrained optimization problem 

which is beyond the scope of this study. 
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6.6 Theoretical Comparisons with Foam Core Panels 

.\, de",',-i,,,,d in s{'('t.ion 2 2.2.' tele u"e Df nwtal!ic foaIT. core "andwich panel; i; arguabl) 

th" Ino';\' ",it.elble ~It"nliltiw tD t.he "l~nnu~e proposed in ~his thesis. The :-<>lariwly con

';."n\ C"lSel fo,-r',' and eligl. ,'oIllignreabi I it,- Df t,he ma.~s and ~ bso~ption capacity of met-alEc 

1""1'I" n,,,ke, l,e)('In ili~I.ly d('~imble for ,,;,SDr'oiIlg biR~t, loads, This ~tion Iheo~etically 

COInl",r"s t I.,' "'"pon -;(' ;) Ild p",-jim[)m,,',' of alun' in;nm I' Dam panel~ and tf.e p~oposed tu ;,e 

";)5''<1 core sl runn,-" 

'fLc l'cspon-;<c of alum:ninlll [mllll und,,"' "1,,,; locuiing I."s Ix'en giwn little Cltt.ent.icln in 

the li,cral.me I.Lu; [(Ir. I'll;, i, panicnlMlv 1.,-"" I' Dr COInl",,-i,ons of ('xlwriu]{,lltal t{'sts 

amI hlMhUc.d n,rxlels. II i, II,erd",'" defli('ult to "I1>n[(' tl.at. cu,-,-,'nt n.c"iel, cDmp!evly 

cap(un' d:c 11'U(' response of I.he [oarE pan"l" The pnrpos" o[ t.r", p"""n:. '111al,-,i, i, give' 

a gluhal compct:i,un of \ ub., ''ow and [rm.n, eOn' panel, nudel' bh-t Iml.(iing. '1'1", Inajority 

of (fj" teesis li)cu~e6 on coIT.parisuns alllong diJTcrelli I·U bc core l~m('ls, in tel'nb of vill'ious 

peri'nrInan('e mea"l1r~o, Ie;; uf inten'ot 10 COIT.[!MC tlw (U,>e cOl'C p,llwls 1.0 .mol.her energy 

a:,s()r:,ing st~ncture_ ~kcf. an anal\'"i~ can dct('~minr if I.Le pands pH.'S('nl.ed in I,his I,L",is 

('()mpa:-'",. at a g",nerallewl. w existing sandwich configul'alions. 

0.0.1 Analytical Foam 1Iodel Cnder Blast Loading 

P(t)-+ 
Foam core 

p, 

• 

r- Rigid base 
plate 

llm""';'Il d IJJ liS; ,md Ma and Ye l t!Oj u;.ed a om '-di m, 'n,iol1al sLcwk pWjMg"l.on II")(]"'] to 

d,'veiop dJf"n'ntial e<juatioIl" descJibillg tf.C behaviou~ of aluminiuIT. liMm )Janel; lmdcr 

iIrlJ",lsiw loading. As the problem g('omet~j' is (ee 6aIT.C .'" pn',,"n1<"d in ILmssen tl 

1J.i., ,71{, t I '" d",-inlt.cC)Jl of t I.e ditfe,-",mi al €<jl\;J.t;on OJ IT.ot:on ;; not inc;ud, 'd hen' _ Fo~ 11](' 
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model, the loading is assumed to be given by 

P (t) = {Po 0:::; t :::; to 
o t > to 

(6.42) 

where Po is the constant blast pressure and to is the pulse duration. This is a rectangular 

pressure pulse as opposed to a triangular pulse used by the previously mentioned authors 

[78,80]. It should be noted that the following analysis was reproduced using a triangular 

pulse for the purposes of validation and to compare the response differences between 

the pulse shapes. It was found that the rectangular and triangular puls~s produced 

nearly identical results. The rectangular pulse is chosen to maintain consistency with the 

remainder of this work. The motion of the foam panel u(t) is governed by the differential 

equation of Eq. (6.43). 

[ 
pfAp ].. pfAp. 2 [ ( )] Ap 

1 + -M u u + -M u + 0"0 - P t M = 0 
pED oED 0 

(6.43) 

In Eq. (6.43), Mp is the mass of the cover plate, Ap is the cross sectional area of the 

panel, Pf is the foam density, ED is the densification strain of the foam and 0"0 is the 

crushing strength of the foam. Fig. 6.11 illustrates the foam core sandwich construction. 

The differential equation given by Eq. (6.43) is a second order non-linear ordinary dif

ferential equation with piecewise coefficients. This implies careful consideration when 

determining the solution. The methodology used here is to break the equation into two 

separate differential equations based on the time with respect to the pulse duration to as 

given by Ma and Ye [80]. 

Phase I: t :::; to 

During this phase the pressure is applied as P(t) = Po. Eq. (6.43) is thus reduced to 

a non-piecewise ordinary differential equation. The solution for this phase of motion is 

given by uo(t). The initial conditions are clearly uo(O) = uo(O) = O. Using the symbolic 

mathematical package Maple [154], the solution uo(t) for the given range of t is computed 

as 

-MpED + 
uo(t) = -----'------,------- (6.44) 

From this solution, it is clear that uo(t) :::; 0 if Po :::; 0"0. This implies that no deformation 

takes place if the peak pressure of the blast is less than the crushing strength of the foam. 

The variable U1 = uo(to) is introduced here which represents the displacement of the 
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panel top plate at the end of the blast event and is given as 

(6.45) 

The velocity of the cover panel at the end of the blast event VI is given as 

(6.46) 

Furthermore, 

uo(t) = 0 =} <70 = Po (6.47) 

therefore if <70 < Po then deformation of the panel will continue to at least t = to provided 

the panel does not compact. In other words, under a rectangular pulse the foam will not 

deform at all or will deform at least until the end of the pulse duration, or it will compact. 

Under a triangular pulse, if Po < 2<70 then deformation will cease before the end of the 

blast. 

It is possible for the panel to cease motion during the blast event due to compaction of 

the foam. That is, the foam has crushed to its maximum distance u = lED' This case 

can be ignored for the current application as the blast event is much shorter than the 

expected duration of response. Despite this, a short analysis is given for completeness. If 

the foam compacts before t = to, then uo(tco) = lED where tco is the time at compaction 

and tco < to. Using Eq. (6.44) to solve uo(tco ) = lED gives 

EDl(2Mp + Aplpf) 
Ap(Po - (70) 

(6.48) 

Since Eq. (6.44) is monotonically increasing, and we know Po > <70, Eq. (6.48) will always 

have a real solution. The solution only makes physical sense however if teo < to. Therefore 

if to < tco then the panel will not compact before the end of the blast. Alternatively, for 

a given blast pulse the minimum thickness 1 of the panel required to ensure compaction 

does not occur during the blast loading is found by simply solving u(to) = lED which 

implies that 1 must satisfy 

(6.49) 

Assuming that the blast has not been attenuated and that the foam has not fully com-
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pacted, then at the end of the blast the new effective cover plate mass M d , is the original 

cover plate mass plus the mass of the densified foam which is considered rigid in the 

analysis. This mass is given by 

(6.50) 

Phase II: t > to 

If the peak pressure satisfies Po > 0-0 then deformation will continue past the duration 

of the blast to if the bla..'lt is not dissipated. The solution for this phase of motion is 

denoted by Ul (t). The motion of the cover panel is described by the following differential 

equation: 

[1 + pfAp ,] .. , + pfAp . '2 + Ap - 0 
M Ul Ul M UI 0'0 M -
~D ~D d 

(6.51) 

This is a differential equation in terms of the cover plate displacement after the pulse 

duration given as u~ = U - U1 . The initial conditions are u~ (0) = 0 and UI' (0) = Vl where 

VI is given by Eq. (6.46). The solution to the ordinary differential equation given by Eq. 

(6.51) is 

(6.52) 

where t' is the instantaneous time after the blast event given by t' = t - to. Using this 

substitution along with Eqs. (6.45), (6.46), and (6.50), the solution for this phase of 

motion is 

(6.53) 

Solving for du/dt = 0 gives the time when motion ceases as 

(6.54) 

Therefore if the foam does not compact for some t < tIn then at t = tIn the blast has been 

fully attenuated and Ul (t) = Ul (tIn) for all t ;:: tIn' 

To determine the time when compaction will occur, if at all, requires solving Ul(t) = lED' 

Unlike Uo, Ul is not monotonically increasing and thus the solution to Ul (t) = lED will 

either have two real solutions or a complex conjugate pair. The latter set implies that 
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compaction does not occur and the displacement reaches its peak value before intersecting 

the line Ul(t) = lCD' For the case ofreal solutions, the smaller solution is clearly the time 

at compaction. This is given by 

(6.55) 

The complete solution to Eq. (6.43) is presented in Eq. (6.56). Comparisons involving 

tel are only valid if tel E R If not then it is assumed tel > t m . 

Uf(t) = 

o 
-MpcD+V cD (M~cD-PfA2t2(170-PO)) 

pfA 

-MpCD+V cD (M~ED -PfA~ (t~PO+170t2 -2tPoto)) 

PrAp 

-MpED+VC:D(MgC:D-PfA~t5Po(1-Polao)) 
pfAp 

cDl 

t :::; 0 or PO:::; t'JO 

o < t :::; to and t < teo 

to < t < tm and t < tel 
(6.56) 

t 2:: tm and t < tel 

(t < to and t 2:: teO) or 

(t 2:: to and t 2:: tel) 

Now that the time when compaction occurs is determined the minimum panel thickness 

l required to absorb a given blast load can be determined. This is clearly a useful tool 

when designing such structures. The existence of a real value for lmin, implies that the 

expression inside the square root of Eq. (6.55) must be positive. This expression is a 

quadratic in l which has the positive root given by 

-t'JOMpCD + J t'J5M;c~ + A~t6PoPfcD(PO - t'Jo) 
lmin = ------'--------------

PfApCDt'JO 
(6.57) 

therefore if l 2:: lmin then the panel will absorb given blast without becoming fully com

pacted. If l < lmin, then the remaining load is transferred directly to the protected 

structure resulting in stress levels much higher than t'Jo. 

The final expression of interest is the the impulse capacity of a given panel. .In other 

words, for a fixed panel configuration, the task is to determine what is the largest possible 

impulsive load that can be applied assuming a fixed pulse duration. If a given panel 

has used its entire energy absorbing capacity and completely attenuated the blast then 

tm = tel' In other words, the time required to absorb the blast exactly equals the time 

when compaction occurs. This relationship can then be solved for Po using Eqs. 6.54 and 
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6.55 which results in a quadratic expression for Po. The positive root of this equation 

gives the expression for maximum allowable pressure Poax. Multiplying this pressure 

value by toA gives the maximum allowable impulse Imax as 

(6.58) 

The solution given by Eq. (6.56) is compared with published models. Eq. (6.56) is 

implemented in Matlab along with the solutions given by Hanssen et al. [78] and Ma and 

Ye [80]. The test cases used are shown in Table 6.2. For all panels given in Table 6.2, 

the top plate has a thickness of hp = 3.0 mm with a cross sectional area of 150 x 150 

mm and a density of 7850 kg/m3 . This is the typical mild steel top plate used int the 

numerical and analytical studies of the tube core panels. 

To determine suitable foam properties design formulae from the literature are used. It is 

assumed for the purposes of this analytical investigation that the foam is similar to the 

Hydro Aluminium foam often studied in the literature. The plateau stress (To is usually 

expressed in terms of the foam density using a power law of the form 

(To = C (~)n 
Pfo 

(6.59) 

where the values of C and n are 800 and 2.38 respectively [61,62]. The values also compare 

well with the reported density-stress curves in Reyes et al. [155]. The parameter Pfo is 

the density of the parent material in the foam cell wall which is taken as 2700 kg/m3 . 

The densification strain ED is also a function of foam density and can be expressed as 

ED = 1- 0: (~) 
Pfo 

(6.60) 

The value of 0: is taken as 0: = 1.5 as reported by Hanssen et ai. [51,52] however values 

as low as 0: = 1.4 [55,58,87] and as high as 0: = 2.0 [80] have been used in similar studies. 

The value of 0: = 1.5 is chosen as it is used in the analysis of the Hydro Aluminium foam. 

This 0: value appears to give rather high densification strains compared to other types 

of aluminium foams however this will provide an upper bound on the energy absorption 

capacity of the foams. 

Table 6.2 outlines foam and blast properties of several test cases used to validate the 

proposed modeL Test cases 1 - 3 give the response of a low density foam with large 

thickness. The tests represent blast attenuation, attenuation at the point of compaction, 

and compaction respectively. Test case 4 is included to show that at small pulse durations, 

combined with low resistance foam, that the square pulses used here converge to the 

triangular pulses used by Hanssen et al. [78] and Ma and Ye [80]. Test cases 5 - 7 are 
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Table 6.2: Foam core properties and blast load properties used in the validation test cases 
of the proposed aluminium foam model. 

Foam properties Blast properties 

Test Case Pf (kg/m3
) ao (MPa) ED l (mm) I (Ns) to (J-ts) 

1 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 30.00 50.0 
2 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 41.17 50.0 
3 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 48.00 50.0 
4 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 30.00 '20.0 
5 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 40.00 20.0 
6 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 53.57 20.0 
7 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 58.00 20.0 

analogous to test cases 1 - 3 but use a higher density foam with a smaller thickness. 
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Figure 6.12: - - - Triangular pulse solution given by Hanssen et al. [78] and Ma and 
Ye [80]. - Proposed solution using a rectangular pulse. Plot of foam model verification 
for test ca..'les (a) 1 - 3 and (b) 4 - 7. 

It should be noted that the piecewise function given by Eq. (6.56) is implemented in 

Matlab based explicitly on the critical time calculations given by Eqs. (6.48) , (6.54) , 

and (6.55). Fig. 6.12 gives the displacement of the front panel as a function of time for 

each of the seven test cases. The solution presented here is compared to the triangular 

pulse results given by Hanssen et al. [78] and Ma and Ye [80]. For all test cases the front 

panel displacement modelled here is shown to agree very closely with the results from the 

literature. The shape of the pulse clearly has little effect on the resulting panel behaviour, 

particularly if the pulse duration is small and the foam has low strength. This is shown 
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by examining the results of test case 4 in Fig. 6.12b where the square and triangular 

pulses give nearly identical responses due to the small pulse duration. 

Table 6.3 presents panel response parameters of interest for the test cases. Of note is the 

compaction time tel/to is real only for test cases 3 and 7 even though compaction appears 

to occur at t = tm in cases 2 and 6. In the latter cases the applied impulse is just slightly 

lower than the maximum impulse and hence teI/to in these cases has a small imaginary 

component and is not given. It is clear however from Fig. 6.12 that compaction does 

occur at t = tm' 

Table 6.3: Critical response parameters for the panels and loading conditions given in 
Table 6.2. 

Test Case VI (ms-1 ) teO/to tel/to tm/to lmin/ l Imax/ I 

1 52.49 5.60 16.33 0.56 1.37 
2 72.95 4.73 22.41 1.00 1.00 
3 85.36 4.37 12.84 26.13 1.31 0.86 
4 54.94 8.68 40.83 0.58 1.35 
5 67.27 4.39 10.46 0.57 1.34 
6 92.01 3.74 14.01 1.00 1.00 
7 100.03 3.59 9.46 15.17 1.16 0.92 

6.6.2 Foam Core Response to Blast Loading 

Now that a simple model has been developed foam core panels under blast loads, the 

critical parameter formulae can be used to describe the panel's energy absorption capacity 

in similar terms to that of the tube based cores. Fig. 6.13 gives the impulse capacity and 

specific impulse capacity of a 75.0 mm thick aluminium foam core panels as a function 

of foam density and top plate thickness. As expected the impulse capacity is found to 

be maximized with a high foam density and a thick top plate. This is analogous to the 

tube based pan where thick tubes can be used in the core to maximize impulse capacity, 

however this increases the peak and mean force levels transmitted at the base of the panel 

which may give undesirable results. 

As with the tube based cores the specific impulse capacity is found to be maximized using 

a thin top plate and high density foam. As is the case with the tube based cores, the 

top plate constitutes a significant portion of the panel mass while having a comparatively 

smaller effect on the amount of energy to be absorbed. The top plate influence on the 

specific impulse capacity of the panel is much less pronounced however with almost no 

reduction in specific impulse capacity when reducing the thickness of the top plate. It is 
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Table 6.2: Foam core properties and blast load properties used in the validation test cases 
of the proposed aluminium foam model. 

Foam properties Blast properties 

Test Case Pf (kg/m3
) ao (MPa) CD l (mm) I (Ns) to (J-Ls) 

1 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 30.00 50.0 
2 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 41.17 50.0 
3 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 48.00 50.0 
4 200.0 1.63 0.89 40.0 30.00 '20.0 
5 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 40.00 20.0 
6 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 53.57 20.0 
7 400.0 8.50 0.78 15.0 58.00 20.0 

analogous to test cases 1 - 3 but use a higher density foam with a smaller thickness. 
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Figure 6.12: - - - Triangular pulse solution given by Hanssen et al. [78] and Ma and 
Ye [80]. - Proposed solution using a rectangular pulse. Plot of foam model verification 
for test cases (a) 1 - 3 and (b) 4 - 7. 

It should be noted that the piecewise function given by Eq. (6.56) is implemented in 

Matlab based explicitly on the critical time calculations given by Eqs. (6.48) , (6.54) , 

and (6.55). Fig. 6.12 gives the displacement of the front panel as a function of time for 

each of the seven test cases. The solution presented here is compared to the triangular 

pulse results given by Hanssen et al. [78] and ::VIa and Ye [80]. For all test cases the front 

panel displacement modelled here is shown to agree very closely with the results from the 

literature. The shape of the pulse clearly has little effect on the resulting panel behaviour, 

particularly if the pulse duration is small and the foam has low strength. This is shown 
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by examining the results of test case 4 in Fig. 6.12b where the square and triangular 

pulses give nearly identical responses due to the small pulse duration. 

Table 6.3 presents panel response parameters of interest for the test cases. Of note is the 

compaction time teI/to is real only for test cases 3 and 7 even though compaction appears 

to occur at t = tm in cases 2 and 6. In the latter cases the applied impulse is just slightly 

lower than the maximum impulse and hence teI/to in these cases has a small imaginary 

component and is not given. It is clear however from Fig. 6.12 that compaction does 

occur at t = tm' 

Table 6.3: Critical response parameters for the panels and loading conditions given in 
Table 6.2. 

Test Case Vi (ms-1
) teO/to teI/to tm/to lmin/l Imax/ I 

1 52.49 5.60 16.33 0.56 1.37 
2 72.95 4.73 22.41 1.00 1.00 
3 85.36 4.37 12.84 26.13 1.31 0.86 
4 54.94 8.68 40.83 0.58 1.35 
5 67.27 4.39 10.46 0.57 1.34 
6 92.01 3.74 14.01 1.00 1.00 
7 100.03 3.59 9.46 15.17 1.16 0.92 

6.6.2 Foam Core Response to Blast Loading 

Now that a simple model has been developed foam core panels under blast loads, the 

critical parameter formulae can be used to describe the panel's energy absorption capacity 

in similar terms to that of the tube based cores. Fig. 6.13 gives the impulse capacity and 

specific impulse capacity of a 75.0 mm thick aluminium foam core panels as a function 

of foam density and top plate thickness. As expected the impulse capacity is found to 

be maximized with a high foam density and a thick top plate. This is analogous to the 

tube based pan where thick tubes can be used in the core to maximize impulse capacity, 

however this increases the peak and mean force levels transmitted at the base of the panel 

which may give undesirable results. 

As with the tube based cores the specific impulse capacity is found to be maximized using 

a thin top plate and high density foam. As is the case with the tube based cores, the 

top plate constitutes a significant portion of the panel mass while having a comparatively 

smaller effect on the amount of energy to be absorbed. The top plate influence on the 

specific impulse capacity of the panel is much less pronounced however with almost no 

reduction in specific impulse capacity when reducing the thickness of the top plate. It is 
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much lower. Since the stress applied as the base of the foam core panels is the plateau 

stress up to densification we have the relation 

(6.61) 

where the superscripts f and t refer to the foam and tube based cores respectively. Note 

that the relation t;, ntF m = I is not explicitly true as the formulation of F m is based on 

the the impulse remaining to be transferred after application of the load as discussed in 

section 6.3. Fig. 6.14 shows typical idealised force transfer behaviour for steel tube and 

foam based panels under an applied impulse of 40 Ns with a 10 f-lS pulse duration. For 

both panel types, the core thickness is 75.0 mm with a top plate thickness of 3.0 mm. 

The tubes have a thickness of 0.6 mm with aspect ratio R = 4. It is clear from Fig. 6.14 

that for the geometric and materials parameters examined in this study that the force 

levels and dissipation times are within the same range and depend strongly on the panel 

design parameters. Of particular note is how closely the response of the panel A tube 

core design mimics the behaviour of the low density foam core panel. 
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Figure 6.14: Plot of idealised reaction forces at the base of the tube and foam core panels 
for an applied impulse of 40 Ns with a 10 f-lS pulse duration. For both panel types, the core 
thickness is 75.0 mm with a top plate thickness of 3.0 mm. The tubes have a thickness of 
0.6 mm with aspect ratio R = 4. 

Simple comparisons of tube and foam based cores show that performance in terms of 

impulse capacity and force transfer to the protected structure are similar and depends 

strongly on the design parameters. The next section investigates this further by expanding 

on the criteria of comparison. 
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6.6.3 Mass and Thickness Comparison of Tube and Foam Based 

Cores 

To study further, the energy absorbing capabilities of the foam core panels in terms of 

the tube based panels, several investigations are undertaken. Although fixing the foam 

core thickness to the thickness of the tube based panels and comparing the capacities 

and corresponding mass is useful, it does not give a complete characterisation of the 

panels. It should be kept in mind that the under the proposed industrial application of 

the panels, that not only energy absorption, and mass efficiency are of importance but 

also the overall panel thickness. An energy absorbing panel may be of small mass and 

absorb the required energy, however if it requires an excessive thickness it may become 

unsuitable for a given application where space is limited. 

To compare the thickness based performance of the tube and foam based cores, a simple 

numerical investigation is performed. Firstly, for the steel and aluminium tube panels, 

the maximum impulse as a function of tube thickness and top plate thickness is computed. 

For each of these tube based designs, the minimum thickness foam based panel required 

to absorb the corresponding impulse is found using Eq. (6.57). This procedure is done 

for a low density 200 kg/m3 and a high density 400 kg/m3 foam. The top plate thickness 

is set to the maximum value of 4.0 mm in order to give a lower bound on the minimum 

thickness. Fig. 6.15a and Fig. 6.15b show contour plots of results corresponding to 

the steel and the aluminium core tubes respectively for a low density foam (200kg/m3 ). 

Fig. 6.16a and Fig. 6.16b provide the results using a higher density foam (400kg/m3). 

Specifically, the total foam panel to tube core panel thickness ratio is given along with 

the corresponding mass ratio. The areas outlined in red correspond to tube based panels 

designs which require a larger thickness/mass than the foam based panel. 

For the low density foam it is observed that the majority of steel tube core design space 

results in a smaller required thickness than the foam core panel. For the steel tube core, 

only for relatively small tube thickness and top plate thickness can the low density foam 

panel absorb the maximum impulse using a smaller thickness. This region is significantly 

expanded when comparing the aluminium tube core to the foam cure due to the smaller 

impulse capacities at identical tube core panel thickness. For all but the largest tube 

thickness and top plate thickness does the tube core panel result in a smaller required 

thickness. In terms of mass ratios for the steel tube based panels, all tube core designs 

have a smaller mass than the foam core design that with the same impulse capacity. This 

is also observed for the aluminium core tubes as all low density foam core panels required 

a higher mass than the tube based core. This is slightly misleading however as the foam 

core panels have a fixed top plate thickness of 4.0 mm which contributes a significant 

portion of the overall panel mass. The large top plates do allow for much smaller core 
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(or" pcmd Ci('Sl,~JLS tbm [('Suit in Ill{' highest impul"" ~tl.pllcity wit.hin the ,~:Wl1 d''''ign 
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pand thi('kn~is NlIll,e Illull.' thaI) _0 t,'lJle, \,:Oilt. oft,:l<' sted tllhr ~·or~ pand, 

'Lw 'Tit,i "".I t h i r:bi es.~ >lnd m as., information provid",i ill F ig_ {i. 1 7 wn I", [,UI :wr uWi/ed 

t-o d's(,"rJI iIlt.€rt'stiIl8' propertiP3 of tel(.' tub.'.' and [oam bil",,',d r:ore" I"" ,jItl i, t.o h" ah,,, 

I" >l-"S""r til" '1U",:iOIl d, giwn f,t partiCUlar foa.m d"Jl3i\,y Cond \,op plat" \.:,iCkrH'~', wi:1 

I he' minimum t.:1 ickIl (-.;s a11d m,~,~s d tel~ foam ror~ l"lDC'1 rC<J Ilin~l to "bsorh \.l", ma.xim 11Itl 

tub" r:O"~ iItlpulse L"? larger than the cube con' panel? Iu other wurd" til(' s"t- of pOjJlt~ 

ill [oaItl de~igIl ,pa('" r€quiring ill c. t.:okker/h~avi"r pl\llcl in order to Cobsorb \,h" re'luinxl 

impuls" l""ds t.o be dptermin€G_ To determin" the foa.m dC'lli~1l3 t.ilat re'lllir" t.i", ".""let 

<lliIL" t.ili('kn"ss ''" the t.uhe b>l"",.d rore, the plan!.' l,il, 1 i3 ill\,,,rsr-d,,d wil-il\,elC sur[;,ce~ 
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however the mass of the resulting panel is lower than that of the steel tube panel. For all 

foam designs in region D, the foam panel thickness and mass required are less than the 

thickness and mass of the highest capacity tube core paneL 

It should be noted that analysis presented here does not, in general, determine the regions 

in foam design space where the foam core panel has a minimum thickness and mass 

greater than the minimum thickness and mass of the tube core panel that can absorb 

a given impulse. The design space partitioning of Fig. 6.18 is a direct comparison to 

a particular tube core panel design and not a particular impulse. The latter is a much 

more difficult problem as for a given impulse, the minimum thickness or mass,panel is not 

easily attainable and requires a more mathematical optimization technique. Specifically, 

for every critical impulse value I within the bounds given in Fig 6.9 there exists a contour 

in the tube design space resulting in panels designs with I as the impulse capacity and 

a corresponding minimum core thickness of 75.0 mm. Each point on the contour results 

in a slightly different total panel thickness due to the top plate however the mass varies 

significantly. In general however, if the tube core thickness is allowed to vary, as opposed 

to being fixed at 75.0 mm then for each tube thickness and top plate thickness there exists 

a different minimum panel thickness and corresponding mass for a given impulse. The 

design parameters corresponding to the minimum panel thickness and mass would need 

to be obtained using optimization techniques. The analysis presented above however is 

in terms the maximum allowable impulse the of the tube core panels which is at the edge 

of the design space and hence the panel with this impulse capacity is unique. This panel 

is therefore implicitly the minimum mass panel over the given range of design values and 

assuming a fixed tube core thickness. 
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esign Studies 

7.1 Parametric Study Outline 

In this section a parametric design study is presented. The purpose of the study is to 

determine the influence of various design parameters on the response of the proposed pan

els. As the construction of the panels is laborious and expensive, conducting a numerical 

study using the finite element method is a desirable alternative. Since the components of 

the model are validated experimentally in chapter 5, the numerically predicted response 

should give a high level of confidence that the experimental behaviour is similar. Al

though a formal optimisation study is not presented, design level observations can be 

made from a parametric study to determine the optimal panel design variables. Perfor

mance of the panels investigated here is evaluated using the measures given in section 

4.6. This provides valuable insight into future mathematical optimisation studies. 

7.1.1 Design Variables 

The design parameters and variables which are used in the parametric study are presented 

here. It is useful at this point to define a naming convention for the panels in terms of 

the design variables described here. The naming scheme is given as 

panel - >. - ht - hp - R 

Where panel refers to the panel layout (A, B, C) as given in Fig. 4.1. The parameter 

>. is also defined in Fig. 4.1. The parameters ht and hp are the the tube and top plate 

thickness respectively, both given in mm. The tube aspect ratio is given by R. Table 7.1 

summarises the values of the design variables examined in this study. 

179 
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Table 7.1: Plate design variables used in the parametric study. 

Design variable 

Panel layout 
), 

Tube thickness (ht ) 

Top plate thickness (hp ) 

Tube aspect ratio (R) 

Values used in numerical study 

A, B, C (Fig. 4.1) 
0.450, 0.475, 0.500, 0.525, 0.550, 0.575 
0.600, 0.625, 0.650, 0.675, 0.700 
0.50 mm, 0.55 mm, 0.60 mm, 0.65 mm, 0.70 mm 
2.0 mm, 2.50 mm, 3.00mm, 3.50 mm, 4.00 mm 
3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6 

7.1.2 Finite Element Model 

The finite element model of the panels used in this parametric study is presented in 

section 4.3. Of particular note is the use of circular cut-out imperfections as shown in 

Fig. 4.3, as opposed to the hemispherical indentation triggers used in the experimental 

investigations. As a result of the large number of panels investigated in this numerical 

study, the creation of indentation triggers is not practical due to the computational time 

required in creating the dents. The cut-out triggers require no additional computational 

time while still having the desired effect of symmetric buckling initiation, at the same 

location, within each tube of a panel. 

For the design study presented in this chapter, the tube material is assumed to be the 

annealed mild steel discussed in chapter 3. Although conducting a similar parametric 

study using aluminium tubes would be beneficial, the focus of the study is to gain an 

understanding of the geometric panel variables and their influence on absorption perfor

mance. This can be accomplished to a reasonable degree using only a single material 

model. The annealed mild steel is ideal for these purposes as it has the highest impulse 

capacity. Further to this, results, if any, relating to rate sensitivity can be obtained using 

the mild steel. As the mild steel is annealed according to the procedure described in 

section 3.1, the variation in work hardening resulting from variation in tube aspect ratio 

can also be neglected. This is clearly desirable when examining a large range of tube 

geometries. 

The blast load is assumed to be a 50 Ns square pulse with a 10 fLS duration. The limitation 

of examining only a single load is a requirement of the computational complexity of the 

problem. The load is carefully chosen according to the certain requirements. The load 

must be large enough to induce compaction for panel designs which are expected to have 

a small impulse capacity. This is a requirement as it is of interest to examine the effect 

panel compaction has on various panel efficiency measures. The load must not be too 

large however, so as to excessively deform the weak panels to the point where numerical 

instabilities develop. The impulse must also be large enough to deform panels with large 
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impulse capacity to the point where meaningful quantitative measures can be extracted. 

7.1.3 Parametric Study Formulation 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the influence of various geometric panel design 

variables on the absorption performance of the panels. Ideally, a complete factorial design 

study that simultaneously varies all the design parameters described in section 7.1.1 is 

carried out. The proposed problem is highly non-linear and thus requires significant 

computational time, and hence a full factorial study is not practical. In order to obtain 

an accurate characterization of panel performance in design space, a simplified method 

is used. 

Firstly, the panel layout, in terms of tube position, is varied according to the values of A 

in Table 7.1. For these simulations, the plate thickness is fixed at 3.0 mm while the tube 

thickness is fixed at 0.6 mm. The constant top plate thickness is chosen as it expected 

to be thick enough to not deform excessively under standard loading conditions, however 

it is not so thick that it removes any interaction effects with the crushing modes of the 

core tubes. The constant tube thickness is chosen as it is the mean wall thickness and 

corresponds to the nominal tube thickness used in the experiments of chapter 5. The 

tube aspect ratio is also fixed at R = 4 as this corresponds to a slightly more slender 

tube than the tubes investigated experimentally. 

Once this phase is completed, the value of ~st is computed for each panel design. The 

values of A corresponding to the maximum, median and minimum value of ~st are identified 

for each panel layout (A,B, and C). Note that the design with minimum Est is considered 

to be the most stable. Panels, with tube positions corresponding to each of these A 

values, in addition to values lying on the edge of the design boundary are then subjected 

to variation in tube geometry and top plate geometry. The purpose of this is to determine 

if the panel design variables can improve/reduce stability and performance in panels with 

poorly positioned tubes. 

In the design study, the tube thickness (ht ) is varied while tube aspect ratio is fixed 

at R = 4 and the top plate thickness is fixed at hp = 3.0 mm. Tube aspect ratio is 

then varied with the remaining design variables fixed at ht = 0.6 mm and hp = 3.0 

mm. Finally, hp is varied while tube geometric parameters are fixed at ht = 0.6 mm and 

R = 4. The procedure is outlined in Fig. 7.1. Using this methodology, combined with 

appropriate interpolation provides the performance of the panels at 'slices' of the design 

space. 

In addition to variation of panel design parameters at different tube positions, a further 

study on the influence of tube geometry is conducted. For this set of numerical invest i-
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gations, only the optimal tube layout is examined, while tube thickness and aspect ratio 

are varied. This is an interesting study as it allows for a clear determination of how 

geometric tube parameters influence panel performance assuming the tubes are placed in 

an optimal or near-optimal position. 

The parametric study presented here conducts numerical simulations of the response of 

273 unique panel geometries under a fixed blast loading. Although this is not as robust 

of a methodology as using a mathematical optimisation algorithm, it is deemed to be a 

sufficient quantity of numerical tests to observe trends in the response and efficiency of 

the panels under the given blast load. 

For each panel template i in {A, S, C} : 
DalaTr/ne panel __ lor 31 /, 

._.,T_7.1 _h,=o.e.....". 
R = 4l1l'1<I h, = 3.0""" 

For each panel template i in lA, 8, C} : 
FIfId oeI S,ot /, voI_ ""-"'inII 10 
the maximum, r1"\II!dI.an, and I"rMnimtrm 
val_ of ~ _ in 1he previous .\lej> 

Forlllllm Nt 5, For each .. I 5, For each HI 5, 
For eaeh A YIIlue in Nt S,plUS extreme A values 

FIfId """,, __ lor eodI voIue 01 h, in Table 7.1 
_ R-4111'1<1 h" -3.0mm 

For eam A VIIlue in Nt 5, plus utreme A vllllues 
Find paneI __ for """" vol"" 01 n, in T_7.1 
with ht ill O.6rnm and R. 4 

For eam panel temple!e i in {A, 8, C} : 
For the A ccfTlllll)OMding to the smallest value of I;.. in .. , S, 

"ind """,,_lor _ voIue of n, l1l'1<I R in T_1.1 
with hp ill 3.0 mm 

For 8em panel template i in {A, B. C} : 
For the A cofTlllll)OMdirtg to the lIITIIIIIest value of I;.. in set 5, 

F"1fId panel_lor n, = 2.0 mm l1l'1<I n, = 4.0 fMl _ R--4 
l1l'1<I n, = 0.6 mm ...- non __ "II _ m = 1O,20.3O . .w 

Farum A vllllue in Nt S,plus ftlntme;" \/IIIIun 
Find """,,_Ior_"'uoaiRinT_7.1 
with h, • 0.6 rmn and hp .. 3.0 mm 

Figure 7.1: Flowchart outlining the parametric design study procedure. 
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7.2 Design Study Results 

7.2.1 Panel Layout 

The positions of the tubes within a panel are varied according to the A values presented 

in Table. 7.1. The variation in core efficiency ~core and the stability parameter ~st as a 

function of A is given in Figs. 7.2a and and 7.2b respectively. Tables 7.3-7.5 outline the 

quantitative measures for each tube obtained from variation in tube placement. 

~ 
0 
IJ 

"I' 

0.95 

0.9 .--
0.85 

0.8 

--/~~----
•.. / ..... ,..,~. . Panel B 

. PanelC 

0.75 PanelA~ 
0.7·· 

0,6;4"=5--0::"':.5::----:-0.-==55:---,,"0.6:-----::0'"':':.65::----:-'0.::"7 --:-'.0.75 

I. 

(a) 

11.----.---~-~--..---~---, 

10 

0.6 
i. 

(b) 

0.65 0.7 0.75 

Figure 7.2: (a) Plot of variation in core efficiency as a function of A for panels A, B, and 
C. (b) Plot of variation in the stability parameter as a function of A for panels A, B, 
and C. 

It is clear from Fig. 7.2a that placement of the tubes has a strong influence on the ratio 

of kinetic energy absorbed in the core to that of the top plate. This is shown to be 

particularly true for panel A designs. For panel A layouts, the core efficiency is found to 

plateau for small values of A and then drop significantly when the tubes become further 

from the panel centre. This is a result of large dishing at the panel centre inducing severe 

mode Ja buckling in the panel tubes. For large values of A, the position of the tube 

simulates a clamped boundary, effectively increasing the exposed area of the top plate. 

This results in larger deformations at the panel centre. From a tube stability perspective, 

the top plate would ideally be rigid, resulting in zero bending applied at the top of the 

tube, producing symmetric progressive buckling. Under actual blast conditions the top 

plate deforms and applies a bending moment to the proximal end of the tubes. These 

plate interaction effects implicitly define an oblique loading problem as studied by Borvik 

et al. [61] and Reyes et al. [63] where the authors found that with even a small load angle, 
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global buckling occurs. This trend concurs with the buckling sensitivities found in this 

study. 

Fig. 7.3 illustrates the influence of tube placement on the development of strains in the 

top plate. It is clear that for optimal values of ,x, the equivalent plastic strain state of 

the top plate is largely unchanged between t = 0.2 ms and t = 1.0 ms for all panel 

layouts. For unstable tube layouts, large strains develop in the top plate throughout the 

absorption process. 

At smaller values of ,x, using a panel A layout, the relatively thick top plate minimizes 

deformations near the plate corners resulting in no apparent loss of efficiency. Fig. 7.2b 

indicates a clear relationship between core efficiency and panel stability in that as the 

stability parameter increases (i.e. stability decreases), the core efficiency decreases. Sta

bility is found to be maximised using a panel A layout with ,x = 0.525. The values of 

,x corresponding to maximum, median, and minimum stability are given in Table 7.2 for 

panels A, B, and C. 

Table 7.2: Tube design parameters corresponding to maximum, median, and minimum 
stability under variation of ,x. 

Panel 

A 
B 
C 

Designmax 

A - 0.525 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
B - 0.625 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
C - 0.675 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 

Designmed 

A - 0.575 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
B - 0.525 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
C - 0.600 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 

Designmin 

A - 0.700 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
B - 0.700 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 
C - 0.500 - 0.6 - 3.0 - 4.0 

Similar behaviour is observed for panel B. Stability and core efficiency improves up to 

the optimal tube position with the corresponding value of ,x = 0.625. Beyond this point, 

both measures decrease as larger plate deformations occur near the centre of the panel. 

The loss of efficiency is clearly much less severe than in the panel A case. It is interesting 

to examine the quantitative measures presented in Table 7.4, particularly the relationship 

between core efficiency and the crush distances of the individual tubes in the panel. At 

small values of \ the crush distance of the outermost tube is somewhat larger than in 

the centre tube. As ,x increases to the optimal value, the crush distance ratio approaches 

unity. Beyond the ,x value corresponding to optimal core efficiency, the crush distance at 

the centre tube exceeds that of the outer tube. This indicates that maximising the panel 

efficiency requires nearly equal distribution of the energy absorbing responsibility to the 

tubes composing the panel core. 

Variation in ,x for panel C shows a similar pattern to that of panel B. For small values 

of ,x, the large stiffness near the central area of the panel results in large deformations 

initiating at the edges of the top plate, before the onset of buckling in the core. As'x 

increases, top plate deformation decreases to higher rigidity at the outer edges of the top 

plate. The optimal value of ,x, in terms of core efficiency and stability is found to occur 
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Table 7.5: Individual tube response, in terms of the measures presented in section 4.6, 
for panel C as a function of A. For all designs, ht = 0.60 mm, R = 4.0, and hp = 3.0 
mm. Mean forces are presented in terms of individual tubes and hence must be scaled to 
obtain the total mean force for the panel. 

Panel- A 6 (mm) Fm (kN) 60tal Crush mode ~core 

tube 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

C - 0.500 22.61 17.45 9.79 10.14 0.120 0.128 Jb I 0.820 
C - 0.525 22.84 17.88 9.87 10.43 0.127 0.133 .h I 0.845 
C - 0.550 23.03 18.43 9.95 10.63 0.134 0.139 Jb/Ka I 0.867 
C - 0.575 23.05 19.00 10.03 10.76 0.140 0.145 Jb I 0.883 
C - 0.600 22.96 19.61 10.13 10.81 0.145 0.150 Jb/Ka I 0.897 
C - 0.625 22.77 20.29 10.22 10.80 0.148 0.155 I/Ka I 0.906 
C - 0.650 22.49 21.14 10.30 10.72 0.148 0.160 I I 0.912 
C - 0.675 22.26 22.01 10.27 10.62 0.142 0.165 I I 0.914 
C - 0.700 21.91 22.76 10.28 10.55 0.142 0.170 I I 0.913 
C - 0.725 21.23 23.84 10.33 10.44 0.142 0.176 I I 0.911 
C - 0.750 20.70 25.19 10.17 10.37 0.142 0.185 I/Kb I 0.905 

Panel- A 6 (mm) Fm (kN) ~total Crush mode ~core 

tube 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 

C - 0.500 20.66 20.75 9.73 9.53 0.145 0.143 Jb J b 0.820 
C - 0.525 20.93 20.98 9.97 9.77 0.150 0.147 Jb Jb 0.845 
C - 0.550 21.19 21.20 10.11 9.99 0.153 0.151 Jb/Ka Jb/Ka 0.867 
C - 0.575 21.47 21.39 10.20 10.18 0.156 0.155 Jb Jb 0.883 
C - 0.600 21.67 21.47 10.30 10.33 0.159 0.158 Jb/Ka Jb/Ka 0.897 
C - 0.625 21.82 21.54 10.39 10.45 0.161 0.160 I/Ka I/Ka 0.906 
C - 0.650 22.03 21.67 10.43 10.53 0.163 0.162 I I 0.912 
C - 0.675 22.24 22.03 10.41 10.46 0.164 0.164 I I 0.914 
C - 0.700 22.33 22.40 10.40 10.39 0.165 0.165 I I 0.913 
C - 0.725 22.61 22.64 10.35 10.41 0.166 0.168 I I 0.911 
C - 0.750 23.27 22.93 10.21 10.32 0.169 0.169 I/Kb I/Kb 0.905 
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7.2.2 Tube Geometry Effects 

As described in section 7.1.3, two distinct parametric studies are conducted regarding 

the influence of tube geometry on panel performance. Firstly, for each panel layout (A, 

B, and C), and for each value of >.. given in Table 7.2, plus the extreme values of >.. 

(0.450,0.700), the response of the panel is determined with varying tube thickness and 

then with varying aspect ratio. A second parametric study is then conducted where the 

tube thickness and aspect ratio are simultaneously varied, however the value of >.. is fixed 

at the optimal value for each panel layout. 

Response surfaces plots for core efficiency and panel stability under variation in tube 

thickness and placement are given in Fig. 7.6. For all response surfaces presented in 

this chapter, the surfaces are created using cubic spline interpolation in Matlab. To 

supplement the response surfaces, numerical values of energy absorption and efficiency 

parameters, as a function of tube thickness, for the optimal tube positions are given in 

Table 7.6. 

For panel A designs, core efficiency and panel stability is found to decrease with increas

ing tube thickness for all tube placements. This is found to be particularly true for the 

unstable positioning corresponding to >.. = 0.700. As the tube thickness increases, the 

initiation of tube core buckling is delayed which allows for larger top plate deformation 

during phase I of panel motion. For tube placements which are unstable at the mean 

thickness ht = 0.6, the instability is found to be increased when increasing the tube 

thickness. This is an important consideration in the design of the proposed panels as the

oretical panel capacity is clearly maximised with thick tubes, however the global stability 

of the panels may be jeopardised as a result. The influence of tube thickness on top plate 

interaction effects was found to be more significant in the earlier parametric study given 

in Theobald and Nurick [125]. In the aforementioned study however, the material model 

used for the tubes corresponded to a steel with higher yield stress and larger strain-rate 

sensitivity. The top plate used in the study was also slightly thinner (hp = 2.5 mm). 

Contrary to this trend is the reduced core efficiency for very thin tubes with panel A, 

even at the most stable tube placement. This is a result of tube core compaction neces

sitating the top plate to deform within phase II of panel motion, to dissipate the kinetic 

energy remaining in the panel at the time of compaction. 

In panels Band C, core efficiency and panel stability are found to increase with decreasing 

tube thickness. This decrease in core efficiency is found to be most significant for panel 

C designs with>" values corresponding to tube positions close to the centre of the panel. 

The excessively large stiffness near the centre of the panel allows the free edges of the 

top plate to undergo large deformations before the onset of buckling. Also of note is 

that for all panel Band C designs, core efficiency is a strictly increasing function of tube 
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counterintuitive as under most impact applications, stability is reduced with increasing 

slenderness. An explanation for this is a similar result to that of tube thickness. The 

core becomes over-stiff through the thickness, increasing the duration of the first phase of 

panel motion and reducing core efficiency. Therefore, although individual tubes are more 

prone to global buckling with increased slenderness, when applied as part of a sandwich 

core, the increased aspect ratio may have the opposite effect as top plate interaction 

effects become more pronounced. It is observed however, that in panel A, core efficiency is 

reduced significantly with increased slenderness at the unstable tube layout corresponding 

to A = 0.700. 

As is the case with tube thickness, peak and mean panel crushing forces are highly 

sensitive to tube aspect ratio. This is despite the insensitivity of the core efficiency to 

changes in aspect ratio. The increase in force levels with decreasing aspect ratio is given 

in Table 7.7. The crush force efficiency is observed to increase with increasing aspect 

ratio for all three panel layouts. This measure however, is sensitive to the scaling of the 

trigger dimensions with tube aspect ratio as the peak buckling load with increase with 

less slender tubes, however if the trigger size increases appropriately, the increase in force 

can be controlled. Using the current trigger diameter of 0.251/ R, the ratio of peak to 

mean crush force is not constant when varying the slenderness. 

7.2.2.1 Simultaneous Variation in Tube Design Variables 

Thus far, the analysis and discussion has primarily focused on tube geometry effects as 

they relate to tube stability and efficiency, for optimal and poor tube positions. It is 

of further interest to numerically investigate the proposed panels at the optimal tube 

positions, while simultaneously varying the geometric tube parameters. This allows for 

the determination of the ideal tube geometry, in terms of core efficiency, for panels with 

tubes in optimal positions. 

For each panel layout, the tube position is fixed at the .\ value corresponding to design 

Designmax indicated in Table 7.2. For each of the tube thicknesses in Table 7.1, the tube 

aspect ratio is varied according to the values given in Table 7.1. Contour plots of the 

result for panels A, B, and C are given in Figs. 7.8a-c respectively. 

For panel A designs, the response in tube designs space can be partitioned into three 

approximate regions. The boundaries of these regions are indicated in Fig. 7.8a by 

the dashed lines. The area between the dashed lines indicates tube dimensions which 

result in a near plateau of highly efficient response. Tube dimensions resulting from a 

combination of low wall thickness and large aspect ratio result in a core that is unable 

to dissipate the energy introduced by the 50 Ns blast. This is indicated in Fig. 7.8a 
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balanced with the limitations on the allowable reaction force levels at the base of the 

panel. 

Panel B shows similar global behaviour to panel A, however the region in tube design 

space resulting in core compaction is significantly reduced. Specifically, only for combi

nations of the lowest tube thickness and largest aspect ratio are compaction effects on 

the core efficiency observed. The plateau of nearly equal core absorption found in panel 

A is not observed in panel B. The core efficiency is found to reduce significantly in panel 

designs not near the compaction boundary. Similarly to panel A, the optimal panel B 

tube geometry occurs at R = 3.0, ht = 0.5 mm with a core efficiency of 0.919. 

Compaction does not occur for any tube geometry in panel C. As a result of this, core 

efficiency is found to be a decreasing function of aspect ratio for any tube thickness. Core 

energy absorption is again maximised at R = 3.0, ht = 0.5 mm with a core efficiency of 

0.965. This indicates that core efficiency reaches its highest value using a panel C tube 

layout. With the small aspect ratio (R = 3.0) the top plate is sufficiently constrained 

during phase I of panel motion, resulting in very little plate deformation. The thin tube 

wall thickness causes buckling to initiate early, allowing the progressive crushing of the 

tubes to dominate the energy absorption process. 

Table 7.6: Tube wall thickness effects on panel performance for the optimal values of .A 
in panels A, B, and C. For all designs, R = 4.0, and hp = 3.0 mm. 

Panel - .A - ht 8m (mm) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 - 0.50 66.44 60.95 31.26 0.513 0.454 0.892 
A - 0.525 - 0.55 63.95 67.99 32.75 0.482 0.411 0.900 
A - 0.525 - 0.60 57.65 74.89 35.66 0.476 0.366 0.885 
A - 0.525 - 0.65 49.62 81.54 40.45 0.496 0.328 0.865 
A - 0.525 - 0.70 43.31 87.90 45.11 0.513 0.296 0.844 

B - 0.625 - 0.50 61.11 76.13 34.68 0.456 0.371 0.914 
B - 0.625 - 0.55 52.78 84.91 39.45 0.465 0.327 0.899 
B - 0.625 - 0.60 46.17 93.51 44.04 0.471 0.290 0.880 
B - 0.625 - 0.65 39.01 101.79 50.93 0.500 0.260 0.861 
B - 0.625 - 0.70 32.82 109.71 58.98 0.538 0.235 0.841 

C - 0.675 - 0.50 32.48 137.15 65.79 0.480 0.208 0.936 
C - 0.675 - 0.55 26.07 153.04 80.77 0.528 0.183 0.926 
C - 0.675 - 0.60 22.18 168.62 93.41 0.554 0.164 0.914 
C - 0.675 - 0.65 19.19 183.58 106.00 0.577 0.148 0.900 
C - 0.675 - 0.70 16.48 197.84 121.00 0.612 0.134 0.885 
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Table 7.7: Tube aspect ratio effects on panel performance for the optimal values of A in 
panels A, B, and C. For all designs, ht = 0.6 mm, and hp = 3.0 mm. 

Panel- A - R Om (mm) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 - 3.0 46.78 98.62 43.47 0.441 0.275 0.881 
A - 0.525 - 3.5 52.09 85.74 39.18 0.457 0.317 0.881 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 57.65 74.89 35.66 0.476 0.366 0.885 
A - 0.525 - 4.5 59.94 66.05 34.58 0.524 0.418 0.891 
A - 0.525 - 5.0 61.34 59.20 33.78 0.571 0.467 0.889 
A - 0.525 - 5.5 62.60 54.00 33.17 0.614 0.513 0.889 
A - 0.525 - 6.0 63.35 49.99 32.79 0.656 0.554 0.889 

B - 0.625 - 3.0 35.82 123.36 56.89 0.461 0.220 0.889 
B - 0.625 - 3.5 41.49 107.14 48.96 0.457 0.253 0.882 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 46.17 93.51 44.04 0.471 0.290 0.880 
B - 0.625 - 4.5 48.44 82.41 42.31 0.513 0.332 0.884 
B - 0.625 - 5.0 51.89 73.86 39.72 0.538 0.372 0.888 
B - 0.625 - 5.5 53.76 67.35 38.55 0.572 0.410 0.891 
B - 0.625 - 6.0 55.81 62.35 37.44 0.600 0.447 0.897 

C - 0.675 - 3.0 17.27 222.08 123.41 0.556 0.128 0.954 
C - 0.675 - 3.5 19.83 193.19 105.75 0.547 0.145 0.931 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 22.18 168.62 93.41 0.572 0.164 0.914 
C - 0.675 - 4.5 24.27 148.58 84.94 0.577 0.185 0.905 
C - 0.675 - 5.0 25.96 133.14 79.37 0.596 0.206 0.901 
C - 0.675 - 5.5 28.09 121.39 73.55 0.606 0.227 0.900 
C - 0.675 - 6.0 29.92 112.35 69.22 0.616 0.246 0.900 
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7.2.3 Top Plate Geometry Effects 

A final geometric parameter investigation is performed into the influence of top plate 

thickness on the buckling and energy absorption properties of each panel. The panels 

with design parameters given in Table 7.2 are examined for the plate thicknesses given 

in Table 7.1. The thickness of the top plate is an important design variable as it greatly 

influences the mass of the panel as well as the total kinetic energy the panel needs to 

absorb. Fig. 7.9 gives the response surfaces in terms of core efficiency and panel stability 

as a function of .A and hp, for each of the panel layouts. Table 7.8 gives numerical 

parameters relating to energy absorption for stable tube placements. 

For panel A tube layouts, core efficiency is found to improve with increasing top plate 

thickness, for stable tube positions. This is an expected result as the thicker top plate will 

not undergo significant deformation during the onset of buckling in the core tubes. For 

unstable tube positions, the increase in core efficiency, and stability is found to be much 

more significant. This is exemplified by examining the response at the various .A values 

with hp = 4.0 mm. For this top plate geometry, the difference between the maximum 

and minimum core efficiencies is found to be only 5.9 %. Further to this, the difference 

in maximum and minimum stability parameters is 3.5 %. This is a strong indication 

that a thick top plate may reduce interaction effects with the core tubes and initiates a 

symetric, progressive buckling modes, whereas a thinner top plate induces global, mode 

J buckling for a given tube positioning. Conversely, thin top plates appear to enhance 

instability in the tubes in designs with .A values that result in instabilities at the nominal 

top plate thickness of 3.0 mm. This can be seen by examining the steep drop in core 

efficiency for thin top plates at values of .A near 0.700. It is also worthy of note that the 

crush force efficiency results in an opposing trend to the core efficiency as the increased 

velocities resulting from the thinner top plate significantly increase the mean force levels 

due to strain-rate effects, while having only a marginal effect on the peak crushing force 

of the panels. 

Panels Band C show similar trends to that of panel A. Slight increases in core efficiency 

are observed with increasing top plate thickness, while panel designs which are found to 

be unstable in section 7.2.1, are highly sensitive to top plate thickness. This is shown to 

be particularly true in panel B, where significant reductions in core efficiency, coupled 

with large increases in the stability parameter, are observed for .A ::::: 0.500 and .A ::::: 0.750. 
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Table 7.8: Top plate thickness effects on panel performance for the optimal values of ..\ 
in panels A, B, and C. For all designs, R = 4, and ht = 0.6 mm. 

Panel-..\ - h p 8m (mm) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 - 2.0 64.44 77.50 44.01 0.568 0.488 0.818 
A - 0.525 - 2.5 61.29 76.12 39.03 0.513 0.419 0.860 
A - 0.525 - 3.0 57.65 74.89 35.66 0.476 0.366 0.885 
A - 0.525 - 3.5 53.07 73.70 34.11 0.463 0.327 0.908 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 49.32 72.64 33.06 0.455 0.299 0.933 

B - 0.625 - 2.0 54.52 96.65 50.70 0.525 0.381 0.802 
B - 0.625 - 2.5 49.65 94.93 47.10 0.496 0.328 0.846 
B - 0.625 - 3.0 46.17 93.51 44.04 0.471 0.290 0.880 
B - 0.625 - 3.5 42.53 92.16 42.68 0.463 0.263 0.915 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 39.16 90.91 41.68 0.458 0.239 0.938 

C - 0.675 - 2.0 26.65 173.74 100.92 0.581 0.206 0.798 
C - 0.675 - 2.5 24.23 171.01 96.09 0.562 0.182 0.860 
C - 0.675 - 3.0 22.18 168.62 93.41 0.554 0.164 0.914 
C - 0.675 - 3.5 20.32 166.29 91.15 0.548 0.148 0.950 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 18.78 163.74 87.88 0.537 0.134 0.965 
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7.3 Non-Uniform Loading of Optimal Panels 

Throughout this thesis, the significant assumption of uniform loading is assumed. Specif

ically, that the applied pressure pulse is uniform over the top plate and constant with 

time over the pulse duration to. It is shown, that for the experimental investigations of 

chapter 5, this assumption is reasonable, however the loading rig is designed specifically 

to generate nearly uniform loads. The analysis of this chapter has focused on how the 

response of the proposed panels changes when the variables defining the structure of the 

panels is varied. 

If the proposed panels are to be utilised in actual blast conditions, where the application 

of pressure loading is not controlled, it is of interest to understand how variations in 

loading uniformity influences panel response. The mathematical model for the the non

uniform loading of the panels is presented in section 4.4.2. Under non-uniform loading, 

the blast load is defined by the total impulse I, the radius of uniform pressure a, the 

pulse duration to, and the decay constant m. Once these parameters have been defined, 

the peak pressure Po is determined using Eq. 4.7. 

For the analysis of this section, the impulse is fixed at I = 50 Ns. This is same impulse 

used throughout the parametric study, and hence allows for an isolation of the effects of 

non-uniformity as the total momentum transfer to the panels is same throughout. The 

radius of uniform pressure is fixed at a = 40 mm. As with all numerical simulations in this 

chapter, the pulse duration is to = 10 ps. The parameter which is allowed to vary is the 

decay constant m. The values used in this study are m = 10,20,30,40. As the value of m 

increases, the pressure Po within the radius of constant pressure increases. As the impulse 

is identical for all values of m, this effectively shifts the pressure away from the top plate 

boundaries, to the centre of the panel. Fig. 7.10 gives the resulting pressure distribution 

for the m values investigated here. The pressure plot utilizes quarter-symmetry of the 

top plate. 

Panel layouts A, B, and C are studied under non-uniform loading. The'\ values used 

correspond to the optimal values given in Table 7.2. The goal of the investigation is to 

determine the degree to which efficiency and stability is reduced when increasing the non

uniformity of the loading on panels which have stable cores under uniform loading. As it 

is expected that the top plate thickness will have significant influence on the response to 

non-uniform loading, a thin and a thick top plate of thickness hp = 2.0 mm and hp = 4.0 

mm respectively are used in the analysis. Finite element analysis are conducted for each 

layout (A, B, C), and for each top plate thickness, with loading decay parameters of 

m = 10,20,30,40. 

Fig. 7.11a gives the resulting variations in core efficiency as a function of the decay 
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Table 7.9: Individual tube response for the panels investigated under non-uniform loading. 
Note that in the table, W refers refers to the external work done on the entire panel by 
the non-uniform blast load. 

Panel - A - hp - m o (mm) Fm (kN) Vo (m/s) Crush mode W (kJ) 

tube 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

A - 0.525 - 2.0 - 10 57.19 9.23 110.71 lOa 3.56 
A - 0.525 - 2.0 - 20 54.32 9.73 111.35 Ja 3.81 
A - 0.525 - 2.0 - 30 53.75 8.59 109.99 Ja 4.19 
A - 0.525 - 2.0 - 40 52.92 8.25 112.06 Ja 4.67 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 - 10 49.22 8.40 65.93 I 1.79 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 - 20 49.88 8.41 66.34 I/Ja - 1.92 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 - 30 52.07 8.07 65.71 I/Ja 2.11 
A - 0.525 - 4.0 - 40 53.35 7.87 64.44 Ja/Kb 2.34 

B - 0.625 - 2.0 - 10 48.63 67.42 8.75 13.50 102.88 134.85 Ja I 3.54 
B - 0.625 - 2.0 - 20 48.44 68.64 7.25 14.57 93.44 158.75 Ja I 3.80 
B - 0.625 - 2.0 - 30 49.47 68.38 6.35 15.21 83.31 182.25 Ja I 4.18 
B - 0.625 - 2.0 - 40 49.92 69.07 5.96 16.60 77.87 204.68 Ja I 4.65 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 - 10 38.86 42.10 8.14 9.16 59.23 77.82 I/Ja I 1.79 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 - 20 38.38 46.42 7.85 9.95 54.06 91.93 Kb/Ja I 1.92 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 - 30 36.09 51.02 7.48 10.92 48.64 106.00 Ja I 2.11 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 ..... 40 33.70 52.63 7.55 11.74 43.97 119.57 Ja I 2.34 

C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 10 24.27 33.07 10.33 12.46 95.30 134.94 Ja/Kb I 3.46 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 20 22.19 40.84 9.31 13.41 82.13 158.84 Ja I 3.71 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 30 21.92 49.61 8.00 13.96 69.42 182.38 Ja I 4.09 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 40 23.59 56.29 6.69 15.18 57.62 204.89 Ja I 4.55 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 10 18.57 20.13 9.06 11.18 56.28 77.83 I I 1.76 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 20 17.28 23.15 8.59 12.07 48.75 92.07 I/Ja I 1.88 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 30 14.09 24.89 9.71 13.20 41.63 106.79 lOa I 2.07 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 40 13.01 27.22 9.65 14.00 35.14 120.35 lOa I 2.30 

Panel - A - hp - m o (mm) Fm (kN) Vo (m/s) Crush mode W (kJ) 

tube 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 

C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 10 28.84 29.39 11.74 11.68 118.92 118.91 Ja/Kb Ja/Kb 3.46 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 20 32.35 31.93 11.82 11.68 126.39 126.40 Ja/Kb Ja/Kb 3.71 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 30 35.17 35.41 11.63 11.27 131.94 131.95 Ja Ja 4.09 
C - 0.675 - 2.0 - 40 37.41 37.72 11.32 10.85 135.67 135.66 Ja Ja 4.55 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 10 19.38 19.31 10.14 10.07 69.03 69.03 I I 1.76 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 20 20.51 20.07 10.32 10.25 73.04 73.04 I/Ja I/Ja 1.88 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 30 19.99 20.08 10.79 10.50 76.26 76.24 I/Ja I/Ja 2.07 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 - 40 20.44 20.69 11.05 10.59 78.46 78.46 lOa lOa 2.30 

parameter m. Table 7.9 gives the individual tube responses for each of the panels inves-

tigated. In the table, Va refers to the average peak velocity at the proximal end of each 

tube, as measured at the tube corners. The expression W refers to the total external work 

done on the entire panel by the blast load. Of particular interest in the data of Table 7.9 

is the significant increase in initial velocity, crush distance, and mean force levels in tube 

2 of panels B, and C, with increasing value of the decay constant m. This is a result of 
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Figure 7.11: (a) Plot of variation in core efficiency as a function of the the decay param
eter m for optimal tube positions. (b) Plot of variation in the stability parameter as a 
function of the the decay parameter m for optimal tube positions. 

Numerical tests using the 4.0 mm top plate also show a substantial reduction in core 

efficiency at large values of m, however the reductions are less than that observed using 

the 2.0 mm plate. It is interesting to observe that panels A and B show nearly the same 

core efficiency for all values of m. For m > 10 the core efficiency is actually marginally 

higher in panel A than in panel B. This indicates that when using a thicker top plate, the 

addition of the central tube has little effect on the resulting core efficiency when loading 

the panels using a non-uniform pressure distribution. 

The stability parameter is also analyzed as a function of the decay parameter m. It must 

again be noted that the comparison of stability parameter between different panel layouts 

does not provide any relevant information. Under uniform loading, large variations in 

the stability parameter generally correspond to instabilities developing in the core cubes 

which induce mode J and mode K buckling shapes. Under non-unform loading, it is 

expected that, due to the pressure being concentrated at the panel centre, that core 

efficiency and stability parameter will show a correspondence, however changes in the 

buckling mode as per Fig. 4.9 will be different to that of uniform loading. 

Fig. 7.11b gives the stability parameter as a function of m for the panels tested in this 

study. Under uniform loading (m = 0), the value of est is close to zero in all test cases. 

As expected, the value of est is found to increase when increasing the decay parameter 

m. For each panel layout, the stability parameter is significantly higher when loading 

the panels with a 2.0 mm top plate indicating a much larger differential in the crush 

distance at the tube corners within the panels. For higher decay constants As is the 

case with uniform loading, increases in the stability parameter correspond to decreases 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

Sandwich panels which use thin-walled square tubes as a core material are investigated 

under blast loading. The response of the novel panel structure is determined using an

alytical, experimental, and numerical techniques. The analysis presented in this thesis 

primarily focuses on the global response and efficiency of the panels in terms of energy 

absorption. The result of this is to determine the suitability of using the panels as a 

protective structure under blast loading. This work has 

• Characterised the tube materials at quasi-static and high strain-rates. 

• Identified three baseline layouts of the tubes in the panel core and has developed 

quantitative and qualitative measures to measure panel performance under blast 

loading. 

• Conducted experimental tests to validate a numerical model. 

.. Created simple analytical design formulae to model the response of the proposed 

panels to blast loading. Further to this, analytical design formulae for similar panels 

using aluminium foam are developed and used for comparison with the proposed 

panels. 

• Conducted a parametric study using ABAQUS/Explicit to determine the influence 

of several design variables on the performance of the panels. 

This chapter describes the primary conclusions of the work described above and gives 

recommendations for future work involving the proposed panels. 

209 
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8.1 Material Characterisation of Tube Materials 

A comprehensive material characterisation study is conducted on the tube materials., 

Mild steel tubes, 6063-T6 aluminium alloy extrusions, and 4.0 mm hot rolled mild steel 

are characterised at strain-rates as low as E: = 8.33 x 10 S-1 using a Zwick universal testing 

machine and at strain-rates as high as E = 3385 S-l using a Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar. 

To remove work hardening and improve ductility, the mild steel tubes are annealed at 

900°C for 1 hour. for the tube materials, the yield stress is found be slightly higher 

in the annealed mild steel tubes and the strain hardening is found to be significantly 

higher. The ductility of the aluminium alloy is found to be much lower than for the 

mild steel tubes. The top plate steel and annealed mild steel tubes are observed to be 

highly strain-rate sensitive while the aluminium extrusions are found to be strain-rate 

insensitive. 

8.2 Panel Design and Performance Measurement 

In order to reduce the complexity of the panel layout problem, three general layouts are 

chosen. The three layouts have four, five and nine tubes within the panel respectively. 

These layouts are found to be ideal in terms of the present investigation as they allow for 

a large range of blast absorption capacities as well as inducting several different modes 

of panel deformation. 

In order to make quantitative comparisons between panels, simple formulae are devised, 

in addition to the classical tube crushing performance measures such as crush force and 

total efficiency. The primary measure is the core efficiency which is simply the ratio of 

the energy absorbed in the core to the total external work done on the blast load. This 

measure is found to correspond closely to the stability parameter which measures the 

relative difference in the tube crush distances within the panel core. These measures are 

found to sufficiently characterise the global response of the proposed panels under blast 

loading. 

Qualitative analysis of finite element results shows that the crushing modes of the core 

tube can be classified into three primary modes: 

1. Mode I: The tube buckles in a progressive, symmetric mode with little or no global 

bending. 

2. Mode J: The tube buckles primarily under global bending. 
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3. Mode K: The tube buckles in a combination of axial crushing with global lateral 

displacements away from the proximal end of the tube. 

8.3 Experimental Investigations 

8.3.1 Blast Loading Rig 

To generate reasonably uniform blast loads on the proposed panels a new loading rig is 

utilised for experimental tests. The loading rig is used in conjunction with a standard 

ballistic pendulum used in blast experiments. The blast load is generated by detonating 

a disc of PE4 explosive at the end of a square blast tube. The other end of the blast tube 

is exposed only to the panel top plates allowing for increases explosive stand-off distance 

while ensuring the ballistic pendulum is loaded only by the panels under test. Negligible 

top plate deformation is observed indicating the blast is uniform to an acceptable level. 

8.3.2 Experimental Results 

8.3.2.1 Steel Tube Cores 

Quasi-static tests conducted on the tubes used in the complete panels is conducted using a 

Zwick universal testing machine. Peak and mean force levels are found to be higher in the 

steel tubes than in the aluminium tubes. Reasonable correlation with numerical results 

from ABAQUSjExplicit are obtained in terms of peak and mean force levels. Buckling 

is observed to initiate at the hemispherical indentation trigger at the tube midpoint. 

Under blast loading, panel crush distances are found to increase with increasing charge 

mass and impulse. FUrther to this, the panels C layouts are observed to have significantly 

higher impulse capacities than panel B designs. The steel tube core panels are found to 

buckle in an irregular pattern for lower impulses which do not crush the tubes to the 

point of compaction. The initiation of similar progressive symmetric buckling among 

each of the tubes is found to be controlled by the trigger. The depth of the hemispherical 

indentation is found to be insufficient to ensure that lobe formation is initiated at the 

desired location along the tube length. Despite the irregular buckling patterns at small 

impulses, the panels which crush to compaction show a symmetric lobe formation pattern 

indicating that the panels may be able to "recover" from initial instabilities and use the 

full stroke of all tubes to absorb the blast load. 
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8.3.2.2 Aluminium Tube Cores 

Just as with the steel tubes, quasi-static crushing of the aluminum tubes used in the 

blast tests is conducted. Similar to the steel tube case, buckling is observed to initiate 

at the trigger. Numerically simulations are found to under-estimate the mean load. It 

is concluded that this is due to the filleted interior edges of the aluminium extrusions 

strengthening the tubes, which is not accounted for in the numerical model. As the tubes 

investigated here are of a smaller scale than those usually reported in the literature, this 

difficulty is unique to the present problem and should be investigated in further studies. 

Trends in the response of the aluminium core panels to changes in impulse and panel 

layout are found to be similar to that of the steel tube panels. At identical charge mass, 

the aluminium tube cores show much larger crush distances in both panel Band C 

layouts. The trigger design is found to be ineffective in almost all tubes. Lobes are 

formed near the proximal and distal ends of the tubes. Numerical analysis of the blast 

tests indicate that the rate insensitivity of the material, combined with the high velocity 

loading, contributes to the observed mode of buckling. In future implementations of 

panels using the aluminium tubes, proper trigger design must be investigated to account 

for the buckling behaviour found in the experimental tests. 

8.3.2.3 Numerical Modelling of Experimental Blast Tests 

Finite element models implemented in ABAQUS/Explicit are found to reasonably pre

dict the crush distance of experimental tests. Numerical predictions are found to be 

particularly accurate for panel C layouts using aluminium tube cores. The numerically 

predicted buckling pattern is found to correspond poorly with experimental results. This 

appears to be a result of the poor performance of the trigger in the experimental tests 

however, and as such, should improve with improvements in the trigger design. It can be 

concluded that the global response of the panels is predicted well, however modelling of 

local deformation modes requires further improvement. 

Numerical analysis of the energy absorption properties of the panels indicates that for the 

panel geometries investigated experimentally, nearly all of the energy from the blast load 

is dissipated by the core tubes. For the steel tubes panels, peak forces increase marginally 

with increasing impulse due to strain-rate hardening. For both steel and aluminium tube 

panels, mean crush forces also increase with increasing impulse. Increased energy absorp

tion occurs during the initial compression phase of core buckling, with increased impulse, 

for both the rate sensitive and rate insensitive materials. The indentation triggers appear 

to control the critical buckling load of the panels, as the peak force levels are found to 

be invariant to changes in top plate velocity for the rate insensitive aluminium. 
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Adiabatic temperature effects due to large plastic deformations, have very little influence 

on the response of the proposed panels. Exclusion of temperature effects from the material 

model shortens the resulting crush distance marginally. Despite the limited effect of 

thermal softening on the panel response, temperature should be included in the material 

model for the panels to obtain maximum accuracy. 

8.4 Analytical Panel Modelling 

8.4.1 Analytical Predictions of the Influence of Design Param

eters on Panel Response 

Simple analytical design formulae are developed to predict the response of the proposed 

panels to a uniform blast load. The model, which describes the transient response of 

the panel top plate, is used to determine critical initial top plate velocities, and hence 

impulses. Good correlation with experimental and numerical results are obtained. 

It is found that unlike impact problems involving the crushing of thin-walled tubes, the 

"impacting mass" which for the present problem is the top plate, cannot be assumed 

to apply an instantaneous velocity to the tubes within the panel core. The velocity 

of the top plate is found to increase gradually as the blast load is applied and obtains 

the peak velocity at the end of the blast event. Simple theory of elastic and plastic wave 

propagation are used to show that the impulse transfer during the application of the blast 

is not negligible and accounting for this allows for relatively accurate approximations of 

the peak top plate velocity and hence the energy absorption requirements of the folding 

process in the core tubes. 

The simple analytical model confirms the experimental results in that impulse capacity is 

significantly increased when increasing the number of tubes in the panel. Increased flow 

stress and strain-rate hardening in the steel tubes also results in significantly increased 

blast absorbing capacity. Panel impulse capacity for both tube materials is maximised 

when using thick top plate with thick tubes. The specific impulse capacity however, 

defined as the impulse capacity per unit of panel mass is maximised when using thick tubes 

with a thin top plate. Specific impulse capacities are found to increase with increasing 

number of tubes in the panel and are noticeably higher in panels using steel tube cores. 

The aspect ratio of the tubes is found to have minimal influence on the capacity of the 

panels however it is noted that under actual blast scenarios, a large aspect ratio may lead 

to significant reduction in panel stability which is not captured in the analytical model. 
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8.4.2 Foam Core Panel Response to Blast Loading 

A simple analytical model is developed to obtain the transient response of the panel top 

plate, however using an aluminium foam core. The panel thickness is fixed at the same 

value as that of the tube core panels. The foam properties examined are typical of those 

reported in the literature. 

The impulse capacity of the foam core panels is observed by highly dependent on the foam 

density. At higher foam densities, the plateau stress of the material increases significantly 

while reducing the densification strain, and hence the allowable crush distance before 

compaction. Impulse capacity is maximised at the highest foam density and thickest top 

plate however specific impulse capacity is found to be maximised at the highest density 

foam with the thinnest top plate. 

8.4.3 Comparison of Tube and Foam Core Panels 

For the range of tube and foam design variables examined in this thesis, the panels with 

the highest blast absorption capacities are obtained from foam core panels with high 

foam density and a thick top plate. Due to the significant mass of such panels however, 

the maximum specific impulse capacity is nearly identical for the tube and foam core 

panels. For low density foam cores however, the impulse capacity and particularly the 

specific impulse capacity is found to be much lower than low capacity panel C, tube core 

panels. This is an important consideration in mass critical applications. The density of 

foam which is available, may result in a panel with much lower specific impulse capacity 

than what can be obtained using a tube based panel, thereby increasing the mass of the 

protective structure beyond the optimal level. 

A comparison of the space efficiency of the panels is also conducted as possible use a 

protective vehicle structure requires that the total panel thickness be kept to a minimum. 

For steel tube, panel C designs, nearly all panel geometries result in a thinner panel 

than that of a low density (200 kgjm3 ) foam core panel, using the thickest top plate, 

with the same impulse capacity as the corresponding tube based panel. The mass of 

the resulting panels are significantly larger than that of the tube based panel. When 

comparing aluminium tube panels, most panels designs result in a low density foam 

core panel that is thinner than the tube core panel with the same impulse capacity. 

The resulting foam core panels are of larger mass however than the aluminium tube core 

panels with the same impulse capacity. Using a high density (400 kgjm3 ) foam core panel, 

for all tube based panel designs, the foam core panel with the same impulse capacity is 

significantly thinner than the tube core panel. Further to this, only steel tube panels 

with very thin tubes result in a lower mass panel. 
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A final comparison between the two cladding structures is made by determining the foam 

panel design parameters which require a larger thickness/mass panel in order to have 

the same capacity as the largest capacity tube core panel. It is found that there exists 

combinations of foam density and top plate thickness which, for each tube material, 

.. Requires a panel of larger thickness and mass than the highest capacity tube core 

panel. 

• Requires a panel of smaller thickness but has a larger mass than the highest capacity 

tube core panel. 

• Requires a panel of larger thickness but has a smaller mass than the highest capacity 

tube core panel. 

.. Requires a panel of smaller thickness and mass than the highest capacity tube core 

panel. 

It is however observed that the crush force levels are generally much higher with the higher 

density foam in comparison to panel C tube based cores. The allowable force levels will 

depend on the particular application. This must be balanced with the impulse absorbing 

requirements. It can therefore be concluded that the performance of the proposed panels 

when compared to foam core panels depends strongly on the foam density. High density 

foams, combined with the appropriate top plate, can generally absorb a given impulse 

using a thinner and lighter panel than what can be constructed with a tube core panel. 

Further experimental and numerical investigation must be conducted on foam core panels 

however, to determine the validity of such a structure as a protective cladding under blast 

loads. 
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8.5 Numerical Modelling of Panel Response 

A numerical parametric study is conducted in ABAQUSjExplicit for the purpose of 

determining the influence of tube and top plate geometry on the efficiency and stability 

of the panels. A large range of steel tube panel geometries are investigated under a 

common impulse and the results are compared. The conclusions draw from the study are 

briefly described here. 

8.5.1 Tube Layout 

The stability and energy absorption properties of the proposed panels are strongly influ

enced by positioning of the tubes within the panel. For each panel layout A, B, and C 

an optimal radial distance from the panel centre is found where energy absorption in the 

core tubes is maximised and crush distances of each core tube is nearly identicaL For 

tube placements which are far from optimal, large top plate interaction effects induce 

global bending modes in the core tubes, reducing the energy absorption capacity of the 

panel core. Panel A layouts are found to be particularly sensitive to sub-optimal tube 

placements and hence are not recommended for use in actual blast scenarios. Table 8.1 

summarises the results of the parametric study on tube layout. 

Table 8.1: Panel performance measures for the optimal values of A, in terms of core 
stability, in panels A, B, and C, obtained from the parametric study on tube layout. For 
all designs, R = 4, ht = 0.6 mm, and hp = 3.0 mm. 

Panel- A Om (mm) Frnax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 57.65 74.89 35.66 0.476 0.366 0.885 
B - 0.625 46.17 93.51 44.04 0.471 0.290 0.880 
C - 0.675 22.18 168.62 93.41 0.554 0.164 0.914 

8.5.2 Tube Geometry Effects on Panel Performance 

As is observed analytically, the aspect ratio of the tubes has minimal effect on panel 

response. Small aspect ratios appear to increase stability in panel C layouts however, 

due to increases support of the top plate prior to core buckling. Tube thickness is found 

to have significant influence on panel response. Small changes in tube thickness results 

in large changes in crush distance. For stable tube placements, large tube thicknesses 

are found to slightly decrease core efficiency due to delayed buckling in the core tubes 

allowing larger initial displacements in the top plate. For unstable tube layouts, large 
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tube thicknesses are found to decrease panel stability. Core efficiency is found be max

imised with tube thicknesses resulting crush distances near the point of compaction. This 

implies that to maximise the energy absorption in the core, the tube thickness should be 

chosen based on the maximum expected blast load. This is impractical however as any 

underestimation of the expected loading will result in compaction, which will significantly 

increase force transfer to the protected structure. Table 8.2 summarises the optimal panel 

designs obtained from simultaneous variation in tube core geometric properties. 

Table 8.2: Performance measures for the highest performing panels, in terms of core effi
ciency in panels A, B, and C, under simultaneous variation in tube geometric p'arameters. 
For all designs, hp = 3.0 mm. 

Panel - >.. - ht - R 8m (mm) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 - 0.5 - 3.0 62.84 79.03 33.61 0.425 0.356 0.912 
B - 0.625 - 0.5 - 3.0 50.92 98.78 41.60 0.421 0.286 0.919 
C - 0.675 - 0.5 - 3.0 23.50 177.81 92.55 0.521 0.163 0.965 

8.5.3 Top Plate Geometry Effects on Panel Performance 

The numerical investigations clearly indicate a significant increase in panel performance 

with increasing top plate thickness. Thick top plates are found to minimise top plate 

interaction effects which induce global buckling modes in the panel core. The initial 

kinetic energy in the panels decreases with increasing top plate thickness, significantly 

increasing the impulse capacity of the panels. The top plate constitutes a significant 

portion of the total panel mass however, and as such the performance benefits gained 

from maximising the top plate thickness must be coupled with the the mass efficiency 

requirements of the application. Table 8.3 summarises the optimal panel designs obtained 

from the parametric study on top plate thickness. 

Table 8.3: Performance measures for the highest performing panels, in terms of core 
efficiency in panels A, B, and C, under under variation in top plate thickness. For all 
designs, ht = 0.6 mm and R = 4.0. 

Panel- >.. - h p 8m (mm) Fmax (kN) Fm (kN) ~crush ~total ~core 

A - 0.525 - 4.0 49.32 72.64 33.06 0.455 0.299 0.933 
B - 0.625 - 4.0 39.16 90.91 41.68 0.458 0.239 0.938 
C - 0.675 - 4.0 18.78 163.74 87.88 0.537 0.134 0.965 
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8.5.4 Panel Response to Non-Uniform Loading 

The influence of load non-uniformity is investigated numerically. For all panel layouts, 

thin top plates induce instabilities in the panel core, even for small non-uniformities in 

the pressure loading. Panel A layouts are found to be most sensitive to loading non

uniformity. Using a thick top plate is found to mimimise the reduction in stability 

and efficiency when loading the proposed panels under non-uniform blast loading. This 

further emphasises the importance of using a sufficiently thick top plate under actual 

blast conditions. 

8.6 Recommendations for Future Work 

The work presented in this thesis presents the groundwork for the use of the thin-walled 

tubes as sandwich material in the construction on protective panels under blast loads. 

Significant work remains in the study of the proposed panels in order to understand 

and improve performance under blast loading. The following recommendations are made 

regarding future work on the proposed panels: 

1. The variation in panel designs used in experimental tests should be greatly in

creased. This includes variation in tube thickness and aspect ratio and also in 

the thickness of the top plate. The experiments presented in this thesis are not 

extensive enough to ascertain complete experimental trends and are primarily for 

validation of finite element models. Experimental tests on different panel geome

tries will provide further insight into panel behaviour and possibly allow for further 

improvements on existing analytical and numerical models. 

2. Larger scale tests should be conducted which utilise several of the proposed panels 

subjected to a much larger charge mass. The current study focuses on a small 

structure which may compose a single cell of a complete protective cladding. If 

the proposed panel design is to be incorporated into actual protective cladding, it 

would be of interest to study the behaviour of the proposed structure configured 

in a cellular layout. From this, it can be determined if interaction effects from the 

individual panels have an effect on the energy absorbing properties of the complete 

structure. It will also be of interest to determine how the panels respond to the 

non-uniform blast loading associated with such an application. 

3. The ballistic pendulum should be modified to include a Hopkinson bar setup which 

can be used to record the reaction forces at the panel base. Although a difficult 

problem, the use of Hopkinson bars to record the force history at the base of the 
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tubes would provide valuable information into how the proposed panels transfer 

impulse to the protected structure. The reaction force history would also provide 

a further means of validating the numerical models. 

4. Further investigation should be conducted into a proper trigger mechanism to en

sure similar buckling characteristics among the core tubes. It is shown in the present 

work that the initiation of buckling at the indentation trigger has significant influ

ence on resulting crush mode of the panel core. Further studies using indentation 

triggers of differing radii and depth as well as different trigger mechanisms could 

improve the performance of the proposed panels. 

5. The response of the panels to localised loading should be investigated experimen

tally. The current study focuses primarily on uniform loading with some numerical 

studies using non-uniform blast loads. It is of interest to determine experimentally, 

the response of the panels to localised blast loads to determine if role of the panel as 

an energy absorbing device is compromised when loaded primarily near the panel 

centre. 

6. Numerical investigation using the hydrocode AUTODYN should be conducted on 

the loading rig used here to ensure uniformity of the specific impulse applied to the 

panel top plate. The experimental testing rig developed for this study appears to 

generate reasonably uniform blast loads based on the resulting structural response. 

It would be beneficial for future studies to be able to simulate the pressure history 

over the face of the panels. Such and exercise may allow for optimisation of the 

blast tube to generate the desired loading. In addition, the numerically predicted 

pressure loading can be used to parameterise the pulse shape used in the numerical 

model of the panels themselves. 

7. Mathematical optimization, using analytical results and possibly the Response Sur

face Methodology, should be conducted to find the optimal panel response subject 

to constraints on the design variables and on peak force levels. In the present study, 

a parametric study is conducted to determine how the geometric design variables 

influence panel response. A true optimal panel cannot be obtained from such a 

methodology as all design variables are not varied independently. Further to this, 

in practice, the optimal configuration would depend heavily on mass and peak force 

constraints which must be incorporated into a complete optimisation study. 
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